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Abstract

Sleep is essential for most living things to function. Many features of sleep are not yet understood however, mathematical models are playing an important role in developing our understanding of many of the physiological properties of sleep. We introduce the most well-known model of sleep regulation, the two process model which proposes that sleep-wake cycles can be modelled by the interaction between two oscillators. This ostensibly simple model is an interesting example of a nonsmooth dynamical system whose rich dynamical structure has been relatively unexplored. A key aim of this work is to further understand how transitions between monophasic (one sleep a day) and polyphasic (many sleeps a day) sleep occur in the two process model.

The two process model can be framed as a one-dimensional map of the circle which, for some parameter regimes, has gaps. As is a feature of continuous circle maps the bifurcation set consists of saddle-node Arnold tongues. We show that border collision bifurcations that arise naturally in maps with gaps extend and supplement these tongues. We see how the periodic solutions that are created by saddle-node bifurcations in continuous maps transition to periodic solutions created by period-adding bifurcations as seen in maps with gaps. With this deeper understanding of the dynamics and bifurcation structure of the two process model we use modified versions of the model to explain two experimental data sets.

An ultradian rhythm is a recurrent period or cycle which repeats multiple times across the day. We consider the sleep wake patterns of a the common vole, Microtus Arvalis, which has ultradian rest activity and feeding patterns. By deriving parameters for the two process model from EEG data and sleep/ wake onset times we are able to simulate with high accuracy the key features of spontaneous sleep-wake patterns in the voles. However, to explain phenomena seen in sleep deprivation experiments we include a high amplitude ultradian oscillation alongside the circadian, the results allow us to give some physiological insight into the internal mechanisms which drive sleep/wake onset times in the common vole.

Across the human lifespan there are many changes in the physiological properties of sleep, sleep timing and sleep duration. In adolescence sleep timing is delayed and there is a reduction in slow wave sleep which continues into old age as sleep timing gradually becomes earlier. Using a modified two process model which incorporates a van der Pol oscillator driven by external light signals into the circadian process we show that changes in sleep timing and duration across the lifespan can be explained by varying parameters. Model simulation show that these changes can be understood by a simultaneous reduction in the amplitude of the circadian oscillator and the upper asymptote of the homeostatic sleep pressure.

Keywords: The two process model; Circadian rhythms and sleep; Maps of the circle; Bifurcations of limit cycles and periodic orbits; Dynamical systems in Biology; Ultradian rhythms and sleep.
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The purpose of this thesis is to give a deeper analysis than seen in the current literature of the complex dynamics of the two process model of sleep-wake regulation. We discuss in detail the bifurcation structure that exists within the two process model and apply modified versions of the two process model to two problems: predicting recovery sleep after sleep deprivation in the common vole; explaining changes in sleep patterns across the lifespan in humans.

1.1 Circadian rhythms and sleep

Most living things, from bacteria and fungi to plants and animals, experience some behavioural changes that follow a cycle of roughly one day. Natural oscillations in light intensity and temperature have promoted the evolution of approximately daily internal oscillators, these oscillators are known as circadian clocks (or circadian rhythms). Other external inputs such as population levels and societal pressure can also have an impact on these rhythms. The body is constantly reacting to these external stimuli in an attempt to maintain a stable condition, or homeostasis. An example of this is thirst, which is an important mechanism for an individual to maintain a relatively constant level of fluids in the body.

Many animals experience these clocks as cycles between sleepiness and alertness at regular intervals, the sleep-wake cycle. If an organism has synchronized its rhythms with the regular oscillations of the external stimuli it is said to be entrained. In humans it was not known until the late 1930’s if their rhythms were internally generated or externally imposed. The forced desynchrony protocol of Kleitman [1] showed that despite having a forced sleep-wake period much longer than one day the internal temperature rhythm remained entrained to 24 hours. In the 1960’s, so called “free-run” experiments, showed that rhythmicity also persists even when external stimuli are removed. Several of the experiments exploring autonomous rhythms under temporal isolation were performed by entraining participants to a normal light-dark (LD) cycle. The participants were then isolated, originally in bunkers [2–4] or natural
caves [1], from environmental time indicators. These studies could last for weeks or months at a time and participants were without clocks but were able to eat, sleep and turn on lights as they pleased. It was shown that subjects continued to experience roughly circadian oscillations in body temperature and melatonin levels.

For 99% of humans the intrinsic period of these oscillations lies between 23.5 hours and 24.7 hours, with a mean of 24.2 hours. Under normal conditions light signals adjust the length of the period to one solar day [5–7]. After many weeks the majority of participants experience Spontaneous Internal Desynchrony (SID), where the sleep-wake cycle becomes desynchronized from the autonomous circadian rhythms [2, 3]. In a large number of cases a free-running participant exhibiting SID will have a sleep-wake cycle between 30–50 hours without being aware. A summary of results of many free-run experiments can be found in Czeisler [8,9] and Wever [4,10].

It is now known that circadian clocks are not just behavioural but are a result of complex biochemical oscillators. The internal mechanism that is considered to be most responsible for coordinating circadian rhythms is a group of around twenty thousand nerve cells called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). Some other regions of the brain which are involved in the regulation of sleep are illustrated in Figure 1.1 below. The SCN is a tiny region of the brain located in the hypothalamus, directly above the optic chiasm. Information about incoming light is relayed from the optic nerves to the hypothalamus, the SCN then regulates the level of melatonin in the body [11] through a direct neural connection to the pineal gland.

Melatonin is a biomarker for the circadian rhythms of the SCN, for example, during the night the brain produces higher levels of melatonin than during the day. Information is also sent to other hypothalamic nuclei to modulate body temperature and hormones such as: cortisol, which rises throughout sleep and peaks around wake onset, dissipating during the day [12]; and circadian prolactin, which begins rising in the late afternoon and peaks in the middle of the night.

1.1.1 Sleep

Sleep is essential for ensuring that the body’s central and peripheral rhythms are synchronised, this helps maintain a healthy body and mind. During sleep many of the systems in the body are in an anabolic state, a state allowing for recovery of the immune [13], nervous, skeletal and muscular systems. Wound healing is also improved by ‘good’ sleep [14]. The brain in particular needs sleep for restoration, many other parts of the body are able to restore themselves during quiescent waking. Brain areas with reduced activity during sleep restore supplies of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), a molecule which can act as an energy current in the cell for both storage and transport [15]. Since ATP has hypnogenic properties [16,17], ATP in the brain has been shown to support many of the functions involved in the regulation of sleep homeostasis and the
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Figure 1.1: The regions of the brain which promote and regulate sleep-wake cycles
Source: www.nature.com/scientificamericanmind/journal/v24/n1/images/scientificamericanmind0313-12-I3.jpg

There are many well documented sleep disorders which include dyssomnias (disorders related to initiating or maintaining sleep), such as insomnia, hypersomnia, narcolepsy, and sleep apnoea; parasomnias (disorders related to unusual behaviour of the nervous system during sleep), such as sleepwalking and sleep behavioural disorders; bruxism (involuntary grinding of teeth); and circadian rhythm sleep disorders (having a delayed sleep-wake phase).

When sleep is irregular or a sleep disorder is present, the carefully orchestrated circadian rhythms can become disorganised [19, 20]. Poor or mistimed sleep has been correlated with many health issues [21–23] such as: depression and psychotic disorders [24, 25]; cardiovascular disease [26,27]; neurodegenerative conditions; disease progression in cancer [28–30]; obesity [31]; diabetes [32]. Due to the significant health risks associated with poor or mistimed sleep, it is important that we understand the biological mechanisms which regulate the sleep - wake cycle.

To do this we must first define what sleep is and set out the fundamental properties of sleep.

Here we introduce the behavioural definition of sleep and the polysomnography (PSG) approach which includes the electroencephalographic (EEG) description of the various sleep stages. The original behavioural definition of sleep was given by Piéron in 1913 [33] and has since been extended [34,35]. This definition proposes that a set of criteria need to be satisfied in order for a subject to be classified as asleep. These criteria are:

1. presence at a specific sleeping site;
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2. typical body posture;

3. physical inactivity;

4. elevated arousal threshold;

5. rapid state reversibility (wakes up quickly from a big enough stimulus);

6. regulatory capacity (increased sleep quality and/or duration after sleep prevention).

Whilst these properties give a good visual indication as to whether the subject is awake or asleep they are not sufficient to categorize the stage/ type of sleep or give an explanation for the physiology which regulates the sleep-wake cycle. The behavioural definition is therefore usually considered alongside a PSG. Polysomnography (PSG) is the collection of various physiological measurements which indicate sleep, these include: electroencephalography (EEG) of brain waves, electrooculography (EOG) of eye movements, electromyography (EMG) of skeletal muscle activity, simplified electrocardiography (ECG) for cardiac activity and actigraphy for motor movements. Some sleep laboratories collect all measurements of the PSG simultaneously [36], this is usually in the diagnosis of a sleep disorder. Often sleep scoring will take place using only a few of the PSG measurements, in particular the sleep EEG.

1.1.2 Electroencephalography (EEG)

A conventional human scalp EEG recording is obtained by finding the difference in voltage between two electrode sites [37]. Each electrode on the scalp forms a pair with the common system reference electrode and each pair is connected to a differential amplifier. A differential amplifier amplifies the recorded voltages by between 1000 – 100000 times. The amplified signal is then passed through an anti-aliasing filter and converted from analog to digital, allowing the data to be filtered for display. Typical filters that can be applied are a high-pass filter (0.5 - 1 Hz) and a low-pass filter (35 - 70 Hz). These filters are used to remove unwanted frequencies from movement, nerve and muscle signals and are also necessary to remove frequencies caused by mains power lines, around 50 Hz [38].

EEG recordings are usually represented by plotting time against the difference in voltages, as in Figure 1.2, these voltages produce sequences of waves referred to as EEG activity. The frequency of a wave refers to the number of times the wave completes a cycle in one second and the amplitude, measured in microvolts (µV), is given by comparing the height of the wave recorded to that of a calibration signal recorded with the same gain and applied filters. For example, if the height of an EEG wave measures 10mm and is compared to a calibration signal of 50µV measuring 5mm then the plotted amplitude is 100 µV.
The majority of signals observed in the scalp EEG lie within the 1-20Hz range and the waveforms are generally divided into four main bandwidths known as alpha, beta, theta and delta waves. In humans, frequencies in the range of 1-4 Hz are known as delta waves. These are the slowest waves and tend to have the highest amplitude in the sleep EEG.

Theta waves lie in the frequency range 4-7 Hz and are often seen in young children. Usually theta activity is seen during relaxed states such as drowsiness, arousal and even meditation.

Alpha waves were the first wave type to be categorised by Hans Berger, a German neurologist and the inventor of the EEG. Frequencies in the range 7-13Hz are known as alpha waves which correlate with closing of the eyes and relaxation. A phenomenon known as alpha blockage occurs when a subject opens their eyes, this is where alpha waves dissipate and beta waves in the frequency range 14-30Hz become prominent. Active movement or motor behaviour is closely linked to beta activity [39] and is therefore seen predominantly in the EEG during wakefulness.

Next, we discuss the various stages of sleep which can be categorised using the sleep EEG.
1.1.3 Stages of the sleep-wake cycle

The PSG, and in particular changes in the sleep EEG, have been used to divide sleep into various stages. Only a few years after its invention research projects were using EEG to study a whole-night sleep in humans, one of the first of such studies was led by Loomis. Loomis and his team were the first to describe many of the waveforms in the sleep EEG, namely sawtooth waves, sleep spindles, and random waves, later called K-complexes and slow waves [40,41]. Throughout sleep they noticed that there were changes in the features of the sleep EEG, this lead to the first categorization of sleep. This categorization consisted of 5 different sleep states in humans ranging from deep sleep to wakefulness with the level of arousability increasing through to wake [42,43]. As experimental equipment and our understanding of the physiology has improved other revised scoring systems have been developed.

It is now known that there are two broad types of sleep, nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. In humans, the sleep cycle alternates between NREM and REM sleep around 4–6 times a night and each cycle takes an average of 90 minutes [44, 36]. NREM sleep occurs at the beginning of a sleep episode and was previously divided further, into 4 main stages [45]. However, this was reduced to three stages, N(I)-N(III), by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine in 2007 [46] where the previous stages 3 and 4 were combined. There are distinct characteristics seen in each stage:

- **Stage 1 (N1)** - Sometimes referred to as relaxed wakefulness, this stage occurs predominantly at the beginning of sleep with slow eye movements. In the sleep EEG alpha waves are seen dissipating and theta waves appear. The sleeper can be easily awakened from this stage and, if woken, often believe they have not been asleep at all.

- **Stage 2 (N2)** - No eye movements occur and the sleeper is still easily awakened. The sleep EEG shows sleep spindles and K-complexes during this stage.

- **Stage 3 (N3/SWS)** - Otherwise known as deep sleep or slow-wave sleep (SWS). The sleep EEG shows an increase and then domination of delta waves during this stage. Dreaming is also more common in this stage than the other NREM stages.

There are other observable changes during NREM sleep, for example, the brain uses less energy and both heart rate and body temperature fall [47].

In REM sleep, rapid movements of the eyes occur and there is a loss of muscle tone or virtual paralysis of the body. REM sleep takes up only a small proportion of total sleep time and is often called paradoxical sleep due to physiological similarities to wakefulness including rapid, low-voltage desynchronized brain waves. Dreaming is predominant during the REM state but does also occur during NREM.
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The sleep cycle usually follows the ordering N(I) → N(II) → N(III) or SWS → N(II) → REM, where REM occurs on a return to N(I) or N(II) from SWS. There is a higher proportion of SWS at the beginning of a sleep period which decreases through the night as the proportion of REM sleep increases [36].

For most people awakening means the end of sleep, however brief awakenings happen throughout sleep (usually around 1 – 2 % of sleep duration in healthy teenagers and increasing into adulthood) to adjust body position or to survey the environment. Awakenings usually occur at the end of a REM sleep phase and wake onset occurring at the end of sleep is typically triggered by sufficient reduction of sleep need alongside internal circadian indicators. Wake onset coincides with an increase in electrical activity in the brain which begins in the thalamus and spreads through the cortex [48].

1.1.4 Changes through lifespan

As mentioned before, it has been shown that there are many health issues associated with poor or mistimed sleep. In terms of the sleep EEG one would expect to see disturbances in the continuity of sleep, decreased delta activity and changes in the distribution and density of eye movements [25] if the individual was not getting adequate sleep (dysregulated). Adequate sleep is considered to be when there are no periods of sleepiness/ drowsiness during daytime. The amount of sleep needed to achieve this varies through age and for each individual.

The periods of a human life with the highest proportion of sleep occur in the first 2 years namely: newborns (0 - 3 months old), infants (4 - 11 months old) and toddlers (1 - 2 years old). By the end of this first 2 years a baby’s brain is almost the size of an adult sized brain [49] and sleep plays a clear role in this development. It has been shown that consolidated periods of sleep with few wake episodes in these early years influences a child’s ability to perform cognitive tasks [50], learn languages [51], improve vocabulary [52] and have a calmer temperament [53]. The timing of sleep with respect to learning is also significant, with infants known to recall information and rules much better if they sleep within 4 hours of learning.

In these early years, sleep is polyphasic (many sleep-wake episodes each day), becoming monophasic (one sleep-wake cycle each day) by roughly ages 5-6 when a child reaches school age. Usually school age children have earlier sleep onset and wake onset times, with mid-sleep on free (non-work) days (MSF) occurring at approximately 03:00 am, which becomes later into the teenage years to 05:00 am. Into adulthood this shift in timing reverses and both sleep and wake onset become earlier again, approximately 03:30 am by age 60 [54]. The duration of sleep has been shown to decrease monotonically from teenage years to retirement and then level off [55, 56]. These variations of sleep can be seen directly in the sleep duration recommendations given by the National Sleep Foundation in the USA [57] shown below.
• Newborns (0 - 3 months) - 14 to 17 hours
• Infants (4 - 11 months) - 12 to 15 hours
• Toddlers (1 - 2 years) - 11 to 14 hours
• Preschoolers (3 - 4 years) - 10 to 13 hours
• School-age children (5 - 12 years) - 9 to 11 hours
• Teenagers (13 - 17 years) - 8 to 10 hours
• Adults (18 - 64 years) - 7 to 9 hours
• Older Adults (65 years and over) - 7 to 8 hours

The age related changes in sleep shown in MSF studies could be the result of both underlying physiological changes and environmental or societal pressures. In modern society there are many pressures that can alter human sleep patterns. For example, it has been suggested that changes in sleep timing are primarily a result of the modern light environment [58]. In the next section we discuss some of the societal pressures.

1.1.5 Light and modern society

Changes in light have an influence on the internal circadian clock, since light gives the circadian clock an idea of the time of day. It has been shown that exposure to even small amounts of light during night time can affect body temperature, melatonin secretion and cognitive ability. Pulses of light at the right time in a circadian cycle have a resetting effect on the internal clock [59].

The advent of electric light has substantially altered sleep timing in the developed world and this has an impact on the internal circadian clock, which can become desynchronized [7]. This circadian desynchrony can occur due to differences in weekday and weekend sleep patterns, night time shift work [60], waking during the wrong sleep stage and looking at light emitting screens before bed [61]. All of this can lead people to have issues sleeping even when tired, or difficulty waking up in the morning [48]. It is clear then that having the ability to control light intensity and gate light onset could have negative impacts (when used to interrupt the sleep-wake cycle) and positive impacts (when used to regulate light intake and sleep).

In indigenous hunter - gatherer communities living near the equator, with no access to electric light, sleep onset occurs 2 to 4 hours after sunset and sleep duration on average is 7.7 hours, with wake onset roughly 1 hour prior to sunrise. These communities spend a large proportion of the day outside and as a result receive a large amount of high intensity light (averaging 4000 lux). In periods of darkness, before dawn and after dusk, the only light source is small fires
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(less than 5 lux). This ‘natural’ light profile is very different from that seen in industrialized
countries today.

Light intake is now prolonged well into the evening due to universal indoor lighting, television
and mobile devices. These light sources are personally activated meaning that the user now has
some control in manipulating their circadian clocks. The amount of light received during the
day is reduced by an order of magnitude relative to pre-industrialized societies [62, 63] since
far more adults now spend the majority of the day working indoors. Individuals with longer
intrinsic circadian periods are thought to be more sensitive to the impact of evening artificial
light [58].

One of the key contributors to evening light exposure is shift work occurring during the night,
which has become commonplace in modern society. Not only does exposure to artificial light
at night suppress the pineal hormone melatonin but shift workers undergo regular disruption
to their circadian rhythms and sleep deprivation. It has been hypothesized that this can lead
to reduced immune response and changes in metabolism [60] which have been linked to obesity,
type II diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Epidemiologic studies found that female night shift
workers are also at a higher risk of cancer, in particular 41% more likely to have skin cancers and
32% more likely to have breast cancers [64] than women that only worked in the day. Alongside
the sleep schedule disruption it is likely that other factors contribute to the wide range of health
issues caused by night time shift work. Shift workers are less likely to find time to exercise and
eat regular healthy meals which are risk factors for a wide range of diseases.

Wake onset can now be triggered on demand by an alarm clock and is often imposed by
social constraints such as work and school start times. Early wake onset during the week leads
to an accumulation of ‘sleep debt’ which is then recovered during free days by sleeping later
and longer, closer to an individuals natural circadian wake propensity rhythm. This pattern
of accruing sleep debt on working days and recovery on free days is called ‘social jet-lag’ [65]
named because of the similarities in sleeping out of phase with the circadian clock seen when
travelling through time zones.

With improvements in aviation it is now common for people to travel by plane across several
time zones for either work or holiday. The result can be a desynchrony between environmental
cues and the internal clock [66], the internal clock is misaligned with the actual time in the new
location, this is known as jet lag. Symptoms related to jet lag can range from daytime sleepiness
and night time insomnia to gastrointestinal issue and mild depression [67]. These effects are
usually only temporary as the internal clock readjusts a little each day until it becomes entrained
with external environmental cues. Eating at appropriate times, being active and getting exposure
to light during daylight hours in the new time zone can speed up recovery. Typically a flight
across six or more time zones will take the traveller 4-6 days to return to a normal sleep schedule
and not have daytime sleepiness.

1.1.6 Media and mobile applications

In recent years there has been a lot of media attention surrounding the importance of sleep. This has led to an increase in accessible sleep optimisation tools on mobile devices and online. Some of these applications use mathematical models to predict preferable sleep/wake onset times for people recovering from jet lag, adjusting sleep patterns for shift work and people with sleep disorders. Applications such as Entrain [68] ask users to input data about their sleep/wake times and light intensity throughout the day before making long distance flights across time zones. The application is then able to give optimal sleep schedules [69], with the aim of fast re-entrainment, by adjusting your light intake and sleep pattern over the period of travel. We will discuss the underlying mathematical models of Entrain in the next section.

Mobile applications like ‘Sleep as Android’ [70] use sleep actigraphy to track sleep phase and timing. Many of these applications offer other services such as smart wake up, which finds the optimal moment in your sleep cycle for your alarm clock to wake you, or cycle count and percentage of deep sleep, which gives an indication of how healthy your sleep is and can help identify sleep deprivation issues. The advantage of using sleep actigraphy in the modern age is that most mobile devices have a built-in accelerometer sensor which is very sensitive to movement, therefore sleep tracking can be done personally and at home. Since during deep sleep muscle movements are suppressed the actigraph will output an almost flat sleep graph. During the lighter sleep phases more movement is detected which are displayed as peaks in the sleep graph.

To increase the accuracy when categorising sleep phase ‘Sleep as Android’ also considers noise intake through the microphone on the device and allows for heart rate detection data to be used from external heart rate sensors. Many fitness trackers now contain a heart rate sensor, some of which will even track sleep-wake cycles for you. Fitbit, one of the current leading fitness tracker brands has dedicated sleep monitoring and is thought to be more accurate than using a mobile phone since it is worn on the wrist and monitors both activity and heart rate simultaneously. Most fitness trackers come with a companion application which allows you to visualise all of your data, set exercise goals, record additional information such as food and water intake and indicate your preferred sleep schedule. Using this information some of these applications will give food intake and bedtime reminders to help you personally achieve your sleep schedule. Again, this gives the user an opportunity to interact with and personalise their sleep-wake patterns.

As well as monitoring and adapting sleep schedules the general population are becoming more aware of the effects of artificial light in the evening. It is known that the blue and green
light emitted from electronic screens can disrupt sleep cycles when used at night [71], delaying
the circadian clock and suppressing levels of sleep-promoting melatonin [72]. Applications such
as f.lux [73] will change the colour of light emitted from a computer screen throughout the day.
The reduction of blue light in the evening emulates sunset in an attempt to reduce the effects
of artificial light on sleep-wake cycles.

A better understanding of mathematical models of sleep could allow for more accurate sleep
optimization schedules, which in turn could improve many peoples’ health.

1.2 Mathematical models of sleep-wake regulation

Mathematical models have been used for decades to help understand sleep-wake cycles and
circadian rhythms. The classical models of sleep-wake regulation focus on the desire to sleep
after periods of wakefulness, the circadian rhythm driven by the brain’s SCN and other cyclic
behaviour which occurs in the transitions between REM and NREM sleep (approximately 90
minutes per cycle). These interactions have motivated coupled oscillator models [74,75] and the
reciprocal interaction model for REM sleep cycling [76, 77]. However, the most well known of
these classical mathematical models of sleep regulation is the two process model.

The two process model was first described in [78] and extended in [79] and has since provided
a theoretical framework and even the language now commonly used to describe sleep-wake reg-
ulation. The model proposes that the sleep-wake cycle can be understood in terms of the
interaction of two oscillatory processes: a sleep dependent homeostatic process and a sleep
independent circadian oscillator. The term homeostasis in sleep refers to the body’s internal
biochemical system aimed at maintaining physiological sleep need within reasonable bounds. It
is modelled on a sleep pressure that increases monotonically during wake and decreases mono-
tonically during sleep. The direct cause of this sleep pressure is not known, but one suggestion
is that it is a consequence of adenosine build-up during the day. Switching between the sleep
and wake states occurs at threshold values of the sleep pressure, with the transition from wake
to sleep occurring at the upper threshold and from sleep to wake at the lower threshold. Both
thresholds are modulated by the circadian oscillation, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

An accepted physiological marker for the homeostatic sleep pressure in the two process
model is slow wave activity (SWA) in the electroencephalogram (EEG) during sleep [78–80]. It
is possible to approximate the time constants, which determine the growth and decay of the
homeostatic sleep pressure, relevant to humans in the two process model [81]. These constants
are different for wake and sleep. The model can be used to describe many different types of sleep
phenomena. By changing parameters in the model one can: create monophasic (one sleep-wake
cycle per day) and polyphasic (multiple cycles per day) sleep patterns and emulate the sleep
cycles of babies.

Other mathematical models are similar to the two process model [82], usually using both the homeostatic and circadian processes alongside some other additional processes. The model of ultradian variation of slow-wave activity [83–85] allows a similar homeostatic process to determine the build-up and saturation levels of SWA during NREM episodes. Other models include a sleep inertia process, becoming a three process model [86,87], to simulate sleepiness/ alertness.

Although some simulations of the two process model have been carried out there is only a little analysis of the large range of dynamics and behaviour it can show, therefore it can be difficult to understand how the model parameters are linked to the physiology. One of the first models of (REM) sleep regulation grounded in some physiology was the reciprocal interaction model [76] which used interactions between neurons to understand the basis of ultradian cycling between REM and NREM sleep. Due to a greater recent understanding of the neuronal mechanisms that underly sleep-wake regulation [88], more complex neuronal models have been formulated [89–94]. However, the reciprocal interaction model structure is still an underlying
feature of the REM sleep regulation in many of these more complex models. The Phillips and Robinson (PR) model [90] is based on sleep-wake regulation being a result of the interaction between sleep-promoting and wake-promoting neurons. The PR model considers the mutual inhibition of sleep promoting neurons and wake promoting neurons regulated by homeostatic and circadian processes. Whilst giving basic sleep-wake cycles the PR model is also able to estimate the effects of: sleep deprivation, caffeine, impulsive stimuli and shift work [95]. Also, by changing parameters in the model it is possible to understand the interspecies differences in mammalian sleep [96]. Mutual inhibition models, like the PR model, are increasingly being used to understand many sleep-wake phenomena.

The two process model has been mathematically associated with the PR model [97] enabling some aspects of the two process model to be interpreted more physiologically. It has been shown that there is also a relationship between the two process model and other more general neuronal models [98]. Consequently understanding the dynamics of the two process model is important for two reasons. Firstly, because of the central role of this model in the understanding of sleep-wake regulation and, secondly, in providing a deeper understanding of some of the interesting phenomena that have been observed in neuronal models of sleep-wake regulation.

As stated many mathematical models of sleep have incorporated a circadian oscillator, this oscillator is usually considered to be approximately sinusoidal and of fixed phase. However, an extension of the PR model considers a dynamic circadian oscillator to explain interactions between the sleep-wake state and circadian [99]. One of the interactions sometimes considered is modulation of light by sleep onset times [100] where sleep onset is used to gate incoming light signals [101]. Many studies exploring the effect of light on the human pacemaker have implemented a classic van der Pol type oscillator [102, 74], which contains a cubic nonlinearity, since the pacemaker acts as a limit cycle oscillator [103]. The classic van der Pol type model can be used alongside some process $L$, which converts a light signal into an effective drive on the circadian oscillator [104]. In fact, the mobile application Entrain uses a circadian clock given by this simple type of cubic model. More complex models employ a higher degree of nonlinearity [105, 106] however, the cubic model has been shown to be as, or more, accurate in predicting the results of human phase response experiments [104].

Throughout this thesis we analyse the dynamics of the two process model and consider some of its applications. Since it has been shown that neuronal models can be related to the two process model [97, 98] a better understanding of its underlying dynamics could give an insight into the behaviour observed in more complex models of sleep-wake regulation.


1.3 One dimensional maps

It has been shown that the two-process model can be represented as a one-dimensional map with discontinuities \[107, 108\]. A one-dimensional map is a function from an interval in \(\mathbb{R}\) into itself and can help give an understanding of the evolution of a variable’s dynamics. We are motivated by the transitions between monophasic and polyphasic sleep-wake patterns in the two process model, to understand these patterns individually we construct one dimensional maps. We begin by introducing the notion of a one dimensional map.

Consider \(x_{n+1} = f(x_n)\), where \(x_n\) denotes the current state of the system, \(x_{n+1}\) the next state and \(f\) is some function which will be assumed to be differentiable, mapping \(x_n\) to \(x_{n+1}\). A fixed point occurs if \(x_n = x_{n+1}\). Thus, in a one-dimensional map solving \(x_n = f(x_n)\) for \(x_n\) gives the fixed points.

There are several ways to understand the stability of these fixed points. For example we may consider a nearby orbit \(x_n = x^*_n + \epsilon_n\) and check whether this orbit is attracted or repelled from \(x^*_n\). Similarly we could consider the gradient of the map at the fixed point where

- \(|f'(x^*_n)| < 1\), linear stability (local attractor)
- \(|f'(x^*_n)| = 1\), marginal
- \(|f'(x^*_n)| > 1\), unstable (local repeller)
- \(|f'(x^*_n)| = 0\) superstable.

A cobweb diagram is a way to visualise the stability of the fixed points of the map. To do this we would take the graphical representation of the map and begin on the \(x_n\)-axis at some initial point \(x_0\). The initial point gets mapped to a new point under the map \(x_{n+1} = f(x_n)\) which is found by drawing a vertical line up until we hit the map. We then move horizontally to the \(x_n = x_{n+1}\) line and continue to find points in our orbit following this process (going vertically to the map and horizontally to the identity line). Stable fixed points will be attractors in the cobweb plot.

In Figure 1.4 we see a typical cobweb diagram of the logistic map, \(x_n = rx_n(1 - x_n)\), where we have chosen \(r = 3\). The point \(x^*_n\) occurs as the map crosses the identity line, since \(|f'(x^*_n)| < 1\) we know that \(x^*_n\) is a stable fixed point.

The inherent periodicity of the circadian process in the two process model means that its one-dimensional map can be linked to a circle map. Consequently, both classic results for circle maps and well-known results for maps with gaps will be relevant to our discussion.
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Figure 1.4: A cobweb plot of the logistic map. The diagonal black line is the identity line where \( x_n = x_{n+1} \), the red curve is the logistic map and the series of blue lines shows how the cobweb plot converges to a stable periodic solution.

1.3.1 Circle maps and Arnold tongues

A circle map is a function that takes the circumference of a circle and maps it onto itself and behaves differently from maps of \( \mathbb{R} \), since the circle is bounded. Such maps occur naturally in the periodic forcing of oscillators and, since the seminal paper by Arnold [109], have played an important role in understanding the behaviour of a variety of physical [110] and biological systems [111]. Here we will introduce some notation, some basic known properties of circle maps and focus in particular on the Arnold map.

Let \( f : S^1 \to S^1 \). The \( n^{th} \)-composition of \( f \) with itself is

\[
    f^n(x) = \underbrace{f \circ f \circ \cdots \circ f}_{n \text{ times}}(x)
\]

and the sequence \( \{x_0, f(x_0), f^2(x_0), \ldots, f^n(x_0), \ldots\} \), or \( \{x_n\}_{n=0}^{\infty} \), is called the orbit of \( x \) under \( f \).

We define \( \pi : \mathbb{R} \mapsto S^1 \) to be the covering map, a map that wraps \( \mathbb{R} \) around \( S^1 \) which is
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continuous, monotone and periodic, with period 1. Then, $F : \mathbb{R} \mapsto \mathbb{R}$ is a lift of $f$ if $\pi \circ F = f \circ \pi$. Note that since the covering map is not unique there are always an infinite number of lifts for a given map $f : S^1 \mapsto S^1$. The lift of the map to $\mathbb{R}$ is often used to study the dynamics of a circle map.

An archetypal example of a circle map is the two-parameter family (or standard family), $F_{\omega,\epsilon}$, given by iterating the map

$$F_{\omega,\epsilon}(\theta_n) = \theta_n + 2\pi\omega + \epsilon \sin \theta_n$$

which is the lift of the circle map

$$x_{n+1} = f_{\omega,\epsilon}(x_n) = x_n + \omega - \frac{\epsilon}{2\pi} \sin(2\pi x_n) \mod 1,$$

where $\epsilon$ is a constant denoting the strength of non-linearity and $\omega$ is some externally applied frequency. Such maps are referred to as Arnold maps.

For values of $\epsilon$ less than 1 and certain values of $\omega$, regions of the map exhibit mode locking/phase locking. In a phase-locked region, $\theta_n$ values progress essentially as rational multiples of $n$ where the limiting behaviour is given by the rotation number [112]

$$\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon}) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{F^n(x_0) - x_0}{n},$$

which is well-defined and independent of $x_0$ [113]. A rotation number is rational (i.e. $\exists p, q \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $\rho = \frac{p}{q}$) if and only if there is $F^q(x_n) = x_n + p$ for some $x \in \mathbb{R}$. If $\rho(F_{\omega_0,\epsilon}) = \frac{p}{q}$ is rational, $f_{\omega_0,\epsilon}$ has a periodic point of period $q$ and there exists an $x_0 \in \mathbb{R}$ such that

$$F^q_{\omega_0}(x_0) = x_0 + p.$$

On the other hand, if $\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon})$ is irrational then $f$ has no periodic solutions [114].

It was originally thought that the existence of rotation numbers $\rho$ followed directly from having a circle map which was strictly increasing, continuous and of degree one ($F(x + 1) = F(x) + 1$). It was later proved that the map only needs to satisfy two conditions [115] to ensure the existence of rotation numbers, that is being non-decreasing [116] and of degree one. Solutions of non-decreasing circle maps can only be either periodic or aperiodic [115,117].

For each rational number, there is an interval in $\omega$ with non-empty interior on which $\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon}) = \frac{p}{q}$. However, there are also infinitely many values of $\omega$ for which $\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon})$ is irrational [114]. If the map depends smoothly and monotonically on a parameter, then the periodic solutions occur in intervals with a devil’s staircase structure dependence on the parameter, a
shape that is generally similar to the Cantor function (i.e. the graph of $\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon})$ is constant on intervals corresponding to rational numbers, yet everywhere continuous).

Regions in the $\omega - \epsilon$ plane where $\rho(F_{\omega,\epsilon})$ is a fixed rational number form “tongues” which extend from each point ($\epsilon = 0, \omega = \frac{p}{q}$). These regions are known as Arnold tongues and denote the phase-locked regions mentioned earlier. For $\epsilon < 1$, Arnold tongues are non-overlapping and all have non-empty interior. At the boundary of these tongues a fixed point for $f_{\omega,\epsilon}$ is created in a saddle-node bifurcation. This fixed point separates into two fixed points inside the tongue, each fixed point goes around the unit circle until meeting in another saddle-node bifurcation on the other tongue boundary, and then disappearing.

The same sequences of periodic solutions have been repeatedly observed in monotonic maps with gaps of the real line [118], and have been termed period-adding sequences. The observation of period-adding sequences is typically linked with border collision bifurcations where fixed points of the map are created/destroyed by colliding with the gap.

### 1.3.2 One dimensional maps with gaps

For some parameter regimes the one dimensional map of the two process model has discontinuities. At the discontinuity, border collision bifurcations occur as periodic solutions are created/annihilated by the edge of the gap in the map. Border collision bifurcation theory has been used to investigate a range of physical systems such as the dynamics of the impact oscillator [119], switching systems [120, 121] and various other piecewise smooth systems [122]. Most notably Jain and Banerjee (2002) [123] give a classification of the border collision bifurcations that occur in linear one dimensional maps on $\mathbb{R}$ with a discontinuity. The maps considered in the context of border collision bifurcation theory are usually linear.

Take a one-dimensional map $f(x, \mu)$ that maps $\mathbb{R}^1$ to itself and depends smoothly on $\mu$. This map can be divided by a point, sometimes called a borderline value, on the real line $x = x_b$ into two regions $R_A$ and $R_b$ which are continuous in $(x, \mu)$ in both regions yet discontinuous at $x_b$ [124]. Therefore the map $f(x, \mu)$ is called piecewise continuous. To visualise what happens as a fixed point crosses the point of the discontinuity $x_b$, a one-dimensional discontinuous map of the form

$$x_{n+1} = \begin{cases} 
L : ax_n + \mu & \text{if } x_n < x_b = 0, \\
R : bx_n + \mu + l & \text{if } x_n > x_b = 0,
\end{cases}$$

can be considered. Here, $l$ denotes the length of the discontinuity, the discontinuity lies at the origin and the state space is divided into two halves: $L$ (left of the discontinuity) and $R$ (right of the discontinuity).

Since the map is piecewise linear there is at most one fixed point either side of the discon-
tinuity. As before fixed points of the map are found by setting $x_n = x_{n+1}$. Therefore the fixed point in $L$ is located at $x^*_L = \frac{\mu}{1-a}$ and that in $R$ is located at $x^*_R = \frac{\mu+l}{1-b}$, a detailed discussion classifying the dynamics for different regions of the parameter space $(a,b)$ is given in [123]. For $L$ to have an intersection with the identity line, $\mu$ needs to be less than 0 and for $R$, $\mu > -l$. Therefore, collisions at the border occur for the fixed point $x^*_L$ at $\mu = 0$ and for $x^*_R$ at $\mu = -l$. Thus, as the parameter $\mu$ is varied, we expect two border collision events, one at either edge of the discontinuity.

One of the key aims of this thesis is to understand the bifurcation behaviour of the two process model and understand how transitions between different types of periodic solutions occur. As a parameter is varied in the two process model, its one dimensional map transitions from a continuous monotonic circle map to a monotonic circle map with gaps. We will see that border collisions in maps with gaps can play a similar role to saddle-node bifurcations in continuous circle maps in forming boundaries for existence regions of periodic solutions.

### 1.4 Overview

The layout of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, *The two process model, its associated map and periodic solutions*, we formally define the two process model and show some of its basic dynamics. We then give the one-dimensional map reduction of the two process model and consider periodic solutions with $p$ sleeps over $q$ days. Finally, we show that for small circadian amplitudes regions of periodic solutions form ‘wedges’, which approximate the boundaries of Arnold tongues for 1 sleep over $q$ days.

In Chapter 3, *Bifurcations of periodic solutions*, we focus on the bifurcations in the two process model and consider further the boundaries of the Arnold tongues. We first show that there is a parameter regime where the one-dimensional map is a lift of a continuous monotonic circle map and hence the regions of existence of different types of periodic solutions form Arnold tongues bounded by saddle-node bifurcations. We then find the parameter regions for which gaps in the map occur and show that these discontinuities in the map result in border collision bifurcations. Combining these results we explain how border collisions in gap maps can play a similar role to saddle-node bifurcations in continuous circle maps in forming boundaries for existence regions of periodic solutions. We end with a discussion section that summarises the key results from Chapters 2 and 3.

A condensed version of Chapters 2 and 3 has been published in the European Journal of Applied Mathematics (EJAM) [125].

In Chapter 4, *Voles and the two process model*, we derive parameter values for the two process model using spontaneous sleep data from 6 common voles. We then attempt to predict timings of
spontaneous sleep and sleep deprivation using the two process model with its standard circadian oscillator. However, the model predictions for sleep deprivation do not align with observations in the data and from previous experiments. Therefore, we consider a modified version of the two process model which has an additional component in its threshold. We show that this modified version of the model gives a good prediction of sleep deprivation behaviour and explain how the additional component is ‘hidden’ during parameter fitting.

In Chapter 5, A modified two process model including an external zeitgeber, we introduce another modified version of the two process model in which the circadian process incorporates a cubic van der Pol oscillator which is driven by an external light signal. We go on to show that by varying parameters in the model we can explain experimental data on sleep timing and duration across the human lifespan.

In Chapter 6, Conclusions and future work, we give a summary of the main findings of this thesis and highlight potential areas of interest for future study.
In this chapter we introduce the two process model first formulated by Borbély [78, 79]. Using a re-parametrized version of the model, we make some physiologically motivated assumptions and discuss the model’s complex dynamics. We show that the two process model can be reduced to a one-dimensional map and begin to explore some of the properties of this map. Finally we show how periodic solutions arise in both the model and the associated map and give an analysis of a region in which these solutions exist. A condensed version of this chapter and the next one have been published in the European Journal of Applied Mathematics (EJAM) [125].

2.1 General structure of the model

The two-process model consists of a single circadian pacemaker $C(t)$, which is presumed to be located in the SCN and entrained by the light-dark cycle, and a continuous homeostatic sleep pressure $H(t)$. The homeostatic sleep pressure increases monotonically during wake, which can be viewed as creating a pressure to sleep. During sleep the homeostatic sleep pressure decreases monotonically, reducing this pressure. Therefore the homeostatic process has two forms, one for sleep denoted by $H_s(t)$ and one for wake $H_w(t)$. During sleep $H_s(t)$ decreases until it hits the lower threshold governed by the circadian pacemaker $C(t)$. The homeostat then switches to $H_w(t)$ and increases until hitting the upper threshold and switching back to the sleep state, this sequence is then repeated. The interaction between the homeostatic process and the circadian pacemaker can account for many aspects of sleep regulation. Basic model behaviour is shown in Figure 1.3 showing a monophasic periodic sleep pattern. The frequency of switching between sleep and wake states depends on the growth/decay of the homeostatic process, the amplitude of the circadian pacemaker and the distance between the circadian thresholds.

In the remainder of this section we will introduce the equations which govern the model’s behaviour and re-parametrize to reduce the number of parameters. The re-parametrized model
will become the basis for the remainder of the work on the two process model.

2.1.1 Model equations

We express the behaviour of the homeostatic sleep pressure by two ODE’s, one for sleep

\[ \chi_s \frac{dH_s}{dt} + H_s = \mu_s, \]  

(2.1)

and one for wake

\[ \chi_w \frac{dH_w}{dt} + H_w = \mu_w. \]  

(2.2)

Here \( \mu_s \) and \( \mu_w \) are the lower and upper asymptotes respectively, these are the values that the homeostatic pressure would reach if no wake-sleep or sleep-wake switch occurred. Switching between wake and sleep occurs when the upper threshold \( H^+(t) \) is reached by the homeostatic pressure \( H(t) \). The upper threshold is given by

\[ H^+(t) = H_0^+ + aC(t), \]  

(2.3)

where \( H_0^+ \) is some mean value and \( C(t) = \sin(\omega(t + \phi)) \) is a 24 hour periodic circadian process with \( a \) as its amplitude. The switch between sleep and wake occurs when \( H(t) \) reaches the lower threshold, given by

\[ H^-(t) = H_0^- + aC(t). \]  

(2.4)

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) along with (2.3) and (2.4) govern the value of the homeostatic sleep pressure over time.

Note that we are taking the simplest cases for the upper and lower threshold. More complicated forms of the circadian oscillation, such as

\[ C(t) = 0.97 \sin \omega(t - \alpha) + 0.22 \sin 2\omega(t - \alpha) + 0.007 \sin 3\omega(t - \alpha) \]

\[ + 0.03 \sin 4\omega(t - \alpha) + 0.001 \sin 5\omega(t - \alpha) \]

have been used [81] and noise has been added for more realistic simulations of sleep-wake timing [79].

The simple version of the model used here has nine parameters: \( \mu_s, \mu_w, a, \chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^+, H_0^-, \omega \) and \( \phi \). In the next section we rescale the model to reduce the number of parameters.
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2.1.2 Re-parametrization

We begin by re-scaling (2.1) and (2.2), the two ODE’s that describe the system. Firstly we shift the homeostat by $\mu_s$ and redefine $\tilde{H}_{s,w} = H_{s,w} - \mu_s$, notice here that $\frac{dH_{s,w}}{dt} = \frac{d\tilde{H}_{s,w}}{dt}$. Therefore (2.1) and (2.2) become

\[
\chi_s \frac{d\tilde{H}_s}{dt} + \tilde{H}_s = 0, \tag{2.5}
\]

and

\[
\frac{\chi_w d\tilde{H}_w}{\mu_w - \mu_s} + \tilde{H}_w = 1. \tag{2.6}
\]

We define $\hat{H}_{s,w} = \frac{\tilde{H}_{s,w}}{\mu_w - \mu_s}$ to get

\[
\chi_s \frac{d\hat{H}_s}{dt} + \hat{H}_s = 0, \tag{2.7}
\]

and

\[
\frac{\chi_w d\hat{H}_w}{\mu_w - \mu_s} + \hat{H}_w = 1. \tag{2.8}
\]

Notice that $\hat{H}^\pm(t) = \frac{\tilde{H}^\pm(t)}{\mu_w - \mu_s}$ where, $\tilde{H}^\pm(t) = \tilde{H}_0^\pm + aC(t)$, thus we have

\[
\hat{H}^\pm(t) = \frac{\tilde{H}_0^\pm + aC(t)}{(\mu_w - \mu_s)} = \frac{H_0^\pm - \mu_s + aC(t)}{(\mu_w - \mu_s)},
\]

and can define $\hat{H}_0^\pm = \frac{H_0^\pm - \mu_s}{\mu_w - \mu_s}$ and $\hat{a} = \frac{a}{\mu_w - \mu_s}$, giving $\hat{H}^\pm(t) = \hat{H}_0^\pm + \hat{a}C(t)$.

We wish to solve (2.7) and (2.8) to understand how the homeostatic sleep pressure behaves over time. Note that the general solution to an ODE of the form

\[
\frac{dF(t)}{dt} + AF(t) = 0,
\]

for some constant $A$ is

\[
F(t) = B \exp \left( - \int_{t_0}^{t} Adx \right).
\]

Since for (2.7) we have

\[
\frac{d\hat{H}_s}{dt} + \hat{H}_s = 0,
\]

the solution is

\[
\hat{H}_s(t,t_0) = \hat{H}_s(t_0,t_0) e^{\frac{t_0 - t}{\chi_s}}, \quad t \geq t_0.
\]

Taking $t_0$ to be the moment of wake-sleep switching, the initial position $\hat{H}_s(t_0,t_0)$ is where the homeostatic sleep pressure is at the upper threshold, $\hat{H}^+$, since a switch to sleep has just
occurred. Therefore, when \( t = t_0 \) we have \( \hat{H}_s(t_0, t_0) = \hat{H}^+(t_0) \), thus

\[
\hat{H}_s(t, t_0) = \hat{H}^+(t_0)e^{\frac{t_0-t}{\chi_s}}, \quad t \geq t_0.
\]  

(2.9)

Using the same method for (2.8), we have

\[
\hat{H}_w(t, t_0) = 1 + (\hat{H}^-(t_0) - 1)e^{\frac{t_0-t}{\chi_w}}, \quad t \geq t_0,
\]  

(2.10)

where now \( t_0 \) is taken to be the moment of sleep-wake switching. Since, \( C(t) = \sin(\omega(t + \phi)) \) we can re-scale time as \( \hat{t} = \frac{\omega(t - \phi)}{2\pi} \) so that oscillations have period one. Therefore we define \( t = \frac{2\pi}{\omega} \hat{t} + \phi \) with functions \( \hat{H}_s, \hat{H}_w(t, \hat{t}_0) \). The solution for sleep (2.9) becomes

\[
\hat{H}_s(t, t_0) = \hat{H}_s\left(\frac{2\pi}{\omega} \hat{t} + \phi, \frac{2\pi}{\omega} \hat{t}_0 + \phi\right) = \hat{H}^+(\hat{t}_0) \exp\left[\frac{2\pi}{\omega}(\hat{t}_0 - \hat{t})}{\chi_s}\right], \quad t \geq t_0,
\]  

(2.11)

thus we choose \( \hat{\chi}_s = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} \chi_s \) as a re-scaling. Following the same method for wake equation (2.10) we choose \( \hat{\chi}_w = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} \chi_w \).

By substituting in all of our re-scalings our new model becomes,

\[
\hat{H}_s(\hat{t}, \hat{t}_0) = \hat{H}^+(\hat{t}_0) \exp\left[\frac{\hat{t}_0 - \hat{t}}{\hat{\chi}_s}\right], \quad \hat{t} \geq \hat{t}_0,
\]

which is a solution of the initial value problem \( \hat{\chi}_s\hat{H}_s' = -\hat{H}_s, \hat{H}_s(\hat{t}_0) = \hat{H}^+(\hat{t}_0) \) during sleep and

\[
\hat{H}_w(\hat{t}, \hat{t}_0) = 1 + (\hat{H}^-(\hat{t}_0) - 1) \exp\left[\frac{\hat{t}_0 - \hat{t}}{\hat{\chi}_w}\right], \quad \hat{t} \geq \hat{t}_0,
\]

which is a solution of the initial value problem \( \hat{\chi}_w\hat{H}_w' = 1 - \hat{H}_w, \hat{H}_w(\hat{t}_0) = \hat{H}^-(\hat{t}_0) \) during wake, where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to \( \hat{t} \). These rescaled equations have an upper asymptote of 1 and a lower asymptote of 0.

In summary, the upper and lower thresholds are now \( \hat{H}^+(t) = \hat{H}^+_{0} + \hat{a}\hat{C}(\hat{t}) \) and \( \hat{H}^-(t) = \hat{H}^-_{0} + \hat{a}\hat{C}(\hat{t}) \) respectively, where \( \hat{C}(\hat{t}) = \sin(2\pi\hat{t}) \). The ODE’s describing the system are given by

\[
\hat{\chi}_s\frac{d\hat{H}_s}{dt} + \hat{H}_s = 0, \quad \hat{H}_s(\hat{t}_0, \hat{t}_0) = \hat{H}^+(\hat{t}_0)
\]

during sleep and

\[
\hat{\chi}_w\frac{d\hat{H}_w}{dt} + \hat{H}_w = 1, \quad \hat{H}_w(\hat{t}_0, \hat{t}_0) = \hat{H}^-(\hat{t}_0)
\]
during wake, where our new parameters are defined by
\[ \hat{t} = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} (t - \phi), \quad \hat{\chi}_s = \frac{\omega \chi_s}{2\pi}, \quad \hat{\chi}_w = \frac{\omega \chi_w}{2\pi}, \]
\[ \hat{H}^+(\hat{t}) = \frac{H^+ \left( \frac{2\pi}{\omega} \hat{t} + \phi \right) - \mu_s}{\mu_w - \mu_s}, \quad \hat{H}^-(\hat{t}) = \frac{H^- \left( \frac{2\pi}{\omega} \hat{t} + \phi \right) - \mu_w}{\mu_w - \mu_s}, \]
\[ \hat{H}_0^\pm = \frac{H_0^+ - \mu_s}{\mu_w - \mu_s}, \quad \hat{a} = \frac{a}{\mu_w - \mu_s}. \]

Upon dropping the hats, we get the model below. Though \( \hat{H}_s(t, t_0) \) and \( \hat{H}_w(t, t_0) \) depend on the initial time \( t_0 \), for the remainder of this thesis we will not write the parameter \( t_0 \) if no confusion will arise.

For the remainder of this report we will use this re-parametrized version of the model which has been reduced to five parameters: sleep and wake constants \( \chi_s, \chi_w \) which determine the rate of decay and growth of the homeostatic process; the mean values of the upper and lower thresholds, \( H_0^+ \) and \( H_0^- \) respectively, and the amplitude of the circadian oscillation, \( a \).

### The Two Process Model

The equations for the homeostat are
\[ H_s(t) = H^+(t_0) e^{\frac{\omega - \chi_s}{\chi_s} t}, \quad t \geq t_0, \quad (2.12) \]
during sleep and
\[ H_w(t) = 1 + (H^-(t_0) - 1) e^{\frac{\omega - \chi_w}{\chi_w} t}, \quad t \geq t_0, \quad (2.13) \]
during wake.

Switching occurs from wake to sleep at the upper threshold,
\[ H^+(t) = H^+_0 + a \sin(2\pi t), \quad (2.14) \]
and from sleep to wake at the lower threshold,
\[ H^-(t) = H^-_0 + a \sin(2\pi t). \quad (2.15) \]

In Figure 2.1 we plot the periodic solutions of the two process model for some parameter values and label these equations. We see the growth and decay of the homeostatic sleep pressure and how different choices of parameters can yield a variety of sleep patterns. Also, note in Figure 2.1(d) that the model allows for the homeostatic process to pass through the upper threshold during sleep. Similarly the homeostatic process during wake can pass through the
lower threshold.

Figure 2.1: The two process model. (a) A one sleep/day periodic sleep-wake cycle, showing the homeostatic sleep pressure (shown in red) increasing during wake until it hits the upper threshold and then decreasing during sleep (shaded regions) until it hits the lower threshold. The thresholds are shown in black. Parameter values: $a = 0.1, H_0^- = 0.15, H_0^+ = 0.65, \chi_s = 0.417, \chi_w = 0.75$. (b),(c) and (d) show three other possible patterns that occur as parameters are varied. Parameter values: (b) $a = 0.1, H_0^- = 0.53, H_0^+ = 0.75, \chi_s = 0.25, \chi_w = 0.75$ giving a sleep-wake cycle that repeats every two days with three sleep episodes; (c) $a = 0.1, H_0^- = 0.2, H_0^+ = 0.55, \chi_s = 0.124, \chi_w = 0.5$ giving a sleep-wake cycle that repeats every day with two sleep episodes; (d) $a = 0.15, H_0^- = 0.25, H_0^+ = 0.8, \chi_s = 2, \chi_w = 0.3$ giving a sleep-wake cycle that repeats every two days with one sleep episode.

Next we discuss some restrictions that we impose on possible values of the parameters defined in this section.

2.1.3 Physiologically motivated assumptions

We now consider some basic physiological properties of the sleep-wake cycle and the restrictions this places on the parameter values in the model, namely:

1. Sleep pressure decreases monotonically during sleep, i.e., $H_s$ is monotonically decreasing.
2. Sleep pressure increases monotonically during wake, i.e., $H_w$ is monotonically increasing.
3. For a sleep-wake cycle to exist switching between sleep and wake and vice versa must occur.

These requirements have implications for which values of $a$, $H_{0}^{\pm}$ and $\chi_{s,w}$ are biologically relevant. Specifically, for the homeostat to decrease on sleep and increase on wake it is necessary that $\chi_{s,w} > 0$. To further impose this we restrict the lower threshold such that it cannot be above the upper asymptote and the upper threshold cannot be below the lower asymptote, ensuring that the homeostatic sleep pressure sits in the region $(0, 1)$. Therefore, $H_{0}^{-} + a < 1$ and $H_{0}^{+} - a > 0$.

Also, switching from sleep to wake occurs if $H_{s}(t)$ is able to intersect with $H^{-}(t)$ giving,

$$H_{0}^{-} + a > 0,$$  \hspace{2cm} (2.16)

and switching from wake to sleep occurs if $H_{w}(t)$ is able to intersect with $H^{+}(t)$ giving,

$$H_{0}^{+} - a < 1.$$  \hspace{2cm} (2.17)

Also, without loss of generality we consider $a \geq 0$ and restrict $H_{0}^{-} < H_{0}^{+}$. In Figure 2.2 (a)-(b) we give examples of the cases where the switching conditions (2.16) on $H_{0}^{-}$ and (2.17) on $H_{0}^{+}$ are not met. We see that the homeostatic sleep pressure $H_{s}(t)$ is asymptotic to 0 and $H_{w}(t)$ is asymptotic to 1, when the thresholds sit on the outside of these regions no switch between sleep and wake can occur, this is not physiologically reasonable and thus we do not consider such cases in for the remainder of this work. Our assumptions allow for the upper and lower thresholds to lie only partially in region which gives switching, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (c)-(d).

In summary we have the biologically relevant restrictions given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{s} &gt; 0$; $\chi_{w} &gt; 0$; $a \geq 0$; $-a &lt; H_{0}^{-} &lt; 1 - a$; $a &lt; H_{0}^{+} &lt; 1 + a$; $H_{0}^{-} &lt; H_{0}^{+}$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next section we will show that there exists a symmetry in the two process model.

2.1.4 Symmetry in ODE solutions

We now introduce a discrete symmetry that maps solutions of the sleep and wake ODE’s onto each other. Consider an initial value problem of the form

$$\chi \frac{dH(t)}{dt} + H(t) = 0, \quad H(t_{0}) = S(t_{0}) = S_{0} + a \cos(2\pi t_{0})$$
2.1 General structure of the model

Figure 2.2: (a) The homeostat on sleep has an asymptote of 0. If $H_0^- + a \leq 0$ then no sleep-wake switch can occur. (b) Similarly the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake has an asymptote of 1 therefore, no wake-sleep switch occurs if $H_0^+ > 1 + a$. Since it is not physiologically reasonable that someone could be awake or asleep forever, we impose strict bounds on $H_0^-$ and $H_0^+$ to ensure that switching between wake and sleep can occur. (c)-(d) The threshold values only need to lie partially in $(0, 1)$ to ensure switching. These cases may sometimes not be viewed as physiological however, we have not excluded them in our assumptions.

which has solutions

$$H(t) = S(t_0)e^{\frac{t_0-t}{\chi}}.$$

To get the sleep initial value problem, we use $S_0 = H_0^+$ and $\chi = \chi_s$, then $H = H_s$. The wake initial value problem can be obtained from this expression too. Write $H(t) = 1 - H_w(t + \frac{1}{2})$, $\chi = \chi_w$, $S_0 = 1 - H_0^-$ then

$$\chi_w \frac{dH_w}{dt} + H_w = 1 \iff -\chi \frac{dH}{dt} + 1 - H = 1 \iff \chi \frac{dH}{dt} + H = 0$$

and

$$H_w(t_0) = H^-(t_0) \iff H(t_0) = 1 - H^-(t_0 + \frac{1}{2}) = S(t_0 + \frac{1}{2}),$$

as the ODE is translation invariant.
The symmetry relating solutions from the sleep and wake dynamics is therefore given below.

\[
(t, H_s; \chi_s, H_0^+, H_0^-, a, t_0) \mapsto (t + \frac{1}{2}, 1 - H_w; \chi_w, 1 - H_0^-, 1 - H_0^+, a, t_0 + \frac{1}{2}) \quad (2.19)
\]

The symmetry given in (2.19) will be used in Section 3.2.2, to relate results involving the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep to analogous results for the homeostatic sleep pressure during wake.

Now that we have introduced the equations governing the two process model we look at a special case where the amplitude of the circadian oscillation is zero. We will show that this case yields only periodic solutions and find the length of the period.

### 2.1.5 Special case with zero amplitude circadian oscillator

In this section we look at the case where the circadian oscillator has zero amplitude \((a = 0)\) and show that all solutions in this system are as sketched in Figure 2.3 and hence periodic. This periodicity gives a basis for finding regions of periodicity at non-zero amplitudes.

First we consider how setting \(a = 0\) affects the thresholds and the parameter constraints. The threshold functions \(H^+\) and \(H^-\) become constants given by the mean value of the respective thresholds, \(H_0^+, H_0^-\). The homeostat is now defined by

\[
H_s(t) = H_0^+ e^{\frac{t_0 - t}{\chi_s}},
\]

on sleep and

\[
H_w(t) = 1 + (H_0^- - 1)e^{\frac{t_0 - t}{\chi_w}},
\]

on wake. Note that the switching assumptions (2.16), (2.17) become

\[
0 < H_0^- < H_0^+ < 1,
\]

ensuring that the homeostatic sleep pressure reaches the thresholds.

We begin the homeostatic sleep pressure at \(t = t_0\) on the upper threshold on a sleep trajectory \(H_s(t_0) = H_0^+\) and let \(t = t_s\) be the point the sleep homeostatic sleep pressure meets the lower threshold. Therefore we have

\[
H_s(t_s) = H_0^+ e^{\frac{t_0 - t_s}{\chi_s}} = H_0^-,
\]
which can be rearranged to give

\[ t_s = t_0 - \chi_s \ln \left( \frac{H_0}{H_0} \right). \]

Similarly, let \( t = t_w \) be the point the wake homeostatic sleep pressure meets the upper threshold where \( t = t_s \) is taken to be the initial time value. Here we get

\[ H_w(t_w) = 1 + (H_0^+ - 1)e^{\frac{t_s - t_w}{\chi_w}} = H_0^+, \]

yielding

\[ t_w = t_s - \chi_w \ln \left( \frac{H_0^+ - 1}{H_0^+ - 1} \right). \]

At time \( t_w \), the homeostat has returned to the upper threshold at \( H_w(t_w) \), which has the same value as \( H_s(t_0) \). Therefore we see that any \( t_0 \in [0, 1] \) will result in a solution which repeats with
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Period $T_n$ given by

$$T_n = t_w - t_s + t_s - t_0 = \chi_s \ln \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right) + \chi_w \ln \left( \frac{H_0^- - 1}{H_0^+ - 1} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)$$

where $\chi_s \log \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right)$ is the length of a sleep episode and $\chi_w \log \left( \frac{1-H_0^-}{1-H_0^+} \right)$ is the length of a wake episode. Note that such solutions have $p$ sleeps over $q$ days, when

$$T_n = \frac{q}{p},$$

where a ‘day’ corresponds to a period of the circadian oscillator. We will return to this case in more detail later as it forms a basis for constructing an approximation of periodic solutions when the two process model has a small amplitude circadian oscillation.

Whilst the zero amplitude case is interesting in itself, there exists a much wider range of dynamics for $a > 0$. In the next section we introduce some of the sleep-wake patterns which can be seen by varying parameters in the two process model.

2.1.6 Complex dynamics

It is well known that the two-process model can show a range of different sleep-wake cycles. In humans, the most common sleep-wake pattern in modern society is monophasic, consisting of one sleep and one wake per day. However the model can describe patterns with both fewer or more sleep-wake cycles per day [79]. The patterns of sleep with more than one sleep per day are called polyphasic. In Figure 2.4 we see that by varying only two parameters we can achieve a wide range of sleep behaviour.

The polyphasic patterns which arise in the model have biological significance. For example babies exhibit polyphasic patterns which gradually transition into monophasic sleep over the first few years of development [126]. In Chapter 4 we consider another example, exploring the polyphasic sleep-wake patterns of the common vole using the two process model.

A bifurcation diagram can be created by varying one parameter in the model and observing the sleep-wake pattern after the transient has decayed. The bifurcation diagram given by varying the amplitude, $a$, is shown in Figure 2.5. For larger values of $a$ we see a monophasic sleep-wake pattern (one sleep-wake episode each day). As we decrease the value of $a$, transitions from monophasic to polyphasic (multiple sleep-wake episodes per day) occurs.

One of the key aims in this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the bifurcation structures associated with the transitions between monophasic and polyphasic sleep-wake patterns and the role played by the model parameters. It has been shown [107] that the two process model can be linked to a one-dimensional map, which is a useful way to explore the dynamics...
2.2 The associated one-dimensional map

In this section we show how the two process model can be represented as a one-dimensional map and explore some of the properties of the map and its fixed points.

2.2.1 The composite map

There are multiple ways in which we can construct a one-dimensional map from the two process model. However, to study periodicity and begin to understand the bifurcation structure associated with the transitions between different periodic sleep-wake patterns it is sufficient to consider the map that takes a point on the upper threshold and maps it into the next point of the model. In the remainder of this chapter we will define this one-dimensional map and explore its properties. This leads us to formally define periodicity in the two-process model. We then consider the small amplitude approximation for the specific case of periodic solutions with 1 sleep over any number of days.

Figure 2.4: Nine sample simulations of the two process model showing the orbit after the transient has decayed for 3 amplitude values ($\alpha = 0.05, 0.10, \text{ and } 0.15$) with 3 levels of the upper threshold ($H_0^+ = 0.35, 0.60, \text{ and } 0.85$).
on the upper threshold (iterating the model through one sleep-wake cycle) This map can be regarded as the composition of two maps. Here we introduce the notion of a ‘down’ and ‘up’ map which together form the composite map used for the remainder of this report. To understand dynamical properties such as periodicity we will focus on a map in terms of time.

First we consider the map that goes from the upper threshold to the lower threshold, since the homeostatic sleep pressure decreases during sleep. We define this as the down map $T_d : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ where $T_d(t_0)$ is the first time greater than $t_0$ such that

$$H_a(T_d(t_0), t_0) = H^+(T_d(t_0)).$$

Similarly we define the up map $T_u : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ as the map that goes from the lower threshold to
the upper threshold, during wake where \( T_u(t_0) \) is the first time greater than \( t_0 \) such that

\[
H_w(T_u(t_0), t_0) = H^+(T_u(t_0)).
\]

We can then define the composite map \( T_s : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \) which maps the upper threshold onto itself via the down and up maps thus,

\[
T_s(t_0) = T_u(T_d(t_0)).
\] (2.21)

Since we have constructed the circadian process in such a way that the upper and lower thresholds are one-day periodic it follows that all three maps satisfy

\[
T_i(t_0 + 1) = T_i(t_0) + 1, \quad i = d, u, s.
\]

Typical examples of the three maps, \( T_i, i = d, u, s \) are shown in Fig. 2.6. In Fig 2.6(c) the 1-1 line allows us to visualise fixed points of the map, these correspond to periodic solutions of the two process model.

![Figure 2.6: Typical examples of \( T_i \) mod 1 for \( i = d, u, s \). Parameter values: \( a = 0.15, H_0^- = 0.25, H_0^+ = 0.75, \chi_s = 0.25, \chi_w = 0.75 \). For the remainder of the examples in this chapter and the next we take \( H_0^+, \chi_s, \chi_w \) to be the values given here but \( a \) and \( H_0^- \) will vary.](image)

For large regions of the parameter plane, including small values of the parameter \( a \), \( T_s \) is the degree 1 monotonic circle map on the interval \([0, 1]\) and hence the theory of monotonic circle maps with and without gaps can be applied. Thus the map has a unique rotation number given by

\[
\rho(T_s) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{T_s^n(t_0) - t_0}{n}.
\]

This rotation number does not depend on the value \( t_0 \). If the rotation number is rational, then the map has periodic solutions.

Now that we have defined the composite map we will consider its derivative. We will use the
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when we consider bifurcations of the fixed points.

2.2.2 Derivative of the map

Later we will need the gradient of the composite map which can be found by differentiating (2.21) with respect to $t_0$, giving

$$T_d'(t_0) = T_u'(T_d(t_0))T_d'(t_0), \quad (2.22)$$

To find expressions for $T_d'$, $T_u'$ we revisit the equations which govern the homeostatic process namely,

$$H_d(t_0, t_0) = H^+(t_0)e^{\frac{t_0-t}{\chi_s}}, \quad H^+(t) = H^+_0 + a \sin(2\pi t),$$
during sleep and

$$H_u(t_0, t_0) = 1 + (H^-(t_0) - 1)e^{\frac{t_0-t}{\chi_w}}, \quad H^-(t) = H^-_0 + a \sin(2\pi t).$$
during wake.

At $t = T_d(t_0)$ the sleep trajectory is on the lower threshold thus we have an equation relating $t_0$ and $T_d(t_0)$ given by,

$$H^-_0 + a \sin 2\pi T_d(t_0)) = (H^+_0 + a \sin 2\pi t_0)e^{\frac{t_0-T_d(t_0)}{\chi_s}}. \quad (2.23)$$

Also, at $t = T_u(T_d)$ the wake trajectory is on the upper threshold and have an equation relating $T_d$ and $T_u(T_d)$ given by,

$$H^+_0 + a \sin 2\pi T_u(T_d)) = 1 + (H^-_0 + a \sin 2\pi T_d - 1))e^{\frac{T_d-T_u(T_d)}{\chi_w}}. \quad (2.24)$$

By separating the variables, equation (2.23) becomes

$$\left(H^-_0 + a \sin 2\pi T_d(t_0)\right)e^{\frac{T_d(t_0)}{\chi_s}} = \left(H^+_0 + a \sin 2\pi t_0\right)e^{\frac{t_0}{\chi_s}}, \quad (2.25)$$

and equation (2.24) reads

$$\left(H^-_0 - 1 + a \sin 2\pi S_0\right)e^{\frac{S_0}{\chi_w}} = \left(H^+_0 - 1 + a \sin 2\pi T_u(S_0))\right)e^{\frac{T_u(S_0)}{\chi_w}}, \quad (2.26)$$

where $S_0 = T_d(t_0)$. Both sides of (2.25) and (2.26) are of the form

$$f(H, \tau(S)) = f(H, S) \quad \text{with} \quad f(H, S) = (H + a \sin(2\pi S))e^{\frac{S}{\chi}},$$
with \( \tau(S) = T_d(S) \) in (2.25) and \( \tau(S) = \tau_u(S) \) in (2.26). This relation can be differentiated with respect to \( S \) to give

\[
f'(H, \tau(S)) \tau'(S) = f'(H, S) \quad \text{with} \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial S} f(H, S) = \left( 2\pi a \cos(2\pi S) + \frac{H}{\chi} + \frac{a}{\chi} \sin(2\pi S) \right) e^\frac{S}{\chi}.
\]

(2.27)

When \( T_d(t_0) \) is locally well defined, using (2.27) we see that the derivative of (2.25) with respect to \( t_0 \) is

\[
\left( 2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_d(t_0)) + \frac{H_0}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi T_d(t_0)) \right) e^{\frac{T_d(t_0)}{\chi_s}} \cdot T_d'(t_0) \\
= \left( 2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_0) + \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi t_0) \right) e^{\frac{t_0}{\chi_s}}.
\]

(2.28)

Therefore the derivative of the down map is

\[
T_d'(t_0) = \left( 2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_d(t_0)) + \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi T_d(t_0)) \right) e^{\frac{t_0-T_d(t_0)}{\chi_s}}.
\]

(2.29)

We also consider (2.26) and differentiate with respect to \( S_0 \) to give,

\[
T_u'(S_0) = \left( 2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_u(S_0)) + \frac{H_0^{-1}}{\chi_w} + \frac{a}{\chi_w} \sin(2\pi T_u(S_0)) \right) e^{\frac{S_0-T_u(S_0)}{\chi_w}},
\]

the derivative of the up map.

In the next section we give conditions for the existence of periodic solutions with \( p \) sleeps over \( q \) days.

2.3 Periodic solutions

We showed in Section 2.1.5 that if \( a = 0 \), all solutions are periodic with fixed period, dependent on the parameters. If \( a \neq 0 \) this is not true any more. In this section, we characterise \((p, q)\) periodic orbits with \( p \) sleeps in \( q \) days and find regions of existence for \((1, q)\) solutions with small \( a \).
2.3 Periodic solutions

2.3.1 Definition of a \((p, q)\)-periodic solution

First we define a periodic solution in the two process model with \(p\) sleeps in \(q\) days. We say that \(t_0\) generates a \((p, q)\)-periodic orbit if

\[
T_p^q(t_0) = t_0 + q; \quad (T_p^j(t_0) - t_0) \notin \mathbb{N} \quad \text{for} \quad j = 1, \ldots, p - 1.
\]

Note that for the parameter regions we will consider only periodic orbits where \(p\) and \(q\) are coprime occur, however, for higher circadian amplitudes this is not always necessarily the case. By definition the time \(T_p^j(t_0)\) is the \(j^{th}\) return to the upper threshold after some initial sleep onset at \(t_0\) (or the \((j + 1)^{st}\) sleep onset time). Sometimes when introducing general conditions we will use the notation \(t_0 = T_0^0(t_0)\). Since the homeostatic sleep pressure runs forward in time we have \(t_0 = T_0^0(t_0) < T_d(t_0) < T_u(T_d(t_0)) = T_s(t_0)\) and the inequality \(T_p^0(t_0) < T_s(t_0) < T_s(T_s(t_0)) = T_p^2(t_0) < \cdots < T_p^j(t_0)\), must be satisfied. Note that if \(T_s\) has a \((p, q)\) periodic orbit, the greatest common divisor of \(p\) and \(q\) will be 1 and the theory of monotonic circle maps gives that function \(T_s\) has the rotation number \(\rho(T_s) = \frac{q}{p}\).

The \((p, q)\) periodic orbit generated by \(t_0\) satisfies

\[
H_s(t_0) = H_s(T_p^q(t_0)), \quad t_0 + q = T_p^q(t_0).
\]

Hence the homeostatic sleep pressure returns to its initial values on the upper and lower thresholds after \(p\) sleeps and \(q\) days. Using the continuity of \(H(t)\) for all switches in a \((p, q)\) orbit, we get at the lower threshold

\[
H_s(T_d(T_s^j(t_0)), T_s^j(t_0)) = H_w(T_d(T_s^j(t_0)), T_d(T_s^j(t_0))) = H^-(T_d(T_s^j(t_0))), \quad j = 0, \ldots, p - 1,
\]

and at the upper threshold

\[
H_s(T_s^j(t_0), T_d(T_s^{j-1}(t_0))) = H_w(T_s^j(t_0), T_d(T_s^{j-1}(t_0))) = H^+(T_s^j(t_0)), \quad j = 1, \ldots, p - 1.
\]

Therefore if a point \(t_0\) is the generator of a \((p, q)\) orbit then the \(2p\) conditions below are satisfied.

**Necessary conditions for a \((p, q)\) periodic orbit**

\[
\begin{align*}
H_s(T_d(T_s^j(t_0)), T_s^j(t_0)) & = H^-(T_d(T_s^j(t_0))), \quad j = 0, \ldots, p - 1 \quad (2.30a) \\
H_w(T_s^j(t_0), T_d(T_s^{j-1}(t_0))) & = H^+(T_s^j(t_0)), \quad j = 1, \ldots, p - 1 \quad (2.30b) \\
H_w(t_0 + q, T_d(T_s^{p-1}(t_0))) & = H^+(t_0 + q) = H^+(t_0). \quad (2.30c)
\end{align*}
\]
The condition (2.30c) denotes the final return from the lower threshold to the upper threshold at time $t_0 + q$. Note that when $p = 1$ we only need to consider conditions (2.30a) and (2.30c) since $\{1, \ldots, p - 1\}$, as in (2.30b), becomes the empty set.

In the next section we focus on analysing the case where $p = 1$ with small amplitude circadian oscillator and approximate the $H_0^-$ values for which periodic solutions exist. In Chapter 3 we will expand on this analysis and consider behaviour in the $(H_0^-, a)$ parameter plane.

2.3.2 Analysis for $(1, q)$ periodic solutions

In this section we look at the existence of periodic solutions consisting of exactly one sleep-wake cycle, with length $q$ days. This is a special case of the conditions found in the previous section.

In the particular case where $p = 1$ equations (2.30a) becomes

$$H^+(t_0)e^{t_0 - T_d(t_0)\chi_s} = H^-(T_d(t_0)) = H_0^- + a\sin(2\pi T_d(t_0)), \quad (2.31)$$

giving continuity on the lower threshold, and (2.30c) becomes

$$H^+(t_0) = 1 + \left(H^+(t_0)e^{t_0 - T_d(t_0)\chi_s} - 1\right)e^{t_0 - q\chi_w}, \quad (2.32)$$

giving both periodicity and continuity on the upper threshold.

Thus (2.31) and (2.32) are two equations for two unknowns $t_0$ and $T_d(t_0)$. These equations can be rewritten to make analysis easier by defining the length of the sleep episode as

$$\tau := T_d(t_0) - t_0 \in (0, q). \quad (2.33)$$

Substituting this into both (2.31) and (2.32) gives

$$H^+(t_0)e^{-\tau\chi_s} = H_0^- + a\sin(2\pi(\tau + t_0)), \quad (2.34)$$

and

$$H^+(t_0) = 1 + \left(H^+(t_0)e^{-\tau\chi_s} - 1\right)e^{\tau\chi_w}, \quad (2.35)$$

respectively. Now we have two equations for two unknowns $t_0, \tau$. In the next steps we will analyse these equations.

We begin by defining

$$\alpha(\tau) = \frac{1 - e^{-\tau\chi_w}}{1 - e^{-\tau\chi_s}e^{-\tau\chi_w}}. \quad (2.36)$$
2.3 Periodic solutions

Since the derivative \( \alpha'(\tau) \) will appear throughout this section we determine it here:

\[
\alpha'(\tau) = \left( \frac{1}{\chi_w} - \frac{1}{\chi_s} \right) \left( 1 - e^{\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}} \right) e^{\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}} - \frac{\tau}{\chi_s} \left( 1 - e^{\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}} \right).
\] (2.37)

Rearranging (2.35) gives

\[
H^+ (t_0) = \alpha(\tau),
\] (2.38)

a relation between \( t_0 \) and \( \tau \). In Appendix A.1. we show that \( \alpha(\tau) \) is a monotonically decreasing function for \( \tau \in [0, q] \) with \( \alpha(0) = 1 \) and \( \alpha(q) = 0 \). In other words, \( \alpha \) is a bijection between \([0, q]\) and \([0, 1]\).

Using (2.38), given some initial time \( t_0 \) where \( H(t_0) \) is on the upper threshold we can find the corresponding length of sleep. This implicitly defines a function \( \tau(t_0) \) for values of \( t_0 \) such that \( H_0^+ + a \sin(t_0) \leq 1 \). We will use this relation throughout the analysis that follows.

Taking (2.34) we also introduce the function

\[
\beta(\tau, t_0) = H^+(t_0) e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}} - a \sin(2\pi(t_0 + \tau)).
\] (2.39)

We can rewrite the conditions (2.30) for the existence of a \((1, q)\) periodic orbit as finding the pair \((t_0, \tau) \in (0, q) \times (0, q)\) such that the conditions below hold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Necessary conditions for a ((1, q)) periodic orbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( H^+(t_0) = \alpha(\tau) ) where ( \alpha(\tau) = \frac{1 - e^{\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}}}{1 - e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_s}} e^{\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}}} ) ( ) (2.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and ( H_0^- = \beta(\tau, t_0) ) where ( \beta(\tau, t_0) = H^+(t_0) e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}} - a \sin(2\pi(t_0 + \tau)) ). ( ) (2.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated before \( \alpha(\tau) \) is well defined for \( \tau \in (0, q) \) and (2.40) gives an implicit relation between \( \tau \) and \( t_0 \), depicted in Figure 2.7. Since \( \alpha(\tau) \) is monotonically decreasing choosing a sleep length \( \tau \) gives one fixed value of \( \alpha(\tau) \), valid if and only if \( \alpha(\tau) \in [H_0^- - a, H_0^+ + a] \). Since \( H^+(t_0) \) is a sine wave with amplitude, \( a \), using the condition (2.40) gives two corresponding \( t_0 \) values (or one) which satisfy \( \alpha(\tau) = H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t_0) \). Similarly, taking some initial \( t_0 \) it is possible to find the corresponding length of sleep \( \tau \).

In the next section we will use conditions (2.40) and (2.41) to find a small amplitude approximation of the \( H_0^+ \) values for which a periodic solution exists. We will also revisit these conditions in the next chapter to find numerically the wedge shaped regions of existence for \((1, q)\)-periodic solutions.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The blue curve shows $\alpha(\tau)$ monotonically decreasing. The dotted red line shows the value of some sleep length $\tau^*$ such that $\alpha(\tau) \in [H_0^+ - a, H_0^- + a]$. The relevant region of $\alpha(\tau)$ is shaded and given by the minimum and maximum values of $H^+(t_0)$. The horizontal red line is the constant $\alpha(\tau^*)$. (b) Looking at the intersections of $\alpha(\tau^*)$ with $H^+(t_0)$ (the blue curve) gives the two corresponding $t_0$ values. Parameter values used here are: $a = 0.2, H_0^- = 0.25, H_0^+ = 0.5, \chi_s = 0.25, \chi_w = 0.75$.

2.3.3 Small circadian amplitude approximation for $(1,q)$ periodic solutions

We have shown that by defining the length of the sleep episode as $\tau := T_d(t_0) - t_0 \in (0,q)$ and introducing the functions $\alpha(\tau)$ and $\beta(\tau, t_0)$ we can rewrite the conditions (2.30) for the existence of a $(1,q)$ periodic orbit as finding the pair $(t_0, \tau) \in (0,q) \times (0,q)$ such that (2.40) and (2.41) are satisfied. In this section we find $(1,q)$-periodic solutions for $a = 0$ and expand this case to give an approximation for solutions for a small $a$.

We begin by considering the case where $a = 0$, the case examined in Section 2.1.5. First we define $\tau_0 = \tau(t_0)$ to be the length of sleep which yields a $(1,q)$-periodic solution for zero amplitude, given implicitly by (2.40). At $a = 0$, $H^+(t) = H_0^+$ and the unique length of sleep that leads to a one day periodic solution is given by $\alpha(\tau_0) = H_0^+$. Substituting this and $a = 0$ into (2.41) gives

$$H_0^- = H_0^+ e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\chi_s}} \quad (2.42)$$
or equivalently

\[ \chi_s \log \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right) = \tau_0 \] (2.43)

which is the length of sleep found in Section 2.1.5. Since the thresholds are non-oscillatory for \( a = 0 \), any \( t_0 \in (0, q) \) will generate a \((1, q)\)-periodic solution.

Next we show that the length of wake can be found using equations (2.42) and (2.40). We then show that together the lengths of sleep and wake are equivalent to \( T_n = q \) where \( T_n \) is given by (2.20). First, equation (2.42) gives that

\[ e^{-\tau_0 \chi_s} = H_0^- e^{-\tau_0 \chi_w} \]

which can be substituted into (2.40) to give

\[ H_0^+ = \frac{1 - e^{-\tau_0 \chi_w}}{1 - H_0^- e^{-\tau_0 \chi_w}}. \]

Rearranging this leads to

\[ \chi_w \log \left( \frac{1 - H_0^-}{1 - H_0^+} \right) = q - \tau_0, \]

which is the length of wake found in Section 2.1.5. Therefore the period of the periodic solution satisfies

\[ T = q = q - \tau_0 + \tau_0 = \chi_s \log \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right) + \chi_w \log \left( \frac{1 - H_0^-}{1 - H_0^+} \right) = \tau_0 + q - \tau_0 = T_n. \]

We now fix \( \chi_s, \chi_w \) and \( H_0^+ \) and show that when \( a \) is small, there is an interval of \( H_0^- \) values close to \( H_0^+ e^{-\tau_0 \chi_s} \) for which \((1, q)\)-periodic solutions exist. We will show that for each \( t_0 \in [0, 1] \) it is possible to find a periodic solution for an appropriate value of \( H_0^- \). The function \( \tau(t_0) \) can be expanded as \( \tau(t_0) = \tau_0 + a \tau_1(t_0) + O(a^2) \). By considering \( \alpha(\tau(t_0)) = H^+(t_0) \) it follows immediately that

\[ \tau_1 = \frac{\sin(2\pi t_0)}{\alpha'(\tau_0)}. \]

Therefore the \( \tau(t_0) \) expansion is given by

\[ \tau(t_0) = \tau_0 + \frac{a \sin(2\pi t_0)}{\alpha'(\tau_0)} + O(a^2), \]

Now (2.41) gives the range of \( H_0^- \) values for which \((1, q)\) periodic orbits exist, parametrized by \( t_0 \):

\[ H_0^- = \beta(\tau(t_0), t_0) = \left[ H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t_0) \right] e^{-\tau(t_0) \chi_s} - a \sin(2\pi(t_0 + \tau(t_0))). \]

Using the \( \tau(t_0) \) expansion we get

\[ e^{-\tau(t_0) \chi_s} = e^{-\tau_0 \chi_s} \left( 1 - \frac{a \tau_1}{\chi_s} \right) + O(a^2) = e^{-\tau_0 \chi_s} \left( 1 - \frac{a \sin(2\pi t_0)}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) + O(a^2), \]
and
\[ \sin(2\pi t_0 + \tau) = \sin(2\pi t_0 + \tau_0) + O(a). \]

Making these substitutions gives
\[
H_0^- = [H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t_0)] \left( e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \left( 1 - \frac{a \sin(2\pi t_0)}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) \right) - a \sin(2\pi (\tau_0 + t_0)) + O(a^2)
\]
\[ = H_0^+ e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} + a \left( e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \sin(2\pi t_0) \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \sin(2\pi (\tau_0 + t_0)) \right) + O(a^2). \]

For a small we write
\[ H_0^- (a, t_0) = H_0^+ e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} + a H_0^+ (t_0) + O(a^2), \tag{2.44} \]
therefore
\[ H_0^- (t_0) = e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \sin(2\pi t_0) \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \sin(2\pi (\tau_0 + t_0)). \tag{2.45} \]

Using the double angle formula \( \sin(A + B) = \sin A \cos B + \cos A \sin B, \) (2.45) becomes
\[
H_{01}^- = e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \sin(2\pi t_0) \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \sin(2\pi t_0) \cos(2\pi \tau_0) - \cos(2\pi t_0) \sin(2\pi \tau_0)
\]
\[ = \sin(2\pi t_0) \left( e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \cos(2\pi \tau_0) \right) - \cos(2\pi t_0) \sin(2\pi \tau_0). \]

So we may write \( H_{01} = \rho \sin(2\pi (t_0 + \theta)) \) where \( \theta \) and \( \rho \) satisfy
\[ \rho \cos(\theta) = \left( e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \cos(2\pi \tau_0) \right) \quad \text{and} \quad \rho \sin(\theta) = \sin(2\pi \tau_0), \]
implying
\[ \rho = \left[ \sin^2(2\pi \tau_0) + \left( e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} \left( 1 - \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \alpha'(\tau_0)} \right) - \cos(2\pi \tau_0) \right)^2 \right]^\frac{1}{2}. \]

This shows that for a small, two \((1, q)\) periodic orbits exist in a wedge with \( H_0^- \in [H_0^+ e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} - a\rho, H_0^+ e^{-\frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_s}} + a\rho] + O(a^2), \) as illustrated in Figure 2.8.

At the edges of the wedge some mechanism must be creating and destroying periodic solutions. In the next Chapter we will explore how, for small amplitudes, saddle-node bifurcations give rise to Arnold tongues, which are approximated by the wedges found in this section. We then consider the higher amplitudes and explore how gaps in the one-dimensional map, giving rise to border collisions, are created by tangencies in the model. Finally we sketch out a picture of the bifurcation set to show how the saddle-node bifurcations and border collisions create windows with \((p, q)\)-periodic solutions.
Figure 2.8: A comparison of the numerical computation (solid line) of the Arnold tongues for $(p,q) = (1,1)$ and the analytical expression for small $a$ given in equation (2.44) (crosses).
We have shown that for small circadian amplitudes regions of \((1, q)\) periodic solutions exist. Considering the one dimensional map close to the parameter values approximated in Section 2.3.3, suggests that these regions of periodic solutions are bounded by saddle-node bifurcations. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where we vary \(H_{0^-}\) close to the boundary of one of these regions. Figure 3.1 gives a sequence of maps where a transition from no fixed points to a pair of solutions occurs, one of these solutions is stable and the other is unstable. The map \(T_s\) depends smoothly on the circadian amplitude, \(a\), hence perturbation theory gives for small \(a\) that \(T_s\) is monotonic in \(t_0\) and is conjugate to the degree 1 monotonic, continuous Arnold circle map. Therefore, regions of \((p, q)\)-periodic orbits of the map form tongue-like regions \([109]\) for small amplitude, \(a\), in a two dimensional parameter plane consisting of \(a\) and one of the four parameters \(\chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^+,\) and \(H_0^-\). Varying any of these four parameters will give changes in the length of the sleep-wake orbit \(T_n\) at \(a = 0\).

In the remainder of this chapter we consider the bifurcation behaviour of the periodic solutions as a function of \(a\) and \(H_{0^-}\). Since \(T_n\) is a monotonic function of \(\chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^+\) and \(H_0^-\) we expect the results to be qualitatively similar if any of the first three had been selected instead of \(H_{0^-}\).

### 3.1 Saddle node bifurcations

In this section we give a numerical method for finding the boundary of \((p, q)\)-tongues as generated by saddle-node bifurcations.

#### 3.1.1 Calculation of general \((p, q)\) tongues

In section 2.3.3 we found analytically an approximation for the region of existence of periodic solutions for \(p = 1\) and small \(a\). Now we will extend this and find numerically the regions
Figure 3.1: The creation of a pair of \((p,q) = (1,1)\) solutions via a saddle-node bifurcation for \(a = 0.05\) and \(H_0^-\) varying. (a) No fixed points, \(H_0^- = 0.177\); (b) at the saddle-node bifurcation, \(H_0^- = 0.197\); (c) two fixed points, \(H_0^- = 0.217\). Note that for these parameter values, the primary effect of \(H_0^-\) is to shift the position of the map rather than change its gradient.

where periodic solutions exist in the \((a,H_0^-)\) parameter set. If \(a\) is small the boundary of the region of existence will be formed by saddle-node bifurcations. In order to compute the saddle-node boundary of the tongue for any \((p,q)\)-periodic orbit we consider two conditions. Firstly, a condition for periodicity such that after \(q\) days the model has returned to its initial conditions. Therefore for fixed \(a\) we wish to find the values of \((t_0,H_0^-)\) such that

\[
T_s^p(t_0) = t_0 + q.
\]  

(3.1)

As well as this, we use the condition that the one dimensional map at a saddle-node bifurcation has gradient 1. Therefore,

\[
(T_s^p)'(t_0) = \prod_{j=0}^{p-1} T_u'(T_d(T_s^j(t_0))) T_d'(T_s^j(t_0))
\]

(3.2)

\[
= T_u'(T_d(T_s^{p-1}(t_0))) T_d'(T_s^{p-1}(t_0)) T_u'(T_d(T_s^{p-2}(t_0))) T_d'(T_s^{p-2}(t_0)) \cdots T_u'(T_d(t_0)) T_d'(t_0)
\]

\[
= 1,
\]

where \(\chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^+\) and \(a\) are fixed and \(T_d'(t_0)\) and \(T_u'(T_d)\) are defined in (2.28) and (2.29) respectively.

As we want to use a continuation approach, to numerically find the boundary of the tongues we first must find a starting solution. To do this we take the fixed parameters, an initial guess for \(H_0^-\) and \(t_0\) and use the nonlinear system solver, \(fsolve\), in Matlab on equations (3.1) and (3.2). From this we find the value for \(H_0^-\) at which a saddle-node bifurcation occurs. We then follow the path of \(H_0^-\) values by iterating over small steps in the amplitude, \(a\), where we use the
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previous value of $H_0^-$ as an initial guess.

In Figure 2.8 we compared the analytical expression (2.44) with the numerical solution for the (1, 1)-periodic tongue. For small amplitudes the analytical expression gives an accurate approximation to the numerical solution but as $a$ increases the approximation and the numerical solution diverge. This is to be expected since we took an approximation for small amplitude. For $(p, q)$-periodic tongues note that there are $p$ values of $t_0 \in (0, 1]$ which lead to the same solution, as illustrated for $(p, q) = (2, 1)$ in Figure 3.2. Here we have plotted the second iterate of the map i.e., $t_0$ against $T_s^2(t_0)$ at a saddle-node. Observe that there are two points where the map is tangent to the 1-1 line. Both of these periodic solutions belong to the same periodic orbit where applying $T_s$ to one leads to the other, and hence correspond to the same saddle-node bifurcation.

Figure 3.2: The second iterate of the map of the two process model for $a = 0.05$ and $H_0^- = 0.55$ where a saddle-node bifurcation for the (2, 1) periodic solutions occurs.

In Figure 3.3 the saddle-node bifurcation curves are plotted for several different $(p, q)$ periodic orbits. The (red) dashed lines mark the restrictions (2.18) imposed on the parameters such that they are biologically sensible. The solid (red) lines mark the saddle-node bifurcations. Note that the right-hand boundary of each tongue comes to an end, at this point the saddle-node bifurcations cease to exist. In the sections that follow we will give an explanation for this and complete the bifurcation set for higher amplitudes. As is known for circle maps [109], a tongue exists for each pair of values $(p, q)$, $\gcd(p, q) = 1$, although only a few of the largest tongues are plotted in Fig. 3.3(a).

To visualise the change in sleep-wake patterns which correspond to the sequence of bifurca-
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A bifurcation diagram is shown in Figure 3.3(b). Here we take a slice of the bifurcation set for fixed amplitude $a = 0.05$ and plot the sleep-wake cycles for successive values of $H_0^-$. For each $H_0^-$ value, the two process model has been iterated sufficiently long (100 days) that transients have decayed then the final 2 days are plotted. The vertical axis shows time over two days with the blue regions representing times for which sleep occurs. Vertical black lines have been drawn to help guide the eye to the regions of existence of the $(2, 3), (1, 1), (3, 2), (2, 1)$ and $(3, 1)$ solutions. The apparent discontinuities in the band in the $(2, 3)$ and the start of the $(3, 2)$ tongues represent the fact that for each $(2, 3)$ (or $(3, 2)$) periodic solution, there are two (or three) values on the upper threshold that can act as its starting point. The discontinuity is due to the numerical solution undergoing a phase shift between these starting points.

Figure 3.3: (a) Bifurcation curves in the $(H_0^-, a)$-plane showing the largest few tongues. (b) Bifurcation diagram for $a = 0.05$. Black lines on panel (a) and on panel (b) have been drawn to help identify the boundaries of the Arnold tongues at $a = 0.05$. The bold and dashed green lines indicate the maximum and minimum of the circadian phase respectively.
We have shown that the boundaries of Arnold tongues occur at saddle-node bifurcations where there is a transition from 0 to 1 (at the boundary) to 2 \((p,q)\)-periodic solutions or vice versa. However, in Figure 3.3(a) the boundary of each tongue comes to an end on the right hand side for larger amplitudes. For the small amplitude case investigated so far the one dimensional map is continuous and saddle-node bifurcations are the only mechanism in which periodic solutions are created and destroyed. In the next section we show that for larger amplitudes the map becomes discontinuous and we continue to explore how the transitions between \((p,q)\) periodic orbits occur for larger amplitudes \(a\). For discontinuous maps, both saddle-node bifurcations and border collisions can create/annihilate periodic solutions.

3.2 Gaps in the map

In this section we consider the way that discontinuities in the one dimensional map occur and discuss the regions of the parameter plane for which the map has discontinuities.

Gaps in the map of the two process model can arise when either the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep, \(H_s(t,t_0)\), becomes tangential to the lower threshold, \(H^-(t)\), or the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake, \(H_w(t,t_0)\), becomes tangential to the upper threshold, \(H^+(t)\) [97]. The case where the wake homeostatic sleep pressure is tangential to the upper threshold in the two process model is illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). Here we see that two sleep-wake trajectories with only slightly different initial conditions can give rise to a large change in the length of a sleep-wake orbit. When considering the associated map, as in Figure 3.4(b), we see that a discontinuity occurs at the initial time which leads to a tangency, \(t_0^\mu\). Tangencies in the two process model explain the results of the Åkerstedt experiment (1981) [127] which was discussed in the original two process model formulation [78]. In this sleep deprivation experiment, sleep duration first decreased below its regular level and then increased well beyond the baseline, as the length of sleep deprivation was increased incrementally by 4 hour intervals. The existence of gaps such as this can lead to border collisions, where a fixed point of the map collides with the gap.

First we will investigate tangencies in the model analytically, then use this analysis to numerically find border collisions and in turn complete the bifurcation set from Section 3.1.1 for higher amplitudes, \(a\).

3.2.1 Tangencies on the lower threshold

We aim to find the regions of the parameter space in which tangencies occur between the homeostat and thresholds and to understand the relationship between these tangencies in the model and gaps in the map. We will first consider the case where the homeostat during sleep,
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Figure 3.4: A small perturbation in the start time to can lead to large changes in the value of $T_s(t_0)$ if a tangency occurs between the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep $H_s(t)$ and the lower threshold, or the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake $H_w(t)$ and the upper threshold. (a) Two possible trajectories with initial time $t_0^*$ are shown. The bold red line shows the homeostatic sleep pressure switching at the tangency point $H^+(t_{\text{tan}}^u)$ and dashed blue line shows the homeostatic sleep pressure missing the tangency and continuing on a wake trajectory; (b) The corresponding map shows the gap in $T_s(t_0)$ occurring at $t_0^*$. Here we use $a = 0.15$ and $H_0^- = 0.4$.

$H_s(t, t_0)$, becomes tangential to the lower threshold, $H^-(t)$.

We denote the time a tangency occurs on the lower threshold by $t_{\text{tan}}^l \equiv T_d(t_0^l)$, where $t_0^l$ is an initial time which leads to the tangency. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the tangency to occur are that the trajectory of the homeostat is at the lower threshold at $t_{\text{tan}}^l$:

$$H^+(t_0^l) e^{-\frac{t_0^l - t_{\text{tan}}^l}{\chi_s}} = H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l), \quad (3.3)$$

and that the gradients of the lower threshold and trajectory of the homeostat match at $t_{\text{tan}}^l$ giving

$$\frac{H^+(t_0^l)}{\chi_s} e^{-\frac{t_0^l - t_{\text{tan}}^l}{\chi_s}} = 2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l). \quad (3.4)$$

The last relation is found by differentiating (3.3). By construction we know that the left hand side of (3.4) is always negative in the two process model, since $H^+(t)$ and $\chi_s > 0$. Therefore to have a tangency on the lower bound we need the gradient of the lower threshold to also be negative, thus

$$2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l) < 0,$$

which implies that $t_{\text{tan}}^l \in \left(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{3}{4}\right)$. Furthermore, for the tangency to be related to the first inter-
section between the homeostat and the threshold, the homeostat has to approach the threshold at the tangency from above.

For the remainder of this section we build towards a proof of the theorem stated below.

**Theorem 3.1.** For \(-a < H_0^- \leq \min(a\gamma_s\chi_s, 1 - a)\), there is exactly one tangency in \([0, 1]\) that hits the lower threshold from above. This tangency is at

\[
t_{\text{tan}}^l = \frac{\arccos\left(-\frac{H_0^-}{a\chi_s\gamma_s}\right) + \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right)}{2\pi} \in \left(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{3}{4}\right),
\]

where

\[
\gamma_s = \sqrt{4\pi^2 + \frac{1}{\chi_s^2}}.
\]

The proof is given through a series of lemmas. First we explore equations (3.3) and (3.4) to find relations which \(t_{\text{tan}}^l\) must satisfy.

**Lemma 3.2.** There exists a tangency, given by \(t_{\text{tan}}^l\), and the time of the tangency satisfies

\[
\cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B) = -\frac{H_0^-}{a\chi_s\gamma_s},
\]

where

\[
B = 2\pi - \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right) \in \left(\frac{3\pi}{2}, 2\pi\right).
\]

**Proof.** We begin by rearranging (3.4) and equating with (3.3) to obtain

\[
2\pi \cos 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + \frac{\sin 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l}{\chi_s} = -\frac{H_0^-}{a\chi_s}.
\]

We may rewrite the left hand side of (3.7) using the double angle formula \(\cos(A + B) = \cos A \cos B - \sin A \sin B\) where \(A = 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l\). By comparing coefficients and using the equality in (3.7) we see that

\[
\gamma_s \cos B = 2\pi, \quad \gamma_s \sin B = -\frac{1}{\chi_s}.
\]

Thus (3.7) can be written as

\[
\cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B) = -\frac{H_0^-}{a\chi_s\gamma_s}.
\]

As \(\gamma_s > 0\) and \(\chi_s > 0\), from (3.8) we have

\[
\cos B > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \sin B < 0,
\]
which implies that $B \in \left( \frac{3\pi}{2}, 2\pi \right)$.

Solutions $t^l_{\tan}$ to the tangency time equation (3.6) only exist if

$$-1 \leq -\frac{H^0_0}{a \chi s \gamma_s} \leq 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

The restrictions to biologically plausible parameter values ensures that the right-hand inequality is always satisfied as $H^0_0 > -a > -a \chi s \gamma_s$. The left-hand inequality gives a necessary condition on the circadian amplitude for the existence of gaps in the down map $T_d(t_0)$, namely

$$H^0_0 \leq a \chi s \gamma_s.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

The region given by this condition and the biological constraints is illustrated as the shaded region in Fig. 3.5.

For $H^0_0 = a \chi s \gamma_s$ there exists only one $t^l_{\tan}$ such that (3.6) is satisfied being

$$t^l_{\tan} = \frac{\arccos(-1) + \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right)}{2\pi} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right)}{2\pi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

For $H^0_0 < a \chi s \gamma_s$, (3.6) has two possible solutions. These two solutions correspond to tangencies that would occur as a result of $H_s(t, t_0)$ approaching the lower threshold from above and from below. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.6, it is obvious that only the tangency which hits from above is relevant in the two process model since the other occurs after the homeostatic sleep pressure has passed through the lower threshold which the model does not allow for.

From the definition of the down map $T_d(t_0)$ it follows that all $t \in (t_0, T_d(t_0))$ have to satisfy $H_s(t, t_0) \geq H^-(t)$. Therefore a tangency point $t^l_{\tan}$ from the region shown in Figure 3.5 is only relevant to gaps in the map if the trajectory of $H_s(t, t_0)$ approaches the lower threshold from above. In the following lemma we consider the local behaviour of $H_s(t, t_0)$ near the tangency point which will allow us to determine the relevant $t^l_{\tan}$.

**Lemma 3.3.** Let $t^l_{\tan}$ be a tangency. Then, $t^l_{\tan}$ is a tangency such that the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep approaches the lower threshold from above if and only if it satisfies

$$H''_s(t^l_{\tan}) + 4\pi^2 a \sin(t^l_{\tan}) > 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

This tangency is related to a gap in the map in the sense that it creates a discontinuity in the return times of the composite map $T_s(t^l_0)$. 
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Figure 3.5: The shaded region denotes the parameter space in which tangencies can occur on the lower threshold but gives no indication of what values $t_{\text{tan}}$ can take. The red lines are given by the restrictions imposed on $H_0^-$ in Chapter 2. In this case we have set $a = 0.3$.

Proof. We know that the lower threshold is given by

$$H^-(t) = H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t),$$

and the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep by

$$H_s(t) = (H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t_0)) e^{\frac{t_0 - t}{\chi_s}}.$$

So at the point of tangency we have

$$H_s(t_{\text{tan}}^l) = H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l),$$

$$H_s'(t_{\text{tan}}^l) = 2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l).$$

(3.11)
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Figure 3.6: We see two potential tangencies between the homeostat on a sleep trajectory and the lower threshold. However, we are only interested in the tangency which approaches the lower threshold from above, this trajectory begins on the upper threshold at $t_l$. The dashed red line shows the trajectory which approaches the tangency from below. Since switching from sleep to wake occurs when the homeostat on sleep intersects the lower threshold, this tangency is not possible in the two process model.

The homeostat must be above the lower circadian threshold when on a sleep trajectory so,

$$H_s(t) \geq H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t_l) = H^-(t), \quad \text{for} \quad t \in [t_0, t_l].$$

We now Taylor expand,

$$H_s(t) - H^-(t) = H(t_l) + H'(t_l)(t - t_l) + \frac{H''(t_l)(t - t_l)^2}{2} - \left( H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t_l) + 2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_l)(t - t_l) - 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t_l)(t - t_l)^2 \right) + \mathcal{O} \left( (t - t_l)^3 \right)$$

$$= \frac{H''(t_l)}{2}(t - t_l)^2 + 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t_l)(t - t_l)^2 + \mathcal{O}((t - t_l)^3)$$

$$= \frac{H''(t_l)}{2} + 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t_l)(t - t_l)^2 + \mathcal{O}((t - t_l)^3).$$
Therefore, \( H_s(t) - H^-(t) \geq 0 \) for \( t \) near \( t^l_{\tan} \) if and only if

\[
H''(t^l_{\tan}) + 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t^l_{\tan}) > 0
\]

and equations (3.3) and (3.4) hold.

Next we wish to analyse the inequality (3.10) and visualise what this means for possible tangency times \( t^l_{\tan} \).

**Lemma 3.4.** If a tangency \( t^l_{\tan} \) exists then (3.10) holds if and only if the inequality

\[
0 < 2\pi t^l_{\tan} + B < \pi
\]

is satisfied.

**Proof.** The result of lemma 3.3 gives (3.10),

\[
H''(t^l_{\tan}) + 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t^l_{\tan}) > 0.
\]

From the definition of \( H_s(t^l_{\tan}) \) and (3.11) we also know

\[
H'_s(t^l_{\tan}) = 2\pi a \cos(2\pi t^l_{\tan}),
\]

\[
H''_s(t^l_{\tan}) = -\frac{1}{\chi_s} H'(t^l_{\tan}).
\]

Therefore we have

\[
H''_s(t^l_{\tan}) = -\frac{2\pi}{\chi_s} a \cos(2\pi t^l_{\tan}),
\]

which can be substituted into (3.10) to give

\[
f(t^l_{\tan}) := -\frac{2\pi}{\chi_s} a \cos(2\pi t^l_{\tan}) + 4\pi^2 a \sin(2\pi t^l_{\tan}) > 0. \tag{3.12}
\]

We wish to find the values of \( \tau^* \) for which \( f(\tau^*) = 0 \). We first rearrange \( f(\tau^*) = 0 \) to give

\[
\tan(2\pi \tau^*) = \frac{1}{2\pi \chi_s}. \tag{3.13}
\]

Since

\[
\cos B = \frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}, \quad \sin B = -\frac{1}{\chi_s \gamma_s}. \tag{3.14}
\]
we have,
\[ \tan B = \frac{\sin B}{\cos B} = \frac{1}{\frac{\gamma_s}{\chi_s} \frac{2\pi}{2\pi}} = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \gamma. \quad (3.15) \]

Comparing (3.13) and (3.15) yields the solutions
\[ 2\pi T^* = -B + k\pi. \]

Since
\[ -B = -2\pi + \arccos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s} \right) \in \left( 0, \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad -B + \pi \in \left( \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2} \right), \]
we need only check \( t_{\text{tan}}^l = 0 \) to find out when \( f(t_{\text{tan}}^l) \) is positive or negative. At \( t_{\text{tan}}^l = 0 \) we have
\[ f(0) = -\frac{a2\pi}{\chi_s} < 0. \]

Thus we know that \( f(t_{\text{tan}}^l) > 0 \) if and only if
\[ -B < 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l < \pi - B, \]
or equivalently
\[ 0 < 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B < \pi. \]

Taking the restrictions \(-a < H_0^- < 1 - a\) along with lemma 3.4 allows us to plot the region in which first hit tangencies exist, see Figure 3.7. We see that for all values of \( \chi_s \) the tangency at \( H_0^- = -a \) is at \( t_{\text{tan}}^l = \frac{1}{4} \). This is shown analytically in Appendix B.1.

We can now use Lemmas 3.2 to 3.4 to prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1: Using the arccos to rewrite (3.6) gives two solutions
\[ 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B = \arccos \left( -\frac{H_0^-}{a\gamma_s\chi_s} \right) \in (0, \pi), \quad (3.16) \]
and
\[ 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B = 2\pi - \arccos \left( -\frac{H_0^-}{a\gamma_s\chi_s} \right) \in (\pi, 2\pi). \quad (3.17) \]

From lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we know that (3.16) gives the tangency that hits the lower circadian threshold from above, since it satisfies the inequality \( 0 \leq 2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B < \pi \). We can disregard (3.17) since it does not satisfy the inequality. Therefore by substituting
\[ B = 2\pi - \arccos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s} \right) \in \left( \frac{3\pi}{2}, 2\pi \right), \]
Figure 3.7: For any $\chi_s$, there is always a first hit tangency if $H_0^− \in [-a, \min(a\chi_s\gamma_s, 1-a)]$. Here $a = 0.3$ and each curve represents the relation (3.6) between $t_{\text{tan}}^i$ and $H_0^-$ where $\chi_s = 10^{-9}, 0.5, 1, 2, 5$ from left to right. The grey region indicates where $t_{\text{tan}}^i$ values satisfy Lemma 3.4, i.e., they are a first hit tangency. The green curves show how the grey region fills up as $\chi_s \to \infty$, bounded by $t_{\text{tan}}^i = 0.25$ from below, $\chi_s = 0$ from the left, $H_0^- = a\chi_s\gamma_s$ from above and $H_0^- = 1 - a$ from the right.

By rearranging (3.18) and then shifting $t_{\text{tan}}^i$ by 1 we have

$$t_{\text{tan}}^i = \frac{\arccos\left(-\frac{H_0^-}{a\chi_s\gamma_s}\right) + \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right)}{2\pi} \in \left(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{3}{4}\right),$$

for $-a < H_0^- \leq a\gamma_s\chi_s$, thus finishing the proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.2.2 Using symmetry to find tangencies on the upper threshold

It is possible to find tangency points, \( t_{\tan}^u \), where the wake homeostatic sleep pressure is tangent to the upper threshold following the same method as in Section 3.2.1. However, there exists a symmetry as given in (2.19), such that

\[
(t, H_s; \chi_s, H_0^+, H_0^-, a, t_0) \mapsto (t + \frac{1}{2}, 1 - H_w; \chi_w, 1 - H_0^-, 1 - H_0^+, a, t_0 + \frac{1}{2}),
\]

maps results for the sleep homeostatic sleep pressure and the lower threshold onto results for the wake homeostatic sleep pressure and the upper threshold. Therefore we can map any of results for Section 3.2.1 directly to results for tangencies between wake homeostatic sleep pressure and the upper threshold. We are interested in two things in particular, the existence region of tangencies in the parameter space and the times at which a tangency occurs.

For tangencies between sleep homeostatic sleep pressure and the lower threshold, the existence region in parameter space is given by

\[-a < H_0^- \leq \min(a \gamma_s \chi_s, 1 - a)\]

Making the substitutions given by the symmetry, the region for which there is a tangency between the wake homeostatic sleep pressure and the upper threshold is given by

\[-a < 1 - H_0^+ \leq \min(a \gamma_w \chi_w, 1 - a)\]

thus,

\[
\max(1 - a \gamma_w \chi_w, a) \leq H_0^+ < 1 + a,
\]

where

\[
\gamma_s \mapsto \gamma_w = \sqrt{\frac{4 \pi^2 + 1}{\chi_w^2}}.
\]

To find the tangency time on the upper threshold we use the symmetry on \( t_{\tan}^l \) given in (3.5) to give

\[
t_{\tan}^l \mapsto t_{\tan}^u + \frac{1}{2} = \frac{\arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_w}\right) + \arccos\left(-\frac{1 - H_0^+}{a \gamma_w \chi_w}\right)}{2\pi}.
\]

Using \( \arccos(-x) = \pi - \arccos(x) \), this can be rearranged to give the tangency time on the upper threshold

\[
t_{\tan}^u = \frac{\arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_w}\right) - \arccos\left(\frac{1 - H_0^+}{a \gamma_w \chi_w}\right)}{2\pi} \in \left[0, \frac{1}{4}\right] \cup \left[\frac{3}{4}, 1\right].
\]
In summary, the results in the section lead us to a theorem for tangencies which occur on the upper threshold.

**Theorem 3.5.** For \( \max(1 - \alpha \gamma_w \chi_w, a) \leq H_0^+ < 1 + a \), there is exactly one tangency that hits the upper threshold from below. This tangency is at

\[
t^u_{\tan} = \frac{\arccos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\gamma_w} \right) - \arccos \left( \frac{1 - H_0^+}{a \gamma_w \chi_w} \right)}{2\pi} \in \left[ 0, \frac{1}{4} \right] \cup \left[ \frac{3}{4}, 1 \right],
\]

where

\[
\gamma_w = \sqrt{4\pi^2 + \frac{1}{\chi_w^2}}.
\]

Now that we have found where tangencies occur in the two process model we want to relate the tangencies to discontinuities in the one-dimensional map. In the next section we discuss when \( t^l_{\tan} and \( t^u_{\tan} \) are relevant to gaps in the map and find the size of the gap.

### 3.2.3 Discontinuities in the one dimensional map

The one dimensional map is constructed by plotting \( t_0 \) against \( T_s(t_0) \), where \( t_0 \) denotes a sleep onset time occurring on the upper threshold, \( H^+(t_0) \). First we consider how tangencies on the lower threshold relate to the one dimensional map. Since \( T_s(t_0) = T_u(T_d(t_0)) \) a discontinuity in \( T_d \) will generically also give a discontinuity in \( T_s \). Note that the tangency time \( t^l_{\tan} \) does not directly give the time of this discontinuity in the composite map. To find where the discontinuity caused by a tangency on the lower threshold occurs we need to find the initial time \( t^l_0 \) which leads to \( t^l_{\tan} \). By rearranging the tangency condition (3.4) we find

\[
t^l_0 = t^l_{\tan} + \chi_s \ln \left( \frac{2\pi \chi_s a \cos(2\pi t^l_{\tan})}{H^+(t^l_0)} \right).
\]

By separating the variables \( t^l_0, t^l_{\tan} \) and substituting \( H^+(t^l_0) = H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t^l_0) \) we arrive at

\[
\left( H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi t^l_0) \right) \exp \left( \frac{t^l_0}{\chi_s} \right) = -2\pi \chi_s a \cos(2\pi t^l_{\tan}) \exp \left( \frac{t^l_{\tan}}{\chi_s} \right).
\]

This implicit relation between \( t^l_0 \) and \( t^l_{\tan} \) is visualised in Figure 3.8. Since we know the tangency time \( t^l_{\tan} \) from equation (3.5) we need only solve (3.20) for times \( t^l_0 < t^l_{\tan} \).

It is also possible to find the size of the gap in the down map \( T_d(t_0) \) by continuing the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep \( H_s \) through the tangency point, \( H^-(t^l_{\tan}) \), until the next hit on the lower threshold, as in Figure 3.9. The difference between the tangency time \( t^l_{\tan} \) and this
Figure 3.8: (a) A graphical representation of (3.20) where substituting $t_{\tan}^l$ into the right hand side gives the constant red line and the blue curve is given by the left hand side. The intersection point gives $t_0^l$ which we can then relate to the one-dimensional map. (b) The discontinuity in the one-dimensional map occurs at the initial time, $t_0^l$ (denoted by the red line), which leads to a tangency on the lower threshold and hence a discontinuity in $T_d$ and $T_s$. The parameters used are: $a = 0.25, H_0^- = 0.4, H_0^+ = 0.6, \chi_s = \frac{1}{4}, \chi_w = \frac{3}{4}$.

second hit gives the size of the gap in $T_d$. The second hit is the first $t_{\text{con}}^l > t_{\tan}^l$ which satisfies

$$H^- (t_{\tan}^l) e^{\frac{t_{\tan}^l - t_{\text{con}}^l}{\chi_s}} = H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi t_{\text{con}}^l).$$

(3.21)

By rearranging (3.21) we get

$$H^- (t_{\tan}^l) e^{\frac{t_{\tan}^l - t_{\text{con}}^l}{\chi_s}} = H^- (t_{\text{con}}^l) e^{\frac{t_{\text{con}}^l - t_{\tan}^l}{\chi_s}}, \quad t_{\text{con}}^l > t_{\tan}^l.$$  

(3.22)

Since $T_s = T_u \circ T_d$, the size of the gap in $T_s$ is $T_u(t_{\text{con}}^l) - T_u(t_{\tan}^l)$.

The lower threshold tangency creates a region of unattainable lower threshold values. When no tangency occurs on the lower threshold then $T_d(t_0)$ is continuous and the range of $T_d$ is $D = [0, 1]$. However, when a tangency on the lower threshold exists the created discontinuity means that $t_0 \in [0, 1]$ maps to

$$T_d(t_0) \in D = \begin{cases} 
[0, t_{\tan}^l] \cup [t_{\text{con}}^l, 1] & \text{if } t_{\tan}^l < t_{\text{con}}^l \mod 1 \\
[t_{\text{con}}^l \mod 1, t_{\tan}^l] & \text{if } t_{\text{con}}^l > t_{\tan}^l \mod 1 
\end{cases}.$$  

The $t_{\tan}^l < t_{\text{con}}^l$ case is plotted in Figure 3.9. Since we are interested in the composite map,
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$T_s = T_u \circ T_d$, we only consider initial times $T_d \in D$ as starting values for the up map $T_u(T_d)$. Therefore tangencies of the upper threshold can be missed in both $T_u(T_d)$ and the composite map $T_s(t_0)$ if $T_d(t_0^u) \notin D$, where $t_0^u$ is the initial time on the upper threshold such that $T_u(T_d(t_0^u))$ leads to a tangency on the upper threshold.

Figure 3.9: Each blue line represents a sleep trajectory which start at evenly spread $t_0$ values on the upper threshold. The red line is the sleep trajectory which passes through the tangency point. We see that the tangency creates a gap in the map $T_d(t_0)$.

Tangencies on the upper threshold occur at time $T_s(t_0^u) = t_0^u$ and therefore are always seen in the composite map, $T_s$. Note that a tangency on the upper threshold relates to the map if and only if $T_d(t_0^u) \in D$. To find the initial time $t_0^u$ we trace back through $T_u(T_d)$ to a time $t_0^*$, the wake onset time lying on the lower threshold which leads to a tangency. We then consider $T_d(t_0^u)$ to find the initial time $t_0^u$ which leads to the gap in the composite map. In Figure 3.10 we give a graphical representation of this process and show where values $t_0^u, t_0^*, t_0^\text{tan}$ lie in the model.

We will now compute $t_0^u$ to find where the discontinuity caused by a tangency on the upper threshold occurs. Similarly to the lower threshold we begin by rearranging the tangency condition (3.19) to find

$$t_0^* = t_0^u + \chi_w \ln \left( \frac{2\pi \chi_w a \cos(2\pi t_0^u)}{1 - H^- (t_0^u)} \right).$$
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Figure 3.10: A plot of the two process model passing through a tangency point on the upper threshold. We see that the initial time \( t^*_0 \) leads to both \( t^u_{\tan} \) and \( t^u_{\con} \), in the context of the composite map, \( T_u(t_0) \), the value of \( t^*_0 \) gives the position of the gap on the x-axis and \( t^u_{\tan} \) and \( t^u_{\con} \) give the end points of the gap on the y-axis. Note that wake trajectories in the composite map \( T_u(t_0) \) will only start at values \( T_d(t_0) \in D \) therefore, if \( T_d(t^*_0) = t^*_0 \notin D \) then an upper threshold tangency is not seen in the composite map.

By separating the variables \( t^*_0, t^u_{\tan} \) and substituting \( H^-(t^*_0) = H^0 + \sin(2\pi t^*_0) \) we arrive at

\[
(1 - H^0 - \sin(2\pi t^*_0)) \exp\left(\frac{t^*_0}{\chi^w}\right) = 2\pi \chi^w a \cos(2\pi t^u_{\tan}) \exp\left(\frac{t^u_{\tan}}{\chi^w}\right). \tag{3.23}
\]

Since we know the tangency time \( t^u_{\tan} \) from equation (3.19), we can solve (3.23) to find the initial time \( t^*_0 \) which sits on the lower threshold and leads to a tangency on the upper threshold. To find the time \( t^*_0 \) which leads to a discontinuity in the composite map we use the equation for the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep (2.12) and numerically solve the implicit equation

\[
H^-(t^*_0) e^{\frac{t^*_0}{\chi^w}} = H^+(t^*_0) e^{\frac{t^*_0}{\chi^w}}.
\]

Using the same method as for the lower threshold, by continuing the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake through the tangency point, \( t^u_{\tan} \), until the next hit on the upper threshold \( t^u_{\con} \), one finds that the size of the gap in the up map \( T_u \) is given by \( t^u_{\con} - t^u_{\tan} \). If \( t^*_0 \) is in the
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range of $T_d$, then this is also the size of the gap in $T_s$, otherwise $T_s$ has no gap. In Fig. 3.4 we show the relationship between the two process model and the size of the gap, illustrating that the size of the gap is the same in $T_u$ as in $T_s$.

In the maps displayed in Figures 2.6, 3.4 and 3.8, the derivative of the map to the left of the gap in the down, up, and sleep map appears to be infinite. We consider the derivative of the sleep map $T_s$ with respect to $t_0$, given in equation (2.22), to check the gradient of the map at the discontinuity.

In section 2.2.2 we showed that when $T_d(t_0)$ and $T_u(T_d(t_0))$ are locally well defined the derivative of the down map is

$$
T_d'(t_0) = \frac{\left(2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_0) + \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi t_0)\right)}{\left(2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_d(t_0)) + \frac{H_0^-}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi T_d(t_0))\right)} e^{\frac{t_0 - T_d(t_0)}{\chi_s}},
$$
as in (2.28) and the derivative of the up map is

$$
T_u'(T_d) = \frac{\left(2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_d) + \frac{H_0^-}{\chi_w} + \frac{a}{\chi_w} \sin(2\pi T_d)\right)}{\left(2\pi a \cos(2\pi T_u(T_d)) + \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_w} + \frac{a}{\chi_w} \sin(2\pi T_u(T_d))\right)} e^{\frac{T_d(t_0) - T_u(T_d)}{\chi_w}},
$$
as in (2.29).

First we consider discontinuities corresponding to tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep and the lower threshold. By multiplying both sides of the tangency condition (3.3) by $-\frac{1}{\chi_s}$ and combining with condition (3.4) gives that a tangency point $t_{\text{tan}}$ satisfies

$$
2\pi a \cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l) + \frac{H_0^-}{\chi_s} + \frac{a}{\chi_s} \sin(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l) = 0,
$$
which is the denominator of the derivative of the down map (2.28). Therefore if $t_0^l$ is such that $T_d(t_0^l) = t_{\text{tan}}^l$ then (2.28) is not differentiable at $t_0^l$ and it can be seen that $T_d'(t_0^l) \to \infty$ as $t_0$ approaches $t_0^l$ from the left. As $t_0$ approaches $t_0^l$ from the right, $T_d(t_0)$ approaches $t_{\text{con}}^l$ which is not equal $t_{\text{tan}}^l$ and the derivative is finite. Similarly, for discontinuities corresponding to tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake and the upper threshold, if $t_0^u$ is such that $T_u(T_d(t_0^u)) = t_{\text{tan}}^u$, then $T_u'(T_d(t_0^u)) \to \infty$ as $t_0$ approaches $t_0^u$ from the left and is finite if $t_0$ approaches $t_0^u$ from the right.

The presence of gaps in the map can alter the transient behaviour, but more significantly gives an alternative mechanism for the creation/annihilation of fixed points of the map and thus periodic solutions in the two process model, via border collisions. In the next section we give a description of how we numerically find these border collisions with the aim of extending our
understanding of the bifurcation set, illustrated in Figure 3.3, to larger amplitudes.

3.3 Border collisions

At a border collision, a fixed point of the map (or its iterate) coincides with the endpoint of a gap. As parameters are varied in the model, this gives a mechanism for the creation/annihilation of periodic solutions, as seen in Figure 3.11.

Two types of border collision are possible within the two process model. Firstly, where a fixed point of the map coincides with the side of the gap where the derivative of the map is infinite, resulting in the creation/annihilation of an unstable fixed point. This corresponds to a periodic sleep-wake cycle occurring in the two process model where the homeostatic sleep pressure switches at a tangency point, \( t_{\text{tan}} \). In what follows these will be referred to as Type I border collisions.

Secondly, where a fixed point of the map coincides with the side of the gap where the derivative is finite, resulting in the creation/destruction of either a stable or an unstable fixed point. This corresponds to a periodic sleep-wake cycle occurring in the two process model where the homeostatic sleep pressure ‘ignores’ the tangency point and switches at the first continuation point, \( t_{\text{con}} \). These will be referred to as Type II border collisions. Both types of border collision are illustrated in Fig. 3.12.

Clearly, since gaps result from tangencies with either the lower threshold or upper threshold, four cases should be considered namely, Type I and II border collisions for the lower threshold and Type I and II border collisions for the upper threshold. In the next two subsections we focus on methods for computing border collisions with gaps due to tangencies occurring on the
upper threshold. Similar ideas can be used to find those due to the lower threshold.

![Type I and Type II border collisions](image)

Figure 3.12: Type I and Type II border collisions of a (1,1) periodic solution are shown for \( a = 0.07 \). The dashed blue lines in (a) and (c) represent the value, \( H^+ (t_{\text{tan}}^u) \). (a) A sleep-wake cycle for a Type I border collision, switching from wake to sleep occurs at the time \( t_{\text{tan}}^u \) on the upper threshold; (b) The corresponding one-dimensional map shows the infinite derivative at the Type I border collision; (c) A sleep-wake cycle for a Type II border collision where the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake misses the upper threshold at \( H^+ (t_{\text{tan}}^u) \), switching at a later time (see Section 3.2.3); (d) The one-dimensional map for the Type II border collision. In (a,b) we have \( H_0^- = 0.178 \) and for (c,d) \( H_0^- = 0.4071 \).

### 3.3.1 Type I

The necessary conditions for a Type I \((p,q)\) border collision for the upper threshold are that it occurs at a fixed point of \( T_q^s \) (satisfying \( T_q^s(t_0) = t_0 + p \)) and the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake switches from wake-sleep at a tangency point. To find Type I border collisions of \((p,q)\) periodic solutions, we fix all parameters except for \( H_0^- \). We use the explicit expression from equation (3.19) to find the tangency time \( t_{\text{tan}}^u \). We then take an initial guess for the parameter
$H_0^{-}$ and use a nonlinear solver to iterate on this parameter to find the value of $H_0^{-}$ such that the $p^{th}$ forward iteration of the two process model starting on the upper threshold at $t = t_{\text{tan}}^u$ leads to a return of the homeostatic sleep pressure to $H^+(t_{\text{tan}}^u)$ at time $t = t_{\text{tan}}^u + q$. Therefore $H_0^{-}$ satisfies

$$H^+(t_{\text{tan}}^u) = 1 + (H_0^{-} + a \sin(2\pi T_d(T_d^{p-1}(t_{\text{tan}}^u)))) - 1) e^{T_d(T_d^{p-1}(t_{\text{tan}}^u)) - (t_{\text{tan}}^u + q)}.$$ 

Although this looks like an explicit equation for $H_0^{-}$ note that both maps $T_d$ and $T_u$ depend on $H_0^{-}$.

In Figure 3.12 (a) a typical example of a sleep-wake cycle with Type I behaviour is shown and Figure 3.12(b) shows the associated one dimensional map, clearly showing the infinite derivative at the border collision.

### 3.3.2 Type II

The necessary conditions for a Type II border collision are that it occurs at a fixed point and the homeostat passes through the continuation of a tangency point. Again, to be specific we consider the case of a gap in the map that has arisen as a result of a tangency with the upper threshold and consider $H_0^{-}$ as the bifurcation parameter for a type II border collision of a $(p, q)$ periodic solution. As before, equation (3.19) gives the tangency time $t_{\text{tan}}^u$. We next determine the time point at the other side of the gap $t_{\text{con}}^u$, as described in Section 3.2.3. The forward iteration starts at this point and $H_0^{-}$ is tuned such that the $p^{th}$ forward iteration of the two process model starting on the upper threshold at $t = t_{\text{con}}^u$ leads to a return of the homeostatic sleep pressure to $H^+(t_{\text{con}}^u)$ at time $t = t_{\text{con}}^u + q$. Thus $H_0^{-}$ satisfies

$$H^+(t_{\text{con}}^u) = (1 + (H_0^{-} + a \sin(2\pi T_d(T_d^{p-1}(t_{\text{con}}^u)))) - 1) e^{T_d(T_d^{p-1}(t_{\text{con}}^u)) - (t_{\text{con}}^u + q)}.$$ 

In Figure 3.12(c) we show how $t_{\text{con}}^u$ is found by continuing the homeostatic sleep pressure on a wake trajectory from the tangency $t_{\text{tan}}^u$ and the resulting periodic solution for the tuned $H_0^{-}$ value. The associated map in Figure 3.12(d) shows that the fixed point now coincides with the other side of the gap.

Computing type I and type II border collisions for the lower threshold is possible using the methods discussed in this section. The conditions for a Type I $(p, q)$ border collision for the lower threshold are that it occurs at a fixed point of $T_d^q$ (satisfying $T_d^q(t_0) = t_0 + p$) and the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep switches from sleep-write at a tangency point. A Type II border collision for the lower threshold must also occur at fixed point and the homeostatic sleep pressure passes through the continuation of a tangency on the lower threshold. In the next
section we extend the bifurcation set to include boundaries due to border collisions.

3.4 Bifurcation set

We have shown that gaps in the map occur at larger amplitudes and give rise to another type of bifurcation, allowing for creation and annihilation of periodic solutions via border collisions. In this section we illustrate how gaps in the map extend the saddle-node bifurcation diagram given in Figure 3.3 and discuss the impact this has on periodic solutions in each region.

In Figure 3.13 we plot the curves related to the two types of border collisions and the saddle-node bifurcations in the \((H_0, a)\) parameter plane.

From the analysis in section 3.2, it follows that for \(a < \frac{H_0}{\chi_s \gamma_s}\) and \(a < \frac{1-H_0}{\chi_w \gamma_w}\), there are no tangencies in the two process model and consequently no gaps in the one-dimensional map. In this region, the one-dimensional map is the lift of a continuous circle map and regions of \((p, q)\) periodic solutions form Arnold tongues bordered by saddle-node bifurcations, where within each tongue there is a pair of periodic solutions, one stable and one unstable.

Gaps can occur in the map \(T_s\) for \(a \geq \frac{H_0}{\chi_s \gamma_s}\) or \(a \geq \frac{1-H_0}{\chi_w \gamma_w}\) as a result of tangencies on the
lower and upper thresholds respectively. For some regions, the presence of gaps has no impact on the number and stability of fixed points of the map, although their presence can alter the transient dynamical behaviour. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.13, the gaps lead to border collisions that define roughly u-shaped regions ‘in’ each tongue. The left-hand side of these u-shaped regions are linked to Type I border collisions and appear to asymptote to the saddle-node bifurcation line. Note that these two types of bifurcations cannot coincide because at the saddle-node bifurcation the gradient of the map is one, whereas at the Type I border collision the gradient of the map is infinite.

The right-hand side of the black u-shaped region is linked to Type II border collisions. The saddle-node bifurcation and the Type II border collision meet at a point where the gradient of the map at the Type II border collision is 1, leaving only the border collision. This explains how the right saddle-node curves in Figure 3.3 terminate since the border collision curve now creates the boundary of the tongue.

For the $(H^+_0, \chi_s, \chi_w)$ parameter choice shown in Figure 3.13, the Arnold saddle-node tongues with rotation number $\frac{q}{p} < 1$ end in the region with $\frac{1-H^+_0}{\chi_w^7} < a < \frac{H^+_0}{\chi_s^7}$. In this region, the up map $T_u$ has a gap, but the down map $T_d$ does not have a gap. Thus the relevant border collisions for these tongues are those due to a tangency with the upper threshold. The right endpoint of the $(1, 1)$ tongue is in this region as well, hence here the border collision is due to a tangency with the upper threshold. The left endpoint of the $(1, 1)$ tongue is in the region with $a > \max \left( \frac{H^-_0}{\chi_s^7}, \frac{1-H^-_0}{\chi_w^7} \right)$, hence both border collisions due to a tangency with the upper threshold and due to a tangency with the lower threshold could play a role. However, for the parameter values used we have not found any numerical evidence for border collisions due to the lower thresholds in the $(1, 1)$ tongue.

The Arnold tongues with rotation number $\frac{q}{p} > 1$ lie partially in regions where border collisions with both the upper and lower thresholds potentially are important. In Figure 3.14 we enlarge the $(2, 3)$ tongue and see that the curve for the type II border collision with the lower threshold intersects with the curve for the type I border collision with the upper threshold. At this point in parameter space, the endpoint of the gap due to the lower threshold, $t_{\text{con}}^l$, coincides with the start point of the gap due to the upper threshold, $t_{\text{con}}^u$. Hence the endpoint of the gap due to the lower threshold “jumps” to $t_{\text{con}}^u$, the numerical solver struggles to find a solution at this point hence the small gap between upper and lower border collisions in the figure. As illustrated by the plot, at the intersection of the two curves, the border collisions disappear. This is a result of both gaps in the map meeting and “eating” the trajectories between them which leads to the 1-1 line passing through the gap and one periodic solution being lost.

To further illustrate the changes in each region we plot the one-dimensional maps for various $(H^-_0, a)$ pairs inside and outside the $(1, 1)$ tongue, this allows us to visualise the changes in the
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Figure 3.14: An enlarged plot of the \((2,3)\) tongue. Note that the upper and lower threshold border collisions approach each other and probably intersect. The boundaries disappear close to their intersection since the numerical solver struggles to find a solution close to the intersection point.

one-dimensional map when crossing the bifurcation curves associated with gaps in the map. In Figure 3.15 we enlarge the tongue and label regions in and outside of the bifurcation boundaries.

Figure 3.15: A enlarged plot of the \((1,1)\) tongue labelled at the parameter values denoting the corresponding one dimensional maps. The parameter values labelled are as follows, (a) \(H_0^- = 0.15, a = 0.13\) (b) \(H_0^- = 0.3, a = 0.13\) (c) \(H_0^- = 0.45, a = 0.13\) (d) \(H_0^- = 0.15, a = 0.075\) (e) \(H_0^- = 0.3, a = 0.06\) (f) \(H_0^- = 0.45, a = 0.075\) (g) \(H_0^- = 0.15, a = 0.06\) (h) \(H_0^- = 0.3, a = 0.02\) (i) \(H_0^- = 0.45, a = 0.02\).
Typical one-dimensional maps in these regions are then plotted in Figure 3.16. Below we give a description of the behaviour in those regions:

(a) In this region both tangencies of the lower and upper threshold occur, leading to 2 gaps in the one-dimensional map. There is one stable periodic solution since we are inside the border collision boundaries.

(b) In going from region (a) to region (b), we have crossed the line at which tangencies with the lower threshold occur. This is demonstrated by the fact that there is now only one gap which is related to a tangency on the upper threshold, the one stable periodic solution persists as no border collisions curves are crossed.

(c) We are close to the border collision boundary where the $1-1$ line meets the gap in the map. This region is qualitatively the same as in (b).

(d) Here we are in the region where a tangency occurs at the upper threshold, but not the lower threshold, and between the saddle-node and border collision boundaries. Going from region (a) to region (d), we have crossed the border collision boundary and are no longer in the region where tangencies with the lower threshold lie. Therefore we have gained an unstable periodic solution and lost one gap.

(e) We are inside the border collision region but close to the boundary. Therefore we see one stable periodic solution and the $1-1$ line close to the edge of the gap. This region is qualitatively similar to (b) and (c).

(f) No $(1,1)$ periodic solutions exist here since we are outside of the tongue however, we are close to both the saddle-node bifurcation and border collision.

(g) No $(1,1)$ periodic solution exist in this region as in going from region (d) to region (g) we have crossed the saddle-node boundary and have therefore lost both periodic solutions.

(h) We are inside the tongue but in a region where no tangencies exist as in going from (e) to (h) the tangency line has been crossed. At this amplitude only saddle-node bifurcations can create or destroy periodic solutions. Since we are inside the tongue two periodic solutions exist, one stable and one unstable. The one-dimensional map here is the lift of a continuous circle map.

(i) No $(1,1)$ periodic solutions or tangencies exist in this region. The one-dimensional map here is the lift of a continuous circle map.

Note that we have chosen to focus on the one-dimensional maps associated with the $(1,1)$ tongue since this gives the simplest visualisation. However, we expect the behaviour of the
3.5 Discussion

In the previous two chapters the focus has been on introducing the two process model and understanding its dynamical structure and in doing this, giving a novel description of the dynamical transitions between continuous and discontinuous maps. The resulting structures are mathematically interesting and have the potential to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of iterated one-dimensional maps to be similar for the other \((p,q)\) periodic tongues. For example refer back to Figure 3.2, where the second iterate of the two process model gives a saddle-node bifurcation of two \((2,1)\) periodic solutions.

**3.5 Discussion**

Figure 3.16: One dimensional maps for different regions of the \((1,1)\)-periodic Arnold tongue. Parameter values as in Figure 3.15.
the two process model as a quantitative model of sleep/wake regulation.

In Chapter 2 we introduced the two process model for sleep-wake regulation and showed that it has complex dynamics which can describe a wide range of sleep patterns. We then reduced the two process model to a one dimensional map and characterized \((p,q)\) periodic solutions. In Chapter 3, we have shown that the two process model is an interesting, potentially non-smooth dynamical system which brings together results from continuous monotonic circle maps and maps with gaps. For small amplitudes \(a\) we found that the one-dimensional map is the lift of a continuous circle map and regions of \((p,q)\) periodic solutions form Arnold tongues bordered by saddle-node bifurcations. For higher amplitudes, tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure and the circadian thresholds lead to gaps in the map. Through analysis of these bifurcation mechanisms we plot the resulting bifurcation set in which both the saddle-node bifurcations and border collisions create/annihilate fixed points of the map.

We have shown that fixed points in the map correspond to periodic solutions in the full dynamical system and represent different (periodic) patterns of sleep/wake. We see that at low circadian amplitudes, varying the bifurcation parameter \(H_0^-\) leads to a sequence of periodic solutions arising through saddle-node bifurcations, as is known to happen in continuous monotonic circle maps. For fixed \(a\) and varying \(H_0^-\), the rotation number associated with the map has a devil’s staircase structure and the intervals with constant rotation number are bounded by saddle-node bifurcations. At larger amplitudes, varying the same parameter leads to the same devil’s staircase sequence for the rotation number, but now both border collisions and saddle-node bifurcations are important for the creation/destruction of periodic orbits.

Within the black u-shaped regions (border collision boundaries) of the bifurcation set, in Figure 3.13, there is only one periodic solution. For the parameter values we have explored in detail, the map is monotonic and has a unique rotation number \(\frac{q}{p}\) corresponding with the \((p,q)\) periodic orbits. The type I border collision creates/annihilates an unstable periodic solution (due to its infinite derivative), hence the remaining solution is stable. However, we note that our choice of \(H_0^+ = 0.75\) restricts the value of \(a\) to less than 0.25. For other parameter regimes, the maps \(T_d, T_u\) and \(T_s = T_u \circ T_d\) are not monotonic. We will briefly discuss how the one-dimensional map becomes non-monotonic below.

Just as a gap is created in the down map \(T_d\) when there is a tangency between the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep and the lower threshold \(H^-\), it has a turning point (and hence is non-monotonic) when there is a tangency between the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep and the upper threshold \(H^+\), as in Figure 3.17(a). We see that this leads to multiple \(t_0\) values occurring on the same sleep trajectory and hence also leads to non-monotonicity in the composite map, as in Figure 3.17(b). Similarly a turning point occurs in \(T_u\) when there is a tangency between the homeostatic sleep pressure during wake and the lower threshold. At the turning points in \(T_d\)
and $T_u$ both maps are no longer injective, since multiple initial values of $t_0$ lead to the same endpoint and this gives the non-monotonicity. The composite map, $T_s$, also becomes non-monotonic if it is not injective. If $T_u$ is non-injective then $T_s$ is also non-injective however, if non-injectivity in $T_d$ occurs outside of the image of $T_u$, then it is possible for $T_s$ to still be injective.
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Figure 3.17: (a) The red line shows the trajectory on which there is a tangency between the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep and the upper threshold. The blue line shows that multiple initial times, $t_0$, can lie on the same trajectory. This only occurs for trajectories with initial times between the initial time leading to a tangency and the time of the tangency itself. (b) The non-monotonic composite map associated with the sleep-wake dynamics in (a). The parameters used here are: $\chi_s = 10/24, \chi_w = 18/24, a = 0.3, H_0^- = 0.4, H_0^+ = 0.6$.

As the upper threshold and the lower threshold are identical apart from in their mean value, the symmetry relations (2.19) can be used to derive the criteria for non-monotonicity of the down, up, and sleep maps. So for the down map, we get from (3.9) with the mean value $H_0^-$ replaced by the mean value $H_0^+$, that the down map $T_d$ is non-monotonic if

$$a > \frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s c_s}.$$ 

Similarly, for the up map with the mean value $H_0^+$ replaced by the mean value $H_0^-$, the down
map $T_u$ is non-monotonic if

$$a > 1 - \frac{H_0}{\chi_w \gamma_w}.$$ 

Thus the sleep map $T_s = T_d(T_u)$ is non-monotonic if

$$a > \min\left(\frac{H_0^+}{\chi_s \gamma_s}, \frac{1 - H_0^-}{\chi_w \gamma_w}\right).$$ 

To visualise this condition we plot an additional (green) line onto the bifurcation set, in Figure 3.18, to show the region of parameter space where the one dimensional map is non-monotonic.

![Figure 3.18](image_url)

*Figure 3.18: Here we see the bifurcation set with the addition of a dot-dashed green line. For the region above the dot-dashed green line the corresponding one-dimensional maps are non-monotonic.*

This non-monotonicity has the potential to lead to more complex dynamics, including period-doubling and chaos, as was shown for continuous but non-monotonic maps of the circle by [128].

Finally, we note that although there is an extensive literature on maps, previous studies have either focussed on maps with gaps or maps with no gaps. Here we have considered the transition between the two, showing how border collision can take over from saddle-node bifurcations to form boundaries of Arnold tongues and highlighting a link between the devil’s staircase structure of periodic solutions seen in both cases.
In this chapter we examine to what extent the two process model can explain the sleep-wake patterns of the common vole, *Microtus Arvalis*.

First we will introduce the biological data and derive the parameters for the two process model from the electroencephalogram (EEG) and sleep timing data. Next we explain how the two process model predicts spontaneous (under everyday conditions) sleep-wake cycles. Then we show that the two process model is not sufficient to predict the length of recovery sleep after sleep deprivation. Finally we propose an alteration to the two process model involving an additional ultradian oscillation. This modified model describes both spontaneous sleep-wake cycles and the response to sleep deprivation.

The purpose of this chapter is to use mathematical modelling to understand the mechanisms which govern the sleep cycles of the common vole. Some of the questions we will be considering in this chapter are:

- Can the two process model or an extension explain the spontaneous sleep-wake cycle?
- Is the two-process model a good predictor of recovery sleep after sleep deprivation?
- What physiological meaning can we derive from the results?

In the first instance, we examine to what extent observed sleep phenomena can be explained using the two-process model. In order to use the two process model to simulate spontaneous sleep-wake cycles and predict the effects of sleep deprivation we first find suitable parameter estimates for the two-process model, namely: $\chi_s$, $\chi_w$ the strength of growth/decay in the homeostatic process; $a$, the amplitude of the upper and lower circadian thresholds; $H_0^-, H_0^+$ the mean value of the lower and upper thresholds respectively; $\phi$, the phase of circadian oscillation.

The biological data that we use in this chapter are sleep timings and the EEG response during spontaneous and sleep deprivation conditions for six voles [129], each caged without
running wheels. Alongside this we also consider a larger data set of sleep/wake timings during spontaneous and deprivation conditions from a previous study [130]. In the next section we will lay out the basics of the experiment that generated the biological data, such as: housing for the voles, light scheduling and the sleep deprivation protocol. After this we describe the methodology used to monitor the voles and take EEG readings in the experiment. This is followed by an explanation of how these EEG readings are scored into wake, NREM sleep and REM sleep categories and the assumptions made to define sleep and wake bouts.

4.1 Biological data

In the experiment [129] the voles were individually housed in sound reduced, lightproof cabinets and were provided with non-restricted access to food and water. The voles were entrained to a 12 hour light-dark (LD) cycle (alternating periods of 12 hours light and dark) with a light intensity at the bottom of the housing of $750\text{mW/m}^2$ (220 lux) during the light period. Note that usually the common vole is more active during the dark and is more inactive and has a higher proportion of sleep during the light. All experimental procedures received a favourable opinion by the University of Surrey Animal Ethics Committee and were carried out under a U.K. Home Office License and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Data recording begins with a day of spontaneous sleep episodes under 12 hours of light followed by 12 hours of dark. After this period each vole is sleep deprived for 6 hours by gentle handling, then spontaneous conditions are observed for another 42 hours as the voles undergo recovery sleep and return to their spontaneous sleep-wake cycles. Overall, EEG data has been collected for a total of 3 days for each of the six voles.

A similar experiment was performed on the common vole in 1991 [130]. It showed the effects of lengthening the period of wake on the subsequent sleep length (i.e. the effects of sleep deprivation on subsequent sleep length). During the sleep deprivation period of this experiment the voles were also food deprived. The experiment’s results are displayed in Figure 4.1. Both wake and subsequent sleep length are given proportional to the average sleep-wake period length, $\tau t$, of the individual vole. We see a decreasing trend where the length of subsequent sleep is reduced as sleep deprivation is extended. The gradient of the decreasing trend is around $-1$ and is such that each sleep-wake pair has a length which is roughly a multiple of $\tau t$. As the length of subsequent sleep approaches 0 there is a jump from a short sleep to a long sleep at each $\tau t$ period. This was used by the authors in [130] to suggest the presence of an ultradian rhythm in the mechanisms that drive sleep-wake timing in Microtus Arvalis.
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Figure 4.1: The effect of lengthening wake, $\alpha'$, on subsequent sleep, $\rho'$, from [130]. The quantities $\alpha'$ and $\rho'$ are expressed as a proportion of mean sleep-wake period length $\tau'$. Note that $\tau'$ varies across individual voles. Spontaneous sleep is denoted by the open circles (means ± SD) and for sleep deprivation (filled circles). The black lines indicate lines of best fit through the sleep deprivation data.


4.1.1 Electroencephalogram (EEG) data

In this section we introduce the method of EEG data collection for Microtus Arvalis and describe the techniques used to score raw EEG data into sleep-wake categories.

For Microtus Arvalis EEG data was recorded using the method described in [131]. Each vole is fitted with two stainless-steel EEG electrodes (length of screw shaft, 2.4 mm; outer diameter of screw thread, 1.19 mm). These are placed over the right frontal and parietal cortices under anesthesia and connected, by medical-grade stainless steel wires (cased in silicone), to a telemetry transmitter which is positioned beneath the skin along the left dorsal flank of the vole. In addition to this two stainless-steel Electromyography (EMG) leads are inserted and sutured in place in the neck muscle about 5 mm apart to record the electrical activity produced by the skeletal muscles. After surgery the voles have a recovery period of 7 days before any recording begins.
The EEG and EMG signals were modulated with a high-pass (3 dB, 0.5 Hz) and a low-pass, anti-aliasing (50 Hz) analog filter. The telemetric EEG and EMG data were transmitted at 455 kHz to an RPC-1 receiver (Data Science International) and sampled at 256 Hz (recording one measurement at every $\frac{1}{256}$ seconds) across a 12 hour light-dark cycle. Sleep is scored in 4 second epochs, which gives 1024 data points in each epoch. Sleep scoring is supported by a computer programme called Sleep Sign; both the EEG/EMG measurements are put into the program for analysis. For EMG, any muscle movement will give a wave-like pattern and no movement gives a flat line recording, this gives an indication as to whether the vole is active and probably awake, or not. For EEG, Sleep Sign performs Fourier analysis on each epoch and a histogram is produced showing the existing frequencies in each epoch. It is important to note that sleep scoring is done manually by a trained biologist. The scorer will visually inspect both EEG and EMG data and score each epoch as either wake, NREM sleep or REM sleep.

Although the EEG data is scored into NREM sleep, REM sleep and wake it is important to define what is meant by a sleep or wake period. The scored data contains many brief awakenings which could be considered to occur during a sleep period. In the next section we use the scored data to define the minimum length a consolidated episode of wakefulness must have to be, to be classified as “wake” for the two process model.

4.1.2 Finding sleep - wake onset times from scored EEG data

From the scored EEG data we need to find onset times for sleep and wake in the two process model. To do this we focus on periods of wakefulness since voles have consolidated wake periods, whereas during periods of sleep we may see brief awakenings. We begin by allowing NREM and REM sleep to both be labeled as sleep such that we have only two categories, sleep and wake, for simulations of the model. Therefore, the homeostatic sleep process of the two process model decays during both NREM and REM sleep. We then define the initial epoch scored as sleep or wake to be an onset time, however we need to make a rational decision on how long a vole must be awake to consider it a wake period.

We begin by considering the frequency distribution of wake lengths across all voles. To do this we sum the consecutive epochs scored as wake to find the length of each wake bout. In Figure 4.2a we plot the frequencies of these wake lengths, in 5 minute bins. Notice that there is a high frequency of wake periods with small length (< 15 minutes), therefore we choose to define a period of wake as having a length greater than 20 minutes. The frequency distribution of wake lengths over 20 minutes is shown more clearly in Figure 4.2b. For the remainder of this work we disregard any wake length of less than 20 minutes when classifying wake periods. These shorter wake bouts are defined as brief awakenings during a sleep period.

Taking a minimum wake length of 20 minutes yields sleep-wake cycles as shown in Figure 4.3.
4.2 Finding two process model parameters

Each sleep-wake interval begins at sleep onset and we see that brief awakenings occur during the period defined as ‘sleep’. To the right of each sleep-wake interval we see that period defined as ‘wake’ is consolidated (the vole remains in the wake state for 20 minutes or more) compared with the switches between brief awakening, NREM sleep and REM sleep seen during the sleep period. Whilst it is necessary to have a definition of what a wake interval is, it should not affect the results in this chapter if any wake length cut off between 20 – 40 minutes is chosen. We will explore this later when looking at the sensitivity of the results to choices made in the analysis.

Next we use EEG data during wake and NREM sleep to determine the strength of growth and decay of the homeostatic process in the two process model and determine the other parameters in the model.

4.2 Finding two process model parameters

In this section we will derive values for $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$ from EEG power data and then use these parameters alongside the found sleep-wake onset times to give estimates for the remaining parameters.

4.2.1 Using EEG data to find $\chi_s$, $\chi_w$

First we use the EEG data of the voles to find parameters $\chi_s$, $\chi_w$ which govern the strength of decay in the homeostatic process in sleep and strength of growth during wake. It is well established that the global decline in EEG slow-wave activity (SWA) is a biomarker for the decay in homeostatic sleep pressure. During the sleep EEG, SWA is measured by the EEG
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Figure 4.3: Sleep-wake intervals for Vole 1 using a 20 minute minimum wake length to categorise wake, NREM sleep and REM sleep. Each sleep-wake interval begins with sleep onset (the initial time on the vertical axis is given in days) and ends with a period of wakefulness, of length greater than 20 minutes.

Power in the delta band (1-4 Hz range) during NREM sleep [100,132,133]. Hence a value of $\chi_s$ can be found by observing the decay of SWA in the delta band [134].

In humans a value for $\chi_w$ can be found by observing the rise of SWA after sleep deprivation. An alternate method for finding a wake time constant $\chi_w$ is to derive it from EEG power in the theta band (5-9 Hz range). For the common vole, this will turn out to be a suitable method.

To derive the time constant $\chi_s$ we begin by taking the sum of the EEG power across the delta band in NREM sleep for each epoch (once every 4 seconds). We then segment the full day into non-overlapping 5 minute periods and take a mean value of the delta activity in NREM sleep for each of these periods. Note that given the sleep/wake clarification in Section 4.1.2 an NREM epoch can only occur in a sleep interval and only epochs scored as wake can occur in both sleep and wake intervals (due to the brief awakenings which occur during sleep). Also, if no
NREM sleep is present in a 5 minute period then that period has mean value zero. We use the same method for $\chi_w$ using theta activity during wakefulness. Since we are looking for parameters which describe the strength of exponential growth/decay we have taken the natural log and then fitted a regression line where the slope gives the parameter approximations. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the global decline in delta activity during NREM sleep and increase in theta activity during wakefulness respectively for each individual vole. Note that theta activity is not always increasing. This may be due to the influence of circadian components and could perhaps be avoided by considering only longer sleep periods, for example during sleep deprivation. However, we will show that even if the the value of growth/ decay of the homeostatic process is significantly different the result of this chapter remain the same.

Note that here we are only interested in negative gradients during NREM sleep (since $\chi_s$ governs homeostatic decay) and positive gradients in wake (since $\chi_w$ governs homeostatic growth). Taking the mean of the gradients which satisfy this criteria across all sleep-wake periods for an individual vole gives the parameter estimates for $\chi_s, \chi_w$ shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_s$ values</td>
<td>0.5067</td>
<td>0.5986</td>
<td>0.4961</td>
<td>0.5280</td>
<td>0.2255</td>
<td>0.4706</td>
<td>0.4475</td>
<td>0.1116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_w$ values</td>
<td>0.5448</td>
<td>1.1525</td>
<td>0.4154</td>
<td>0.3945</td>
<td>1.2160</td>
<td>0.1895</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>0.4276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.1: Values of both $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$ are shown for each of the six voles alongside the mean and standard deviation.*

We see that the value of $\chi_s$ is relatively consistent (apart from Vole 5) however, $\chi_w$ has a large standard deviation which could be due to the method used to find $\chi_w$ from growth in the theta band. Later we explore how the choice of parameters $\chi_s, \chi_w$ effects the final results in this chapter.

In the next section we use the parameter values for $\chi_s, \chi_w$ and the sleep-wake onset times from the data to find estimates for the remaining parameters in the two process model.

### 4.2.2 Sleep-wake fitting for remaining parameters

Now we have determined parameter values for $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$, we focus on estimating the remaining four two process model parameters, $a, \phi, H_0^-, H_0^+$. We suppose that a sleep-wake cycle is
Figure 4.4: Decay in the mean delta activity during NREM sleep only. Each point represents the mean value of delta activity during 5 minute time intervals across the spontaneous day (i.e. the first day of data) for all 6 voles. Successive data points are joined by straight lines to guide the eye. We take a line of best fit across each sleep period and observe the mean gradient of decay for each vole to find a value for $\chi_s$. 
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Figure 4.5: Growth in the mean theta activity during wake only. Each point represents the mean value of theta activity during 5 minute time intervals across a the spontaneous day for all 6 voles. We take a line of best fit across each wake period and observe the mean gradient of growth for each vole to find a value for $\chi_w$. Here we only take an average of the positive values since we need a positive value to represent growth in the homeostatic sleep pressure. The robustness of the results to parameter values are discussed later in Section 4.6.
described by the two process model. Hence there is a homeostatic sleep pressure which satisfies

\[ H(t) = H(t^n_s) e^{\frac{t^n_s - t}{\chi_s}} \quad \text{for} \quad t \in [t^n_s, t^n_w], \quad \text{(sleep)} \]

\[ H(t) = 1 + (H(t^n_w) - 1)e^{\frac{t^n_w - t}{\chi_w}} \quad \text{for} \quad t \in [t^n_w, t^{n+1}_s] \quad \text{(wake)}, \quad (4.1) \]

where \( H_s(t^n_w) = H_w(t^n_w) \) and \( H_w(t^{n+1}_s) = H_s(t^{n+1}_s) \). Note that switching occurs at (the yet unknown) thresholds at the sleep/wake onset times \( t^n_s, t^n_w \) derived from the data as described in Section 4.1.2.
The dynamics of the two process model allows us to find the switching values for $H(t^n_s)$ and $H(t^n_w)$ by simulation of the dynamics. If the data can be described by the two process model then the switching values $H(t^n_s)$ and $H(t^n_w)$ should lie on the upper and lower thresholds respectively. We start the homeostatic sleep pressure on a sleep trajectory at $H(t^n_1) \in (0, 1)$. Next we continue the homeostatic sleep pressure as described in (4.1) with the daily repeated sleep-wake onset times. Any starting value $H_s(t^n_1)$ will converge to a periodic solution, as depicted in Figure 4.6. Indeed, if after one day, $H_s(t^n_{w1} + 1) > H_s(t^n_{w1})$, then all homeostat values in the next day are above those in day one. By construction $H_s(t^n_{w1})$ is bounded above by 1 thus the iteration has to converge to a periodic orbit. A similar argument holds for the case $H(t^n_{w1} + 1) < H(t^n_{w1})$ since $H_{w}(t^n_{w})$ is bounded below by 0. The model has converged to a periodic solution once $H_{s,w}(t) = H_{s,w}(t + 1)$, as depicted in Figure 4.7. The periodic solutions for each vole are plotted in Figure 4.8.

![Figure 4.6](image-url)

*Figure 4.6: Using the $\chi_s$, $\chi_w$ values and sleep-wake onset times for Vole 1 we begin the homeostatic process (red) at various values namely, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. Notice that any starting value $H(t)$ converges towards a periodic solution, where $H(t) = H(t + 1)$. The dashed blue line shows the converged homeostat value at $t = 0 \mod 1$. Note that the homeostatic processes above cannot cross since they are governed by the same constants of growth/ decay.*

We now have values for $H(t^n_s), H(t^n_w)$, i.e. the homeostatic sleep pressure values at the
Finding two process model parameters

Figure 4.7: Model convergence occurs when $H(t) = H(t + 1)$, this is represented by the dashed blue line which shows that the homeostat values at times $t = 0$ and $t = 1$ are equal. The red line denotes the homeostatic process with the shaded regions indicating sleep and the blank regions wake. The switching points $t_{sw}^n, t_{sw}^n$ are given by the red and blue stars respectively.

sleep-wake switching times. We therefore simultaneously fit a sinusoid to the upper and lower homeostatic sleep pressure values by choosing $H_0^-, H_0^+, a_1$ and $a_2$ such that the function

$$\sum_n \left((H(t_{sw}^n) - f_{lower}(t_{sw}^n))^2 + (H(t_{sw}^n) - f_{upper}(t_{sw}^n))^2\right)$$

is minimized. Here

$$f_{lower}(t_{sw}^n) = H_0^- + a_1 \cos(2\pi t_{sw}^n) + a_2 \sin(2\pi t_{sw}^n)$$

and

$$f_{upper}(t_{sw}^n) = H_0^+ + a_1 \cos(2\pi t_{sw}^n) + a_2 \sin(2\pi t_{sw}^n),$$

where we have used $\sin(2\pi t + \phi) = a_1 \cos(2\pi t) + a_2 \sin(2\pi t)$.

The best fit for each vole is shown in Figure 4.9 thus, we have found estimates for all 6 parameters in the two process model for each vole. The values $H_0^-, H_0^+$ are given by the mean...
values of the lower and upper threshold fits respectively and since both thresholds are fitted simultaneously each threshold has the same amplitude $a = \sqrt{a_1^2 + a_2^2}$ as required.

Since there is only a small variation in switching values, $H(t_s^n), H(t_w^n)$, we observe a small
4.3 Comparison of the two process model with spontaneous data

In the previous section we found estimates for the parameters of the two process model for each vole, given in Table 4.2. In this section we will use these parameters to make comparisons between the data and simulations made by the two process model during spontaneous sleep. We

resulting amplitude. Thus it is important to check whether fitting sinusoidal thresholds gives a better fit than a less complicated model with no circadian amplitude ($a = 0$). Here and throughout this chapter we will perform an $F$-test, using the method in Appendix C.1., to find $p$-values to test whether or not a model with more parameters produces a significantly better fit. When fitting sinusoidal thresholds to all voles, as in Figure 4.9, we see that fitting a sinusoid does give a significantly better fit than a model with no circadian amplitude with $p$-values $2.8638 \times 10^{-7}, 5.1578 \times 10^{-4}, 0.0031, 0.0262, 0.0016, 0.0014$ for voles one to six respectively. A summary of the parameter values found is shown in Table 4.2.

We observe that $\chi_s$ has relatively small standard deviation suggesting that the mean could give a good estimate for all voles. However, the remaining parameters show much larger variations. The variation in $H_0^+$ and $H_0^-$ is probably due to the variations in $\chi_w$ as smaller values of $\chi_w$ give faster growth of the homeostat during wake and therefore a periodic solution has higher upper and lower threshold values. The small amplitude found across all voles is due to small variation in the values found for $H(t_s^n)$ and $H(t_w^n)$.

We will now use these parameters in the two process model and make comparisons between various markers such as: proportion of sleep, number of sleep episodes and behaviour under spontaneous (non-deprivation) conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_s$ values</td>
<td>0.5067</td>
<td>0.5986</td>
<td>0.4961</td>
<td>0.5280</td>
<td>0.2255</td>
<td>0.4706</td>
<td>0.4709</td>
<td>0.1278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_w$ values</td>
<td>0.5448</td>
<td>1.1525</td>
<td>0.4154</td>
<td>0.3945</td>
<td>1.2160</td>
<td>0.1895</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>0.4709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$, amplitude</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0^+$, upper threshold</td>
<td>0.4886</td>
<td>0.4087</td>
<td>0.6304</td>
<td>0.6640</td>
<td>0.1553</td>
<td>0.8350</td>
<td>0.5303</td>
<td>0.2357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0^-$, lower threshold</td>
<td>0.4437</td>
<td>0.3775</td>
<td>0.5774</td>
<td>0.6066</td>
<td>0.1154</td>
<td>0.7539</td>
<td>0.4791</td>
<td>0.2215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$, phase</td>
<td>0.6223</td>
<td>0.4701</td>
<td>0.3769</td>
<td>0.4287</td>
<td>0.3088</td>
<td>0.4115</td>
<td>0.4364</td>
<td>0.1060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: All 6 parameter estimates for the six voles alongside mean and standard deviation.
begin by running the two process model to test its accuracy in predicting sleep/wake patterns for the voles by comparing the proportion of sleep throughout the day and the number of sleep-wake episodes between model and data. Furthermore we will use the mean of each parameter value
and consider the same observations to see if this gives a good representation of an ‘average’
voles. Finally we go on to explore what the two process model with parameters fitted to the
spontaneous data predicts about the length of the recovery sleep after sleep deprivation.

Firstly, we simulate spontaneous sleep-wake cycles for each vole, shown in Figure 4.10. This
allows us to compare the proportion of sleep during light and dark periods and also the number
of sleep episodes across the day. These two comparisons are shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.

In Table 4.3 we compare the proportion of sleep given by the two process model, after
transients have decayed, against the sleep-wake onset times from the data. The values given
show the percentage of sleep during light (not-shaded) and dark (shaded). The values given by
the model and the data are not in total agreement however we see that the mean across all voles
is a good estimate of average sleep proportions for a vole. The two process model also predicts
the larger sleep proportions of voles 1 (during light) and 5 (during light and dark) in comparison
to the other voles. The large inter-individual differences in sleep proportion suggest the need
for individual parameter sets and not just the use of average parameter values across all voles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole Sleep (%)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>46.81</td>
<td>40.64</td>
<td>43.55</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>40.21</td>
<td>46.83</td>
<td>7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>66.31</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>41.06</td>
<td>42.66</td>
<td>48.72</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>47.08</td>
<td>9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>41.51</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>45.23</td>
<td>41.84</td>
<td>58.29</td>
<td>37.01</td>
<td>44.26</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>36.58</td>
<td>46.81</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>44.32</td>
<td>60.28</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>45.16</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.3: Proportion of sleep during light (not shaded) and dark (shaded).*

To further investigate the link between sleep onset times and the corresponding lengths of
sleep, we have plotted those quantities against each other in Figure 4.11. We find that the
length of sleep across the day varies, with the longest sleeps occurring at light onset (i.e. the
start of the day) and the shortest at lights out (after 12 hours). This is consistent with the fact
that we found a non-zero amplitude for the circadian oscillation in the two process model for
all six voles. Having even a small circadian amplitude creates slight variations in sleep length
as different sleep onset times are considered.

Another comparison that can be made is the predicted number of sleep episodes across the
day in comparison with the data. In Table 4.4 we count the number of sleep episodes the model
predicts and compare this with those seen in the data. We find that for all the voles the model
accurately predicts the number of sleeps during the one day period of recorded spontaneous sleep.
4.3 Comparison of the two process model with spontaneous data

Figure 4.10: Running the two process model using all 6 parameters found from the EEG data and sleep/wake onset times. Depicted are the sleep/wake timings, where sleep indicated by the shaded areas, and sleep distribution across the day.

However, it is important to note that we are only trying to predict one day of observations, if the observations were over a longer period it may be more difficult to predict any variations in the number of sleeps per day.
Figure 4.11: Sleep onset times plotted against the corresponding lengths of sleep are given by the blue dots. The dashed red line shows a one parameter fit which can be compared to the solid red three parameter fit (circadian). The figure is double plotted to show the circadian behaviour. We find that the circadian oscillation gives a better fit with a p value of 0.0301.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Number of sleep-wake episodes across one day.

It is interesting to consider the mean values of all 6 parameters in the two process model, given in Table 4.5, to determine whether these mean parameter values can give results which coincide with the average sleep proportions and sleep episodes. However, we expect that running the two process model with the parameters in Table 4.5 would not be sufficient to explain the behaviour of all voles individually.

As before we run the two process model, now using the mean parameter values. The com-
4.3 Comparison of the two process model with spontaneous data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\chi_s$</th>
<th>$\chi_w$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$H_0^+$</th>
<th>$H_0^-$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Vole</td>
<td>0.4709</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.5303</td>
<td>0.4791</td>
<td>0.4364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.5: Mean parameter values across all six voles.*

Comparison between the average vole behaviour in the data against the models results during spontaneous sleep is given in Table 4.6 and the sleep-wake cycle is shown in Figure 4.12.

![The Two Process Model](image)

*Figure 4.12: A run of the two process model using mean parameter values $\chi_s = 0.4475$, $\chi_w = 0.6521$, $a = 0.0269$, $H_0^+ = 0.5310$, $H_0^- = 0.4790$."

Notice that with the mean parameters the two process model is a good predictor of the number of sleep episodes across the day however, the proportion of sleep in the light and dark phase is predicted to be much shorter than observed in the data. As well as this, when compared with Table 4.3 we see that these values are not representative of all voles, since the number and proportion of sleep varies significantly. This gives a strong argument for treating each vole individually when considering the relationship between parameters.
4.3 Comparison of the two process model with spontaneous data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>Sleep (Light)</th>
<th>Sleep (Dark)</th>
<th>Number of Sleeps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Vole</td>
<td>41.4086</td>
<td>38.6848</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (Actual)</td>
<td>47.08</td>
<td>45.16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Proportion of sleep during the light and dark alongside the number of sleep episodes for the ‘average’ vole against the mean values from Table 4.3.

Finally, since we have a day of spontaneous data for six voles we have enough data points to check whether the voles are behaving in the same way as in Figure 4.1, from Gerkema [130]. By using the sleep-wake onset timings of the voles we find the lengths of sleep and wake, which we use to plot the length of wake $\alpha t$ against the length of subsequent sleep $\rho t$ proportional to the length of the average sleep-wake period length $\tau t$ of each individual vole. The value $\tau t$ is found by taking the length of each sleep-wake period, beginning with wake, across the day of spontaneous sleep and dividing by the number of sleeps across this day. This value varies across all voles as seen in Table 4.7. In Figure 4.13 we plot these values and show that a linear two parameter fit with a similar negative gradient as seen in Figure 4.1 (given by the open circles) is a significantly better fit than a one parameter fit of just a constant. Therefore the voles exhibit similar behaviour under spontaneous conditions as seen in the study [130].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tau t$</td>
<td>0.0970</td>
<td>0.1111</td>
<td>0.1011</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Value of $\tau t$ given in days for each individual vole based on the 1 day of spontaneous experimental data.

We can simulate all possible wake lengths against corresponding length of sleep using the two process model by starting the model on all possible positions on the lower threshold. Figure 4.14 shows the possible values given for the parameters of vole 1 alongside the values found in the data. Note that the model predicts values which sit amongst the values seen in the data and we also observe a declining trend as seen in [130].

In the next section we will extend this work by looking at how the two process model predicts sleep deprivation and we discuss whether the model we are using is sufficient when trying to understand this aspect of the common voles’ sleep-wake cycles.
4.4 Modelling sleep deprivation

In this section we use the two process model with parameters as derived in the previous section to predict effects of sleep deprivation on the common vole. We consider how the two process model predicts recovery sleep after the deprivation period and compare this to the values from the data. We will then discuss whether the standard two process model gives a good prediction for the length of sleep after sleep deprivation in the common vole.

Sleep deprivation is the condition of having prolonged wake which delays the natural sleep onset time. Sleep deprivation is often used in laboratory studies of human and animal sleep. Study in this area has proliferated since there is now strong evidence that links poor or mistimed sleep in mammals to many health conditions such as obesity, diabetes, heart disease as well as increased mortality.

The protocol in this experiment was to sleep deprive each vole for 6 hours, after a day of spontaneous sleep data recording, using gentle handling when a vole seems to be falling
4.4 Modelling sleep deprivation

Figure 4.14: The red points represent the two process predictions for the relative wake length against subsequent relative sleep length for one set of parameters. We find these points by running the two process model for vole 1 from all possible wake onset times for one sleep-wake pair and plotting the corresponding lengths. The blue points are those from the data for vole 1, as in Figure 4.13.

We now simulate sleep deprivation using the two process model and discuss whether it is a satisfactory model for predicting sleep-wake onset times and other sleep phenomena associated with sleep deprivation.

4.4.1 Two process model predictions of sleep deprivation

A standard way to simulate sleep deprivation in the two process model is to allow the upper threshold to be passed through during the deprivation period, this mimics the ability to remain awake, overriding the impulse to sleep. We run the two process model, starting on wake at the first wake onset time given by the data, for the first day of spontaneous sleep. This is followed by 6 hours of sleep deprivation, at the time representing light onset, where the homeostatic sleep pressure is allowed to pass through the upper threshold. At the end of the 6 hours of asleep [129]. For each vole, sleep deprivation begins at light onset and after six hours the voles are given the opportunity to sleep freely. Observation continues for another 42 hours as the voles recover from the sleep deprivation and settle back into a spontaneous sleep routine.
4.4 Modelling sleep deprivation

Sleep deprivation the model falls asleep immediately (since the homeostat is above the threshold value) and we record the recovery sleep timings. In Figure 4.15 we display the behaviour of each vole using the individual parameter estimations in the two process model of Section 4.3.

Figure 4.15: We run the two-process model for all six voles using the 6 parameter estimates from the initial wake time given by the data. After the initial 24 hours (red) the voles are then sleep deprived for 6 hours and then allowed to recover and sleep as normal (blue).
Table 4.8: Predicted wake onset times in the two process model after sleep deprivation (shaded) and the first 5 wake onset times that would be seen if no deprivation had occurred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vole</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Deprivation</td>
<td>1.5147</td>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>1.3981</td>
<td>1.3980</td>
<td>1.4321</td>
<td>1.3644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dep 1</td>
<td>1.266</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>1.290</td>
<td>1.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dep 2</td>
<td>1.362</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>1.412</td>
<td>1.438</td>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>1.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dep 3</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>1.516</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>1.531</td>
<td>1.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dep 4</td>
<td>1.544</td>
<td>1.612</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>1.671</td>
<td>1.652</td>
<td>1.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dep 5</td>
<td>1.643</td>
<td>1.728</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>1.779</td>
<td>1.817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By allowing the model to run without deprivation we can compare wake onset times between spontaneous sleep and after the 6 hour deprivation period, as in Table 4.8. We see that for all of the voles the expected time of wake onset after deprivation occurs multiple sleep-wake periods later than the wake onset times predicted for the no deprivation case, which occur after the period of deprivation. The two process model predicts that there will be one long recovery sleep after deprivation which is much longer than a normal sleep-wake period length. However, it is shown in Figure 4.1 that this is not necessarily the case. Gerkema [130] suggests that the relationship between sleep and wake, during spontaneous and sleep deprivation conditions, in the common vole is governed by the vole’s average sleep-wake period length, $\tau'$. Thus, after any amount of wake the subsequent sleep will only last for the remaining portion of the current $\tau'$ period.

To further understand how sleep duration changes when one lengthens wake in the two process model we repeatedly run a single sleep-wake cycle and extend the length of wake and observe the subsequent sleep length. Figure 4.16(a) shows these sleep-wake cycles for a fixed wake onset time and a variety of wake lengths. By allowing deprivation to begin in this way from the prediction of spontaneous sleep length after wake given in Figure 4.14, we see that there is a region of possible subsequent sleep lengths after deprivation predicted by the model, as displayed in Figure 4.16(c).

Note that all of the voles have a set of parameters with small amplitude and a small gap between the upper and lower thresholds, this in turn leads to the homeostatic sleep pressure passing through and remaining above the upper threshold quite quickly, during sleep deprivation.
Figure 4.16: (a) Using the parameter values of Vole 1 we run the homeostat (red) of the two process model multiple times, extending the length of wake on each iteration to simulate the effect of sleep deprivation in the model. Each sleep-wake episode begins at time $t = 0$ on a wake trajectory. (b) We plot the length of wake against the length of corresponding sleep, proportional to the $\tau$ period. Note that the two process model predicts an increase in the length of subsequent sleep as the length of wake increases. (c) The blue region here represents the area that the two process model predictions would cover by fixing $a, H_0^- \phi, \chi_s, \chi_w$ and varying the length of sleep deprivation from all values of the homeostatic sleep pressure on the spontaneous sleep-wake cycle. The red curve shows the points given in non-deprivation conditions in Figure 4.14.
As the length of wake increases we see that there is a sharp rise in recovery sleep length, shown in Figure 4.16(b). Therefore the two process model alone does not give the prediction of decreasing subsequent sleep with a sharp increase at \( \tau \)-multiple periods.

The results seen here do not correspond to those in [130] and by looking at the sleep deprivation sleep-wake onset times from the data we find that various phenomena were not predicted by the two process model in its current form. We see in this experiment that the voles do not have a long recovery sleep as predicted by the two process model and also the voles do not fall asleep instantly as we have assumed.

In the next section we explore an extension of the two process model which reproduces the behaviour given in Figure 4.1 [130] and discuss how this extension is consistent with the parameter fitting carried out in Section 4.2.2 for the standard two process model.

### 4.5 The hidden rhythm

We begin by considering what kind of adaptation to the two process model would yield results similar to Figure 4.1. The experimental data in [130] explores the length of wake and subsequent sleep proportional to the the average sleep-wake period length, \( \tau \), of each individual vole. It is shown that as the length of sleep deprivation is increased there is a decrease in subsequent sleep from roughly \( \tau \) to 0 until the length sleep deprivation approaches roughly a multiple of \( \tau \) and the length of subsequent sleep approaches 0. At the point where the length of sleep deprivation extends into the next \( \tau \)-period there is a jump in the length of subsequent sleep, back to \( \tau \). In essence the length of subsequent sleep ‘completes’ the next \( \tau \)-period such that the sleep-wake period is a multiple of \( \tau \).

In Figure 4.17 we overlay spontaneous and sleep deprivation data from the voles onto Figure 4.1. From observation it is clear that all six voles lie are in line with the data seen in [130]. If the prediction made by the two process model was correct we would expect the points denoting sleep deprivation to sit much higher on the vertical-axis, a subsequent sleep of around 3-4 \( \tau' \) periods in length.

The fact that the length of subsequent sleep decreases across each \( \tau' \) period and makes a sudden jump at the end of each period suggests that the two process model has to be modified such that the homeostatic process passes through the lower threshold multiple times during long periods of deprivation. As the homeostatic sleep process on wake approaches the lower threshold from above, the length of subsequent sleep decreases however, once the homeostatic sleep process passes through the lower threshold there will be a discontinuity in subsequent sleep length.

To achieve this we add an ultradian oscillation on top of the circadian threshold. The period of this oscillation is given by \( \tau' \) as we expect the ultradian rhythm to regulate sleep timings and
a jump from short to long subsequent sleep to occur after each wake length which is a multiple of \( \tau t \). Since the period of such an oscillation is less than one day it is called an ultradian oscillator. We now denote the upper and lower thresholds by

\[
H^+(t) = H_0^+ + a \sin(2\pi(t - \phi)) + a_u \sin\left(\frac{1}{\tau t}2\pi t\right)
\]

and

\[
H^-(t) = H_0^- + a \sin(2\pi(t - \phi)) + a_u \sin\left(\frac{1}{\tau t}2\pi t\right)
\]

respectively, where \( a_u \) is the amplitude of the ultradian oscillator. In Figure 4.18 we observe a 6 hour deprivation period for one of the voles with the thresholds being an ultradian oscillation, the size of the ultradian amplitude is set to be large enough such that there are multiple crossing points between the homeostat and the upper threshold. We see that having an additional oscillation can explain the phenomenon of prolonged wake after long periods of deprivation. This is caused by the homeostatic process being below the upper threshold at the end of the
deprivation period and therefore the homeostat continues on a wake trajectory until it hits the upper threshold and switches to a sleep trajectory.

We now wish to explore sleep deprivation predictions made by the modified two process model, with parameters $\chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^-, H_0^+, \phi, a$ and $a^u$. Using the same method as before we repeatedly run a single sleep-wake cycle and extend the length of wake and observe the subsequent sleep length. Figure 4.19 shows sleep-wake cycles for a fixed wake onset time and a variety of wake lengths. We see that the homeostat passes through the upper and lower thresholds multiple times during the deprivation period and can see that this affects the length of subsequent wake. As the homeostat approaches the lower threshold whilst on a wake trajectory (during sleep deprivation) the length of subsequent sleep decreases towards 0. However, once the homeostatic sleep pressure has passed through the upper threshold from above it must stay on a wake trajectory until it is again above the upper threshold. This causes a period of wake lengths which are not attainable since a vole will remain awake when the homeostatic sleep pressure is below the upper threshold. As well as this the length of subsequent sleep jumps up, this is due to the homeostatic process on sleep becoming further from hitting the lower threshold from
above at the end of the extended wake period.

Figure 4.19: (a) The two process model for Vole 1 with a large ultradian amplitude in addition to the original parameters. The ultradian oscillation has period \( \tau = 0.0970 \) given by the average sleep-wake period length in Vole 1’s spontaneous data. Note that there is a large increase in sleep length when the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake (increasing blue line) passes through the lower threshold. (b) Wake length plotted against the following sleep length where both are proportional to the spontaneous \( \tau \) period length. Here we see similar behaviour as in Figure 4.1 where the amount of recovery sleep depends on the proportion of the current sleep-wake period occupied by wake.

We want to check how well the prediction of the modified two process model on the relation between \( \alpha' \tau' \) and \( \beta' \tau' \) correlates with the results of the experiments in [130]. Since the value of \( \tau' \) for each vole is often not a divisor of a 1 day period we expect the ultradian rhythm to shift over multiple days. If this is the case then a vole could be deprived at any point during its shifting ultradian phase. To simulate this we perform the method used in Figure 4.19(a) across multiple days. In figure 4.20 we show that the shift in ultradian phase across multiple days leads the regions between subsequent sleep lengths in Figure 4.19(b) to fill up.

Although Figure 4.19(b) displays the behaviour seen in [130] it is important to consider that the onset of sleep deprivation could have occurred at any ultradian phase for the voles. Since \( \tau' \) is not taken as a divisor of 1 day the ultradian rhythm is shifting across multiple days. Figure 4.20 shows that if this is the case we do not get the distinct decreasing bands of subsequent sleep after deprivation with jumps, as in [130].

From experiments it is observed that when entrained to a light dark cycle the common vole shows very good sleep timing regulation, it appears that there is a circadian signal timed
Figure 4.20: Length of subsequent sleep after sleep deprivation relative to \( \tau' \) period for vole 1 simulated over multiple days using the method in Figure 4.19. Since the values found for \( \tau' \) are not divisors of 1 day the ultradian oscillations do not occur at the same time each day for the voles. Therefore the ultradian ‘shifts’ slightly each day and the whole region begins to fill, no longer giving the same behaviour as in Figure 4.1.

around light onset that achieves this entrainment [135]. This characteristic means that once a vole is entrained, as in this experiment, it exhibits similar sleep-wake onset times each day [129]. Unfortunately, due to the lack of spontaneous data this periodicity in sleep-wake timing is not evident in the data. However, it motivates us to make the assumption that each vole has an integer number of sleeps per day, so that the average sleep-wake period length is a divisor of one day therefore

\[
\tau' = \frac{1}{\text{No. of sleep-wake episodes}}.
\]

Making this change yields the reviewed \( \tau' \) values given in Table 4.9. By using these values in the new model we know that taking the same wake onset time on any day yields the same result. This is due to the circadian and ultradian components being entrained to a one day rhythm.

In Figure 4.21 we display subsequent sleep length after deprivation for all six voles using the reviewed \( \tau' \) values given in Table 4.9. Using the same method as in Figure 4.20 we consider deprivation onset times at all possible points along the spontaneous sleep-wake cycle. We also
consider values between $\tau' \pm 10\%$ for each vole, this is to simulate any daily variations that may occur in ultradian phase, we will discuss this in more detail later. We see that the model with revised $\tau'$ values displays a piecewise decreasing relation between $\alpha'\tau'$ and $\rho'\tau'$ and jumps at the integer points, as seen in [130]. The model exhibits decreasing bands of subsequent sleep as the length of wake increases, when the length of wake exceeds each $\tau'$ period there is a jump up to a long subsequent sleep of roughly one $\tau'$ period in length. Therefore we see that two similar lengths of sleep deprivation could yield almost no recovery sleep in the first sleep after deprivation or a large recovery sleep when sleep deprivation ends, as the homeostatic sleep pressure is close to the upper threshold.

We have shown that by adapting the two process model such that the upper and lower threshold contain an additional, ultradian, oscillator both the spontaneous and sleep deprivation data of experiments [129] and [130] can be explained. However, many of the assumptions that we have made could potentially change the results displayed here. One main assumptions used in this Chapter is that the length of a period of wakefulness needs to be a minimum of 20 minutes to be classified as a wake episode. By changing this assumption we could vary the number of defined sleep-wake episodes each vole has per day.

To derive the parameters $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$, which determine the strength of the growth and decay of the homeostatic sleep pressure, from the sleep EEG we considered the decay of delta power during NREM sleep and the growth of theta power during wake respectively. We use a method which is similar in approach to [134] however, it is important to note that other possible methods could have been used to derive these parameters [136]. A change in the method used could lead to differences in the values found for $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$ and potentially the results of this chapter. Therefore, in the next section we consider how different values for the parameters would affect the model behaviour during both spontaneous and sleep deprivation conditions.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Vole & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\hline
Original $\tau'$ & 0.0970 & 0.1111 & 0.1011 & 0.1113 & 0.1236 & 0.1222 \\
\hline
Reviewed $\tau'$ & $\frac{1}{10}$ & $\frac{1}{9}$ & $\frac{1}{10}$ & $\frac{1}{9}$ & $\frac{1}{8}$ & $\frac{1}{8}$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Both the original (from table 4.7) and the reviewed $\tau'$ values given for each individual vole. The reviewed values are calculated using the number of sleep-wake episodes seen in the spontaneous data, given in Table 4.4.}
\end{table}
Figure 4.21: Plots for each vole showing how the modified two process model predicts length of subsequent sleep after deprivation. We see a decreasing ρ′ which jumps up to a sleep length of τ′ after the vole has been awake for any multiple of τ′ periods.

4.6 Parameter sensitivity

We will now investigate the sensitivity of the conclusions to the assumptions made while carrying out the analysis. We consider the effects of selecting different minimum wake lengths and varying
\( \chi_{s,w} \) values on the results in this Chapter.

### 4.6.1 Minimum wake length

In Section 4.1.2 we observed that the longer periods of wake were uninterrupted however, there is a high frequency of brief awakenings during sleep. We decide that such brief awakenings can be ignored as they are just small interruptions in, otherwise consolidated, sleep. Therefore we made an assumption about the length of time that a vole must be awake for it to be considered a wake period. We chose to take a minimum wake length of 20 minutes since this removed the high frequency of brief awakenings. We were then able to find sleep-wake onset times from the data since anything that is not a wake period is consider sleep.

We will now explore how selecting different minimum wake lengths changes the main results seen during sleep deprivation.

**Results given a 40 minute minimum wake length**

Here we increase the minimum wake length to 40 minutes in vole 1. In doing this we reduce the number of sleep-wake episodes from 10 to 9 and after fitting we find a different set of parameters. A comparison between found parameters is shown in Table 4.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \chi_s )</th>
<th>( \chi_w )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( H_0^+ )</th>
<th>( H_0^- )</th>
<th>( \phi )</th>
<th>No. of Sleeps</th>
<th>( \tau )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>0.5067</td>
<td>0.5448</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.4886</td>
<td>0.4437</td>
<td>0.6223</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{10} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>0.5448</td>
<td>0.1406</td>
<td>0.0793</td>
<td>0.8014</td>
<td>0.7274</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{9} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.10: Found parameter and \( \tau \) values given minimum wake lengths of 20 and 40 minutes.*

Notice that there are large changes in many of the parameters when a different number of sleep-wake periods is found. In particular we see that the value of \( \chi_w \) (found by observing the growth of EEG power in theta activity during wakefulness) changes drastically, becoming less than a third of the size whereas the value of \( \chi_s \) is relatively unchanged, this means that the strength of growth has increased proportional to decay. In turn this drives the homeostatic sleep pressure towards the upper asymptote during fitting, as seen in Figure 4.22.

Since the homeostatic sleep pressure is forced to converge closer to the upper asymptote the values of \( H_0^- \) and \( H_0^+ \) are both increased. In Figure 4.23 we plot the two process model after fitting the upper and lower threshold parameters to the homeostatic sleep pressure values at the sleep/wake onset times. Note that there is an obvious increase in the mean upper and lower
threshold values and also the amplitude, $a$. Whilst, in this case, most parameters exhibit large changes when the minimum wake length is increased, we still see a conservation of the main properties of the proportion of sleep across light and dark in the simulations of spontaneous sleep-wake patterns. Both simulations predict that more sleep will occur during the light period, this is due to the relatively small change in the circadian phase, $\phi$. In both simulations we observe that the peak of the thresholds sits during the dark period which means that the upper threshold increases alongside the wake homeostat during the dark period, increasing the length of the wake period.

Figure 4.23: We see an increase in the amplitude and threshold mean values, $a, H_0^-$ and $H_0^+$, when fitting the thresholds of the data assuming (a) a minimum wake length of 20 minutes and (b) a minimum wake length of 40 minutes.
4.6 Parameter sensitivity

We now consider whether increasing the minimum wake length, and therefore reducing the number of sleep-wake episodes, has any effect on the final results with respect to the decay of subsequent sleep after sleep deprivation until the end of a $\tau'$ period. By adding a large ultradian rhythm, as before, we aim to reproduce the decreasing trend of subsequent sleep after sleep deprivation with jumps between 0 and $\tau'$ at each wake length $\tau'$. Note that since we enforce $\tau'$ to be a divisor of 1 day the original value $\tau' = \frac{1}{10}$ (ten sleep-wake episodes) increases to $\tau' = \frac{1}{9}$ (nine sleep-wake episodes). In Figure 4.24 the results for both 20 and 40 minute minimum wake lengths are displayed, we see that despite the reduced number of sleep-wake periods and large changes in many of the estimated parameters the modified two process model predicts that the length of subsequent sleep after deprivation will complete the current $\tau'$ period.

We will now briefly explore the effects of variation in the choice of parameters for the homeostatic growth and decay parameters $\chi_s, \chi_w$.

4.6.2 Varying the sleep strength parameter, $\chi_s$

We wish to see how changes in the estimated values of $\chi_s$ and $\chi_w$ affect the predictions from the modified two process model. Do the values of $\chi_s, \chi_w$ really have any major influence on the final result? To test this we take two different values for $\chi_s$ for vole 1. We take $\chi_s^* = \frac{1}{3} \chi_s, 3\chi_s$, fit the remaining parameters and then run simulations with the modified two process model using a large ultradian amplitude.

In the first case with $\chi_s^* = \frac{1}{3} \chi_s$ we see that the strength of the sleep homeostatic decay is increased and therefore the homeostatic process converges closer to the lower asymptote, as shown in Figure 4.25a. However, we see again that the length of subsequent sleep decays until
the length of sleep-wake reaches the end of a $\tau'$ period and then jumps back up to a length of roughly $\tau'$, this is plotted in Figure 4.25b.

![Figure 4.25](image)

**Figure 4.25**: Taking $\chi^*_s = \frac{1}{3} \chi_s$ we again allow the two process model to converge using sleep/ wake onset times (therefore maintaining the number of sleeps) in (a). The homeostatic sleep pressure now converges much lower however the length of subsequent sleep after deprivation still exhibits the same ‘decrease then jump’ phenomena in (b).

We see in Figure 4.26b that the model exhibits similar behaviour when $\chi^*_s = 3 \chi_s$. In this case the strength of the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep has decreased meaning that the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake has a higher proportional power, this pushes the homeostatic sleep pressure towards the upper threshold (as in the example examining different minimum wake lengths).

![Figure 4.26](image)

**Figure 4.26**: Taking $\chi^*_s = 3 \chi_s$ we again allow the two process model to converge using sleep/ wake onset times (therefore maintaining the number of sleeps) in (a). The homeostatic sleep pressure now converges higher than before however the length of subsequent sleep after deprivation still exhibits the same ‘decrease then jump’ phenomena in (b).

After this analysis, we conclude that by significantly varying parameter values in the model
the main result is still observed. Namely, the prediction that $\frac{\rho'}{\tau'}$ decreases with $\alpha'$ increasing, until $\alpha'$ is a multiple of $\tau'$ and then $\rho'$ jumps up back to $\tau'$. Additional simulations have shown that this is the same when varying any of the parameter values.

In the next section we will explore the bifurcation set relevant for the common vole and discuss the implications on $(p,1)$ periodic solutions.

### 4.7 Arnold tongues for the common vole

In Chapter 3 we showed how periodic solutions are created at the boundaries of Arnold tongue saddle-node bifurcations and how border collision bifurcations, which arise when the one-dimensional map of the two process model has gaps, extend and supplement these tongues. In this section we will consider the bifurcation set of the two process model without any modifications, using the parameters of the 'average' vole given in Table 4.5, namely:

$$\chi_s = 0.4709, \chi_w = 0.6521, a = 0.0260, H_0^+ = 0.5303, H_0^- = 0.4791.$$  

Note that the circadian amplitude $a$ is very small and the threshold values, $H_0^+$ and $H_0^-$, are close together. This is a consistent feature of all six voles. We will vary $a$ and $H_0^-$ and focus on the region of the bifurcation set with the relevant number of sleeps ($7-10$) per day and small circadian amplitude.

With the average vole parameters, tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure and the upper threshold exist when the amplitude satisfies

$$a \geq \frac{1 - H_0^+}{\chi_w \gamma_w} = 0.114,$$

and for tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure and the lower threshold

$$a \geq \frac{H_0^-}{\chi_s \gamma_s} = \frac{H_0^-}{3.1232} \geq 0.145,$$

for the value of $H_0^-$ considered. Since the amplitude, $a$, is small for all voles tangencies in the two process model are not relevant when considering their sleep-wake dynamics. In other words, we are in a region of the bifurcation set where the map is a lift of a monotonic circle map and only saddle-node bifurcations will be important for our discussion.

The boundaries of the Arnold tongues are loci of saddle-node bifurcations which we compute in the same way as described in Chapter 3, by locating a periodic point at a saddle-node bifurcation and following it along the bifurcation curves by varying one parameter and solving for the other. The Arnold tongues corresponding to the average vole parameters are plotted
in Figure 4.27. Finding suitable start points and continuing along the curves for these tongues proved more difficult than the tongues computed in Figure 3.13 which had lower values of \( p \). Since the tongues are so narrow in this region the parameter values on the two saddle-node boundaries are close together for each tongue and the solution can jump between the two boundaries, making careful continuation necessary.

It is known that the tongues generically open at a finite angle [137] however, this angle decreases as number of sleeps per day \( p \) or the number of iterations of the map \( q \) increases. The black stars in Figure 4.27 show the \( H_0^- \) values corresponding to the decreasing natural period \( T_n \) for periods \((7 - 20, 1)\) at \( a = 0 \). The \( H_0^- \) values are found by solving

\[
H_0^- = H_0^+ \exp\left(\frac{-\tau_0}{\chi_s}\right),
\]
and the value of $\tau_0$ is found using a modified form of (2.40),

$$H^+(t_0) = \alpha(\tau_0) \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha(\tau_0) = \frac{1 - e^{-\tau_0 \frac{\alpha}{\chi_w}}}{1 - e^{-\tau_0 \frac{\alpha}{\chi_s} e^{-\tau_0 \frac{\alpha}{\chi_w}}}},$$

which accommodates for multiple sleeps, $p$, over $q$ days. At $a = 0$ the tongues begin to ‘bunch’ together for higher period orbits, where we see a decreasing sequence of rotation numbers ($\frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{8}, \ldots, \frac{1}{20}$ are plotted) bounded above by the upper threshold $H_0^+$. Therefore there is less space for each tongue as the rotation number is decreased and they become increasingly narrow towards the threshold.

Since the tongues are narrow any small perturbation in parameters could lead a vole to be outside of the Arnold tongue saddle-node boundary, and therefore away from the $(p, q)$ periodic orbit. By taking $\tau' = \frac{1}{p}$ we have assumed that each of the voles has a 1 day periodic solution with $p$ sleeps. I.e. the pair $(a, H_0^+)$ lies within it’s respective tongue. One justification for this is that (similar to the observations made in other animals with circadian behaviour) in voles, light-dark cycles are a major cue for the synchronization of the SCN [138, 139]. In the experiment considered here all of the voles were entrained to a 12 hour light-dark cycle with fixed light intensity during the light period. We expect that any variation away from the periodic orbit throughout the day will be ‘corrected’ at light onset. Variations in light intake and light/dark onset times in the wild could see the voles transitioning between periodic and quasi-periodic sleep-wake cycles.

Light-dark cycles play clearly a role in the regulation of sleep in many animals. For example, it synchronizes the SCN and affects sleep timing in humans that undergo shift work or experience jet lag. In the next chapter we will introduce another modified version of the two process model which includes a dynamic stimulus processor that incorporates light stimuli into the representation of the circadian oscillator. First however, we discuss some of the results in this chapter and their implications.

4.8 Discussion

In this chapter we explored whether the two process model, with the standard circadian rhythm, is sufficient to explain spontaneous sleep and sleep deprivation observations seen in *Microtus Arvaii*, the common vole. We have found that the standard circadian oscillator alone is capable of explaining spontaneous sleep but not the results seen in sleep deprivation. By adding a large ultradian oscillation which occurs at regular intervals across the day, corresponding to the amount of sleep-wake periods seen in spontaneous conditions, we were able to predict that there can be a shorter recovery sleep after a longer period of deprivation or even stay awake when
allowed to sleep. We have also shown that the observed patterns are intrinsic to the model and is not sensitive to parameter fitting which is a testament to the strength of the ultradian rhythm in sleep regulation.

For most mammals it is known that the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and peripheral oscillators found in many of the body’s cells form a circadian timing system which results in daily rhythms. In [139] the expression of circadian clock genes in the SCN and liver of the common vole is examined and it is found that both circadian and ultradian components in feeding and activity rhythms affect the amplitude of circadian liver gene expression. This could explain why the addition of an ultradian oscillator helps to obtain the results seen in sleep deprivation experiments.

It is well known that the two process model can explain both monophasic and polyphasic sleep [79]. After fitting the two process model parameters to sleep/wake onset times and EEG power data we were able to obtain polyphasic sleep-wake patterns which are similar to experimental data. Since we fitted the model to sleep/wake timings it is perhaps unsurprising that the model gives a good estimate for sleep-wake proportions and distribution across the day and correctly predicts average sleep-wake onset times for an entrained vole. However, model predictions for sleep deprivation do not align with observations from the experiments in [130]. By plotting the experimental data from [129] over the data seen in [130] we are convinced that we have consistency between data sets and that some other underlying mechanism is driving both sleep and wake onset after sleep deprivation.

Since ultradian components are observed in activity rhythms and sleep, we considered a modified version of the two process model a threshold that has both circadian and ultradian components. With the assumption of locking to 24 hours and a large ultradian amplitude we are able to reproduce the results seen in [130] through simulation of the model.

One of the main questions that we considered is: Why is an ultradian oscillation not found when fitting the upper and lower threshold in the standard two process model in Section 4.2.2? An obvious restriction is a lack of data points when fitting the thresholds since we only have around 10 data points of sleep/wake onset for each vole. However, even when fitting to this small data set we found that the two process model gave a good prediction for many of the phenomena seen in spontaneous sleep. During fitting we found that the upper and lower thresholds sat close together and that the amplitude, $a$, was relatively small for all voles.

In Figure 4.28 we see that, the addition of a large amplitude ultradian oscillation to the thresholds, would lead to the same results when fitting to sleep-wake onset times during spontaneous sleep i.e. a small circadian oscillation and a small gap between thresholds. By desynchronizing the circadian and ultradian components through sleep deprivation we were able to see that the ultradian component is the driver for sleep wake onset times and the circadian
oscillation gives the changes in sleep duration across the day. In spontaneous conditions the ultradian rhythm is ‘hidden’ due to the locking of ultradian and circadian oscillators to a 1 day period.

Figure 4.28: A run of the modified two process model explains how an ultradian rhythm may not be obvious when observing spontaneous sleep. The homeostatic process (red) cannot reach the extreme regions formed by the ultradian oscillation since the homeostat does not grow/decay as quickly. Therefore the homeostat remains at the centre of the ultradian oscillation, this gives only a small variation in homeostat values $H(t)$. The values of $H(t)$ at these sleep-wake onset times govern the fitting of the threshold parameters $a$, $H_0^+$ and $H_0^−$.

This motivates the analysis given in Section 4.7, where the ultradian rhythm is not included. The ultradian rhythm is not considered here since when fitting to the spontaneous sleep-wake cycle, given by the modified two process model, the ultradian rhythm is again hidden. The polyphasic sleep-wake cycles of the common vole appears as one of the $(p, 1)$ periodic solutions in the two process model with $p \in (7,10)$, allowing us to link results in this chapter to the general bifurcation analysis of Chapter 3.
A modified two process model including an external zeitgeber

As we saw in Chapter 4 it is unlikely that the two process model parameters for the common vole would lie and remain inside one of the very narrow tongues. More generally, a weakness of the two process model is that it does not account for individual differences in the intrinsic period of the circadian pacemaker. In humans the intrinsic period is estimated to average 24 hours and 9 minutes ±12 (SD) minutes and is entrained by external zeitgebers to 24 hours. A zeitgeber (time giver) is an environmental agent or event which acts as a cue in the regulation of an organism’s circadian rhythms. An important zeitgeber in mammals is the light-dark cycle, in which light passes through a photoreceptive and phototransductive pathway to influence components of the circadian clock.

In this chapter we first discuss a modified version of the two process model in which the circadian process has a natural period of oscillation but a forcing term derived from the light-dark cycle entrains it to 24 hours. The circadian phase is therefore determined by light input which in turn helps determine sleep timing. We then use this model to explain experimental data on changes in mid-sleep on free days (MSF) and sleep duration across the human lifespan with the aim of showing that the results of [140], which uses a more complex neuronal model to explain the same experimental data, can be replicated using the simpler modified two process model introduced here.

5.1 Background

In [58] it was shown that a modified version of the Phillips-Chen-Robinson (PCR) model [99], which incorporates sleep homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity and also the effects of light, provides a framework to understand the effects of different light profiles on sleep timing. The PCR model is a combination of two earlier models: the Phillips-Robinson (PR) model, describing the switch between sleep/wake states as a result of a drive containing the homeostatic and circadian
components; and the Forger-Jewett-Kronauer (FJK) model [104], describing the entrainment of the circadian rhythmicity by light.

The modified PCR model can show changes in sleep duration and timing across the lifespan for modern industrialized societies and make predictions on what could be observed for pre-industrialized societies. These societies experience vastly different light environments yet the model quantitatively matches the observed data, suggesting that it is a suitable model for simulating the interaction of light with circadian rhythmicity and sleep/wake timing.

More complex neuronal models, in particular the PR model, can be reduced to the two process model [97]. We introduce a modified two process model which incorporates the FJK model as a drive for the circadian process. We then attempt to find parameter values which replicate the changes in MSF and sleep duration across human lifespan, given in [54] and [56] respectively.

5.2 A light inclusive model of the circadian pacemaker

We first introduce the extension of Kronauer’s original model [141] of the effect of light on the human circadian pacemaker, the FJK model [104]. In the FJK model the human circadian system is modelled using the classic van der Pol oscillator that generates self-sustaining oscillations. The effect of light on circadian period is included following the method outlined in [105], to model Aschoff’s rule, which states that under constant light conditions the period of activity becomes shorter in nocturnal organisms and longer in diurnal organisms. The van der Pol oscillator is driven by a dynamic stimulus model (process $L$) which represents the biochemical process of converting a light signal into a drive on the circadian pacemaker [106]. A circadian stimulus modulator [142] is also included within the pacemaker, to modulate the effective sensitivity of the van der Pol oscillator to the drive from process $L$.

Following [106] the cubic van der Pol type oscillator we use is given by

$$\frac{dX}{dt} = \frac{\pi}{12} (Y + B),$$

$$\frac{dY}{dt} = \frac{\pi}{12} \left( \mu_l \left( Y - \frac{4}{3} Y^3 \right) - X \left( \frac{24}{\tau_c} + kB \right) \right),$$

where $X$ represents core body temperature and $Y$ is a phenomenological auxiliary variable. Note that $\tau_c$ determines the period of the oscillator in constant darkness and $\mu_l$ relates to the rate of amplitude growth/decay after the oscillator is perturbed from the limit cycle. Aschoff’s rule is taken account of in the $kBXX$ term of (5.2), which gives a direct effect of light on the circadian period.

Next, we introduce the drive due to light from process $L$ and its circadian sensitivity mod-
5.2 A light inclusive model of the circadian pacemaker

5.2.1 Process L

Process L models the fact that the circadian pacemaker is driven by light interacting with photoreceptors in the eye. This results in a signal to the ‘master’ pacemaker located in the SCN. We define \( n \) as

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = \gamma (\alpha(I)(1 - n) - \beta n),
\]

the phototransduction pathway through which light from process \( L \) drives the circadian system.

As in [106] we define the forward rate constant, \( \alpha \), to depend on \( I \) (the light stimulus) such that

\[
\alpha(I) = \begin{cases} 
  a_0 \left[ \frac{I(t)}{I_0} \right]^p, & \text{during wake}, \\
  0, & \text{during sleep},
\end{cases}
\]

which has the property that as \( I \to 0, \alpha \to 0 \). Note that during sleep \( I(t) = 0 \), this is used to model the gating of light by the eye. We assume that the regeneration rate constant, \( \beta \), is independent of \( I \). Finally, the circadian modulation of the oscillator’s sensitivity to light is given by the output drive,

\[
B = G\alpha(I)(1 - n)(1 - 0.4X)(1 - 0.4Y).
\]

Maximum sensitivity is located close to the middle of a typical sleep episode and minimum sensitivity shortly after midday. In late evening, towards conventional sleep onset, this modulation enhances photic response to light. This corresponds to the delay region of the human phase response curve and agrees with experimental data which describes light response during the evening [143].

Since the homeostatic sleep pressure from the two process model has no direct effect on the van der Pol oscillator given here it seems reasonable to use parameter values given in the literature. Therefore, the following parameter values are used in process \( L \) to drive the circadian system [99,58].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circadian parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_l = 0.23 ), ( \tau_e = 24.2 ), ( k = 0.55 ), ( \gamma = 60 ), ( \beta = 0.013 ), ( G = 33.75 ), ( \alpha_0 = 0.16 ), ( I_0 = 9500 \text{ lux} ), ( p = 0.5 ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ (5.4) \]
5.2.2 Modified two process model

To modify the two process model such that it includes the circadian response to light we need to choose an appropriate light stimulus, $I(t)$, incorporate the van der Pol type oscillator described in (5.2) and (5.1) into the circadian process $C(t)$ and find suitable parameter values for the homeostatic sleep pressure and thresholds.

First, we consider the light stimulus, motivated by real world light profiles [62,144], given by

$$I(t) = l_2 + \frac{(l_1 - l_2)}{2} \left( \tanh(c(t - s_1)) - \tanh(c(t - s_2)) \right),$$

(5.5)

where $l_1$ denotes the level of light during core day light hours and $l_2$ the level of light at other times. A switch from $l_2$ to $l_1$ occurs at time $t = s_1$ and from $l_1$ to $l_2$ at $t = s_2$ with $c$ denoting the speed of the switch between states. The parameters chosen for the simulations in this chapter are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c = 0.6$, $s_1 = 8h$, $s_2 = 17h$, $l_1 = 700\text{ lux}$, $l_2 = 40\text{ lux}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5.6)

Parameter values for $s_1$ and $s_2$ are chosen to give a daylight duration of approximately 12 hours centered on roughly midday seen at the equinoxes. To account for daylight saving time both parameters values are shifted up by 30 minutes as in [58]. The value of $c$, which denotes the steepness of the change between $l_1$ and $l_2$, is fixed despite variations across the year. However, it has been chosen such that it relates to average measured light profiles for summer [62]. The light profile $I(t)$ with $l_1 = 700$ and $l_2 = 40$ is give in Figure 5.1(a). During sleep, light is gated by the eye and $I(t) = 0$, at wake onset there is an instant switch in the model to the light profile given in (5.5). The gating of light by the eye does have implications on the van der Pol oscillator namely, it gives a mechanism for sleep/wake timing to turn the forcing of process $L$ off and on.

To incorporate the van der Pol oscillator into the circadian process of the two process model the sinusoidal modulation of the upper and lower thresholds is replaced by a function $\tilde{C}(t)$ that is related to the output of the van der Pol oscillator and models the circadian wake propensity rhythm. Comparison with the PCR model [99] suggests that,

$$\tilde{C}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + X \right),$$

could be considered. However, to reproduce typical observed sleep duration and timings using realistic light profiles $I(t)$, as in [58], a phase shift is added to give,

$$\tilde{C}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + 0.8X - 0.47Y \right).$$
Therefore the upper and lower thresholds of the two process model are now given by

\[ H^+(t) = H_0^+ + a\tilde{C}(t) \quad \text{and} \quad H^-(t) = H_0^- + a\tilde{C}(t) \]

respectively. We also express the behaviour of the homeostatic sleep pressure by two ODE’s, namely

\[ \frac{dH_s}{dt} = -\frac{H_s}{\chi_s}, \]

(5.7)
during sleep and

\[ \frac{dH_w}{dt} = -\frac{H_w + \mu}{\chi_w}, \]

(5.8)
during wake, as in equations (2.1) and (2.2). Note that \( \mu \) denotes the value of the upper asymptote of the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake. The complete modified two process model is then as given below.
Modified two process model

The equations for the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep is

\[ H_s(t) = H^+(t_0)e^{\frac{t_0}{\chi^s}}, \quad t \geq t_0, \tag{5.9} \]

and during wake

\[ H_w(t) = \mu + (H^-(t_0) - \mu)e^{\frac{t_0}{\chi^w}}, \quad t \geq t_0. \tag{5.10} \]

Switching occurs from wake to sleep at the upper threshold,

\[ H^+(t) = H^+_0 + a\tilde{C}(t), \tag{5.11} \]

and from sleep to wake at the lower threshold,

\[ H^-(t) = H^-_0 + a\tilde{C}(t). \tag{5.12} \]

The modified circadian process is given by

\[ \tilde{C}(t) = \frac{1}{2}(1 + 0.8X - 0.47Y), \tag{5.13} \]

where \( X \) and \( Y \) are the equations for the van der Pol oscillator given by

\[ \frac{dX}{dt} = \frac{\pi}{12} (Y + B) \tag{5.14} \]

and

\[ \frac{dY}{dt} = \frac{\pi}{12} \left( \mu_l \left( Y - \frac{4}{3}Y^3 \right) - X \left( \frac{24}{0.99669\tau_c} \right)^2 + kB \right), \tag{5.15} \]

with a circadian modulation of the oscillator’s sensitivity to light given by,

\[ B = G\alpha(I)(1 - n)(1 - 0.4X)(1 - 0.4Y). \tag{5.16} \]

The phototransduction pathway through which light from process \( L \) drives the circadian system is given by

\[ \frac{dn}{dt} = \gamma (\alpha(I)(1 - n) - \beta n), \tag{5.17} \]

with forward rate constant

\[ \alpha(I) = \begin{cases} a_0 \left[ \frac{I(t)}{I_0} \right]^p, & \text{during wake,} \\ 0, & \text{during sleep,} \end{cases} \tag{5.18} \]

and light stimulus

\[ I(t) = l_2 + \frac{(l_1 - l_2)}{2} \left( \tanh(c(t - s_1)) - \tanh(c(t - s_2)) \right). \tag{5.19} \]
5.3 Mid-sleep on free days (MSF) and sleep duration data

Again, since the during sleep the eyelid is acting as a gate for light this allows sleep timing to feed back on the influence of light on the circadian pacemaker. During sleep, the external signal from light input is zero and during wake this signal is given by $I(t)$ and is dependent on clock time, as shown by the black line in Figure 5.1(a).

Motivated by the comparison between the two process model [97] and the parameter values commonly used in the PR model [90] to predict human sleep patterns, we take:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two process model parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_s = \chi_w = 45, \quad H_0^- = 14.5, \quad H_0^+ = 15.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence the new model consists of equations (5.9)-(5.19) along with the parameters in (5.4), (5.6) and (5.20) and values for $a$ and $\mu$. We take these parameter values since we know that the PR model can be reduced to the two process model. By translating the parameters from the PCR model to this modified two process model we hope to illustrate that the two models have a comparable dynamical structure and produce similar results.

The solutions of the van der Pol ODE’s and the modified two process model, with all aforementioned parameter values, are given in Figure 5.1(b) and (c) respectively. We will use the resulting sleep-wake cycles of this model to find parameters which match sleep durations and timings across lifespan. For the simulations in the remainder of this chapter we allow the amplitude $a$ and the value of the upper asymptote $\mu$ to vary. These parameters are equivalent to the parameters $\nu_{vc}$ and $\mu$ which are varied in [140].

5.3 Mid-sleep on free days (MSF) and sleep duration data

For the remainder of this chapter we investigate how the modified two process model can predict changes in sleep timing and duration using data on both MSF and sleep duration across lifespan. We consider ages 11 through to 63 using MSF timings given in [54] and sleep duration lengths given in [56].

The midpoint of sleep on free days is deemed to be of particular importance as it is used as a reference point to describe preferred sleep timing. Also, as discussed in the Introduction 1.1.1 sleep duration and mis-timed sleep have been linked to a variety of health issues.

A simple questionnaire (Munich ChronoType Questionnaire, MCTQ [145]) was used to collect the data presented in both studies and stored in a database which has continued to grow. The MSF data published in 2004 included entries from roughly 25000 individuals about their sleep habits on both work and free days. By 2013, when the sleep duration data was published, the database had expanded to 150000 individuals from all over the world. The data for MSF and
sleep duration, from age 11 to 63, are reproduced in Figure 5.2. These data show a monotonic decrease in sleep duration and an ‘n’-shaped curve for MSF values, peaking at around age 20.

Figure 5.2: Data for mid-sleep on free days (MSF) given in [54] is plotted in black and sleep duration given [56] is plotted in red. The crosses represent each data point and the connecting lines are there to help guide the eye.

In the next section we discuss how the same changes in MSF and sleep duration across the lifespan from Figure 5.2 can be obtained, using the modified two process model, if the parameters $a$ and $\mu$ are reduced with age.

5.4 Results

We begin by running simulations of the model to find sleep-wake cycles with sleep duration and MSF as a function of $\mu$ and $a$. In figure 5.3 the contour plots for sleep duration and MSF as a function of $\mu$ and $a$ are plotted. We see that sleep duration is only slightly impacted by varying the circadian amplitude since the contours in Figure 5.3(a) are close to vertical. However, the diagonal contours in Figure 5.3(b) show that as $\mu$ increases, MSF monotonically decreases, and as $a$ increases, MSF monotonically increases.

The data shown in Figure 5.2 gives a sleep duration and MSF that corresponds to each age. The contour plots in Figure 5.3 suggest that there exists a unique ($\mu, a$) pair for each MSF and
5.4 Results

Figure 5.3: Running a simulation of the model results in a sleep-wake cycle with a sleep duration and MSF that is dependent on the values of $\mu$ and $a$. (a) A contour plot for sleep duration as a function of $\mu$ and $a$. (b) A contour plot of MSF as a function of $\mu$ and $a$.

sleep duration across the lifespan. To find the $(\mu, a)$ values we optimize

$$f_1 = \frac{MSF - MSF_e}{MSF_e} \quad \text{and} \quad f_2 = \frac{SD - SD_e}{SD_e},$$

where MSF and SD denote the models’ simulated sleep mid-sleep on free days and sleep duration respectively, and subscript $e$ represents the experimental data set.

The grid of points used to construct the contour plots forms a surrogate model which we use instead of repeatedly running simulations of the model to reduce computation time. By interpolating over the surrogate model we find corresponding values of $(\mu, a)$ that result in the same sleep duration lengths and MSF, giving a direct relationship between $\mu$ and $a$.

The resulting parameter values found using this process are given in Figure 5.4. Note that the circadian amplitude $a$ is roughly constant across adolescence before decaying linearly throughout adulthood. The upper asymptote of the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake $\mu$ decreases exponentially. The largest differences in the behaviour of the parameter values across the lifespan occurs during adolescence, with a faster decrease in $\mu$ and very little change in $a$.

We then run the model with the parameter values given in Figure 5.4 to check that sleep duration and MSF timings correlate with the data set. The slight errors seen are due to the use
of the surrogate model where we interpolate over the grid of points used to plot the contours. In Figure 5.5 both the simulated values and the data for each age is plotted. The high correlation is expected since we have used the data set to derive the parameters however, suggests that the modified two process model can be used to explain the observed changes in sleep relative to age. In particular the changes during adolescence which lead to reduced sleep duration and a later timing of sleep. After adolescence we still see progressively earlier sleep timing whilst sleep duration continues to decrease.

Finally, we have shown that for each age, data for MSF and sleep duration can be used to find a unique point \((\mu, a)\) which when used in model simulation yields very similar MSF and sleep duration. In Figure 5.6 we bring together the work of this section by plotting the direct relationship between \(\mu, a\) and age given in Figure 5.4 over the contour plot in Figure 5.3.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have given a modified version of the two process model which includes the effect of light on the human circadian pacemaker. A cubic van der Pol oscillator given in [106] is driven by a process \(L\) which converts a light signal into a drive for the circadian pacemaker. Using biologically relevant parameters for humans we showed that both data on MSF timings [54] and
sleep duration lengths [56] across the lifespan could be recreated by varying only two parameters in the model.

The data in [54] was collected with the aim of understanding differences in chronotype in humans. As with most diurnal animals, human rest-activity patterns are endogenously controlled by biological clocks with a circadian period. When there are no environmental time cues present the circadian clock free runs, usually with a period of about 1 day. Usually the circadian clock is entrained to the 24 hour light dark cycle [146] however, some individuals' clocks entrain very late (‘owls’) and others very early (‘larks’), with the majority lying in between. Normal variation in chronotype is considered to be be sleep-wake cycles ranging from 2 hours either side of average. The chronotype depends on genetic [147] and environmental factors [145] but also varies with age [148–150].

The discussion around the data published in [56] focused more on the changes in sleep duration in the modern world and the possible implications on an individuals health. Comparisons between the length of sleep on work days and work free days across lifespan showed that an individual would sleep for significantly less on work days than work free days throughout their lifespan, with the greatest difference occurring during the teenage years. This means that the majority of the school and work population experience under sleeping on work days and oversleeping on work free days, leading to ‘social jet lag’ where the individual switches between their

Figure 5.5: (a) Sleep duration, (b) MSF. Visually we can see very good agreement between the model predictions (red stars) and the data (blue crosses).
work ‘time zone’ and the sleep-wake schedule determined by their biological clock.

Simulations of the modified two process model show that typical changes in sleep timing and duration, from adolescence to old age, can be explained by reducing both the amplitude of the circadian rhythm, \( a \), and the asymptote of the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake, \( \mu \), simultaneously. The results found are qualitatively similar to those seen in [140] which explores the same data set using the Philips-Robinson model [90]. This means that the modified two process model could be used in place of more complex neuronal models to yield similar results and also potentially gives physiological meaning to some of its parameter values. In particular, the upper asymptote \( \mu \) could be linked to neural activity dependent build-up of homeostatic sleep pressure during wake.

In the white regions of Figures 5.3 and 5.6, light alone is insufficient to entrain the model to a 24 hour period. At the edges of the shaded contour region a saddle-node bifurcation occurs due to a transition from entrained to non-entrained simulations. Note that the largest changes in MSF and sleep duration occur during adolescence, which are modelled using the parameter values denoted by the rightmost crosses in Figure 5.6. During the largest quantitative changes in the data the model parameters approach the saddle-node bifurcation, in this region the circadian phase is most sensitive to slight changes in the light profile.
The main achievements of the work in this thesis have been the mathematical analyses of the two process model of sleep regulation and the use of modified versions of the model to help explain experimental data. Here we summarise these main findings in addition to highlighting potential areas of interest for future work.

6.1 The dynamics and bifurcations of the two process model

The two process model includes two fundamental processes that are believed to regulate the sleep-wake cycle, a circadian and a homeostatic process. Partly due to its graphical simplicity the two process model has been widely used within the sleep and circadian science community to help understand a variety of sleep-wake cycle behaviour, design experiments and interpret data [151, 82]. The dynamics and numerical results found in more complicated models of sleep can be explicitly related to the two process model [97]. Therefore, understanding the dynamics of the two process model is very important within the context of sleep regulation.

6.1.1 Results

In Chapters 2 and 3 we showed that the two process model can be understood as a nonsmooth dynamical system, revealing that results from continuous monotonic circle maps and maps with gaps are relevant, resulting in a bifurcation set in which both saddle-node and border collision bifurcations create/annihilate fixed points of the one dimensional map. We then showed how border collisions can take over from saddle-node bifurcations in forming the boundaries of Arnold tongues and highlighted the devil’s staircase structure of periodic solutions. Although there is an extensive literature on maps, previous studies have either focussed on maps with gaps or maps with no gaps. This is the first example of which we are aware where the transition between the two is considered.
First, in Chapter 2, we introduced the two process model as an interaction between an oscillating circadian process, $C(t)$, and a homeostatic sleep pressure, $H(t)$. We began by rescaling to reduce the parameters in the original model and introduced some inequalities which restrict the parameters to biologically relevant regions. In particular, the inequalities introduced ensure that switching occurs in the model and therefore there is never the potential for infinite periods of sleep or wake. The special case where the circadian oscillator has zero amplitude ($a = 0$) is then discussed as it displays simple periodic behaviour. We show that when $a = 0$ any initial time $t_0 \in [0, 1]$ results in a solution which repeats with period $T_n$ given by

$$T_n = \chi_s \log \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right) + \chi_w \log \left( \frac{1 - H_0^-}{1 - H_0^+} \right),$$

where $\chi_s \log \left( \frac{H_0^+}{H_0^-} \right)$ is the length of a sleep episode and $\chi_w \log \left( \frac{1 - H_0^-}{1 - H_0^+} \right)$ is the length of a wake episode. Such solutions have $p$ sleeps over $q$ days, when

$$T_n = \frac{q}{p}.$$

To help understand the transitions between $(p, q)$ periodic solutions we reduced the two process model to a one dimensional sleep map, $T_s : \mathbb{R} \mapsto \mathbb{R}$, which maps the upper threshold onto itself. The fixed points in the map correspond to periodic solutions in the full dynamical system and represent different (periodic) patterns of sleep/wake. For the parameter regions considered in this thesis this map is the degree 1 lift of a monotonic circle map on the interval $[0, 1]$. Non-monotonicity in the map could potentially lead to more complex dynamics, including period-doubling and chaos, as has been shown for continuous but non-invertible maps of the circle [128].

In Chapter 3 we showed that at low circadian amplitudes, varying the bifurcation parameter $H_0^-$ leads to a sequence of periodic solutions arising through saddle-node bifurcations, as is known to happen in continuous monotonic circle maps. For fixed $a$ and varying $H_0^-$, the rotation number has a devil’s staircase structure and Arnold tongues with constant rotation number are bounded by saddle-node bifurcations.

At larger amplitudes, varying the same parameter leads to the same devil’s staircase sequence for the rotation number but now both border collisions and saddle-node bifurcations are important for the creation/annihilation of periodic orbits. We showed that the border collisions, which take over from saddle-node bifurcations as the boundaries of the $\{p, q\}$-periodic Arnold tongues, are a consequence of tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure and the circadian thresholds in the model. There is exactly one tangency where the homeostatic sleep...
pressure during wake hits the lower threshold from above which occurs at time
\[ t_{\text{tan}}^l = \arccos\left(-\frac{H_0^-}{\alpha \chi \gamma_s}\right) + \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_s}\right) \in \left(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{3}{4}\right), \]
where \( \gamma_s = \sqrt{\frac{4\pi^2}{\chi^2} + \frac{1}{\chi^2}} \). A tangency from below between the homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep and the upper threshold also occurs at time
\[ t_{\text{tan}}^u = \arccos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\gamma_w}\right) - \arccos\left(\frac{1-H_0^+}{\alpha \gamma_w \chi_w}\right) \in \left[0, \frac{1}{4}\right] \cup \left[\frac{3}{4}, 1\right], \]
where \( \gamma_w = \sqrt{\frac{4\pi^2}{\chi^2} + \frac{1}{\chi^2}} \).

At a tangency point the homeostatic sleep pressure can be viewed as having 2 potentially paths which it can follow. It can either continue on its trajectory through the tangency point or a switch between sleep/wake can occur. Therefore, to find the Arnold tongue boundaries we considered \((p,q)\) periodic solutions which begin and end at a tangency point. This led to two types of border collision (Type I from Section 3.3.1 and Type II from Section 3.3.2) where when solving for a periodic solution numerically the homeostatic sleep pressure begins on either sleep or wake. By fixing all parameter values except from \( H_0^- \) we were able to find the corresponding \( H_0^- \) value which led to a periodic solution which we then tracked this solution by taking small steps in \( a \) to find the border collision boundary in the \((H_0^-, a)\) parameter plane. The resulting bifurcation set which includes the biologically relevant parameter assumptions, saddle-node bifurcations and border collisions is displayed in Figure 3.13.

Finally, when considering the one dimensional map at a Type I border collision we found that the map has an infinite derivative as \( t_0 \) approaches \( t_{\text{tan}}^l \) or \( t_{\text{tan}}^u \) from the left in the down and up maps respectively. We note that the \( t\)-interval region in which the gradient of the one-dimensional map increases rapidly towards infinity can be very small, so in a numerical simulation study it is easy to miss that the gradient becomes infinite. Much of the literature on maps with gaps [118] focusses on piecewise linear maps where the derivative is necessarily finite on both sides, although infinite derivatives at a gap do arise naturally in many applications [152].

6.1.2 Consequences

The two process model displays complex dynamics and the different patterns of sleep that arise in the model have biological relevance. The most common pattern of human sleep corresponds to one sleep per day, \((p,q) = (1,1)\), however other sleep-wake patterns do occur. Some cultures take a siesta [153], the practice of napping in the afternoon, and in some historical societies people would have two sleeps at night, with only a short wake period between the two [154].
This suggests that relatively small sociological or physiological changes could result in a different sleep pattern.

We have considered a variety of \((p, q)\) periodic orbits both monophasic (one sleep per day) and polyphasic (many sleeps per day). For humans the polyphasic patterns which arise in the model have biological significance since there is a gradual transition from polyphasic to monophasic sleep during the first few years of development \([155]\). These changes could be explained by gradually varying physiological parameters \([97]\), a phenomenon displayed in the bifurcation diagram plotted in Figure 3.3. A gradual change in the bifurcation parameter results in a transition corresponding to a decreasing number of sleep episodes per day or similarly, a gradual increase in the natural period \(T_n\). We have scaled time so that the circadian period is one, so a lengthened circadian period in the original system is equivalent to increasing \(T_n\) as occurs by decreasing \(H_0^-\) or increasing \(H_0^+, \chi_s\) or \(\chi_w\).

Transitions between the different kinds of periodic solutions are also relevant in experimental studies showing internal desynchrony. In adult humans, the intrinsic circadian period is entrained to the 24 hour day by external factors including light, eating patterns and exercise. Temporal isolation experiments have shown that by removing these external cues a circadian rhythm persists but is slightly longer than 24 hours \([2]\). Properties of the circadian clock including inter-individual variability in intrinsic period contribute to differences in the patterns of sleep/wake observed during temporal isolation. The sleep/wake patterns of participants would either: alter to remain in synchrony with the adjusted circadian period, but with an altered phase relationship because of the change in period; desynchronise; switch to a rhythm of one sleep every two days, a so-call circadian rhythm \([10]\). In the two process model a switch to a circadian rhythm corresponds to a transition from the \((p, q) = (1, 1)\) tongue to the \((1, 2)\) tongue. This structure gives the theoretical underpinning for the results of the numerical study carried out in \([156]\) to investigate internal desynchrony and bicircadian rhythms in a neuronal model.

The polyphasic patterns used to describe different patterns of mammalian sleep \([96]\) and the original two process model results \([79]\) can be explained using the Arnold tongue framework highlighted in Chapter 3. Although in \([79]\) the circadian oscillator also includes a small amplitude higher harmonic term, \(\sin 6\pi t\), we would not expect the qualitative Arnold tongue/border collision structure to change. The main features of monotonicity with a transition to maps with gaps is preserved as the higher order terms are a small perturbation.

### 6.2 Applications of the two process model

By the end of Chapter 3 we have a good understanding of the dynamics of the two process model, the effects of varying different parameter values and the underlying mechanisms which
give transitions between \((p, q)\) periodic solutions. With this background we went on to consider two applications using modified versions of the two process model. First, we described both sleep-wake patterns of the common vole and then changes in sleep timing through the human lifespan using a light driven circadian pacemaker.

**6.2.1 The common vole and the two process model**

In Chapter 4 we used the two process model, with only the standard circadian rhythm, to explain spontaneous sleep and sleep deprivation seen in experimental data on *Microtus Arvailis*, the common vole. We began by fitting parameter values \(a, \chi_s, \chi_w, H_0^+\) and \(H_0^-\) for the two process model to EEG and sleep timing data from [129]. First we used the EEG data to derive \(\chi_s\) and \(\chi_w\) the growth/decay rate constants of the homeostatic sleep pressure by considering the decay of delta power during NREM sleep, similar to the approach in [134], and the growth of theta power during wake respectively. It is important to note here that there other methods of deriving the growth and decay rate constants. For example, in [136] a different model of sleep-wake regulation is considered in which the initial values of the equivalent constants for a homeostatic process \(S\) are derived from [134] and then optimized, by minimizing the squared error between simulated and empirical SWA during NREM episodes with length greater than 1 minute. The model in [136] is based on equations from an elaborated version of the two process model [84] however, an additional step is added to check the stability of the optimized solution.

To fit the remaining parameters we iterated the homeostatic sleep pressure forward in time using sleep/wake onset times from the data and the fitted values of \(\chi_s, \chi_w\) until transients had decayed and a ‘forced’ periodic solution remained. Note that this method relied on choosing a minimum length of wakefulness which would constitute a wake period in the two process model.

After fitting the parameters of the two process model to the data we showed that the model is sufficient to explain the key features of spontaneous sleep, but does not give the results seen in sleep deprivation. We wished to explain the phenomena in [130] where the length of subsequent sleep, \(\rho'\) decreases as the length of sleep deprivation, \(\alpha'\), increased until the end of a natural sleep-wake period length, \(\tau'\), and then jumped to a recovery sleep of roughly length \(\tau'\). To model this behaviour we added a large amplitude ultradian oscillator which occurred at regular intervals across the day, corresponding to the amount of sleep-wake periods seen in spontaneous conditions.

Due to its large amplitude the ultradian oscillator created threshold ‘walls’ which the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake (due to sleep deprivation) approached and then passed through. Therefore, if sleep deprivation ended close before one of these threshold walls the length of subsequent sleep would be very short whereas, if sleep deprivation ended just after the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake had passed through the threshold then the length of subsequent sleep
would be much longer. This creates the jump in recovery sleep observed in the data. Note that if sleep deprivation ends beneath the upper threshold then the vole remains awake until the homeostatic sleep pressure hits the upper threshold and switches to a sleep trajectory. This explains the fact that in the data from [129] the voles do not necessarily fall asleep immediately after the end of deprivation.

In Section 4.6 we discussed the sensitivity of the conclusions to the assumptions and parameter fitting used to carry out the analysis and found that variations in parameter values and wake length do not change the fundamental predictions of the two process model. Namely, that $\rho^\prime$ decreases with $\alpha^\prime$ increasing, until $\alpha^\prime$ is a multiple of $\tau^\prime$ and then $\rho^\prime$ jumps up back to $\tau^\prime$.

The temporal isolation/ free run experiments [3] which we have already discussed revealed, through desynchronising entrained rhythms, that it would take a minimum of two oscillators to describe the results seen in humans. In the case of the common vole, desynchrony through sleep deprivation has led us to understand that some additional ultradian component is necessary to explain the experimental results. The large amplitude ultradian oscillator is hidden in the model during spontaneous sleep since the homeostatic sleep pressure always switches before reaching the extreme values of threshold enforced by the ultradian oscillator. The underlying ultradian rhythmicity of the common vole is a key feature of their rest/ activity patterns highlighted by Gerkema [130] and our results are inline with this hypothesis.

Finally, we related the work of this chapter to the previous work on the two process model bifurcation set. The sleep-wake patterns of the common vole appear as $(p, 1)$ periodic solutions in the two process model with $p \in (7, 10)$. In Section 4.7 we linked the results of this chapter to the general bifurcation analysis of Chapter 3. Finally, we plotted the Arnold tongues relevant to the mean parameter values found for the voles. Since the circadian amplitude is small for all of the voles we find that tangencies in the model, and therefore discontinuities in map, do not occur. Therefore, in the parameter regions explored in this chapter the Arnold tongues are formed of saddle-node boundaries and border collisions do not play a role.

The tongues for the voles are very narrow such that any small perturbation in parameters could result in the voles moving away from their $(p, 1)$ periodic orbit. Despite some daily variations in sleep timing the number of sleeps per day for an individual vole usually stays the same [129]. It is possible that even if the physiological parameters lie outside of a $(p, 1)$ periodic tongue it would be difficult to spot just by observing the number of sleep episodes per day since the vole will exhibit behaviour close to this period. However, experimental data suggest that there is a circadian signal timed around light onset which enforces entrainment to the light-dark cycle [135] potentially ‘correcting’ any daily variations away from the $(p, 1)$-periodic solution. With the standard two process model alone this can not be simulated.
6.2 Applications of the two process model

6.2.2 A modified two process model including an external zeitgeber

In Chapter 5 we included a dynamic stimulus processor that incorporates light stimuli into the representation of the circadian oscillator in a modified version of the two process model. A cubic van der Pol oscillator given in [106] is driven by a process $L$ which converts a light signal into a drive for the circadian pacemaker. This is motivated by the observation that in many animals with circadian behaviour, light dark-cycles are a major cue for the synchronization of the SCN and affect sleep timing in humans, especially those that undergo shift work or experience jet lag. Using biologically relevant parameters for humans we show that changes in sleep timing and duration across the lifespan can be explained using the modified two process model by simultaneously decreasing the amplitude of the circadian rhythm, $a$, and the asymptote of the homeostatic sleep pressure on wake, $\mu$. A similar study using a more complex neuronal model on the same data sets is given in [140]. The key result of the work in this chapter is highlighting that the modified two process model can be used in place of these more complex models to achieve the same results.

After parameter fitting we plot the simulated sleep duration and MSF for each $(\mu, a)$ pair, corresponding to an age, over the contour plots given in Figure 5.3. We noted that the largest physiological changes occur close to the white region in the contour. In the white regions of Figures 5.3 and 5.6, the light profile is not able to entrain the modified two process model to a 24 hour period, a similar phenomenon is seen in [58]. The edges of these regions mark a transition through a saddle-node bifurcation boundary between entrained and non-entrained states. Close to this boundary the circadian phase is most sensitive to slight changes in the light profile and therefore the parameter values leading to the biggest changes in sleep duration and MSF, which occur during adolescence, lie close to this boundary.

The light profiles we considered are consistent with [140] and motivated by real world light profiles [62, 144] however, these profiles will vary drastically for each individual depending on many factors such as work schedule, amount of travel and chronotype. Since at the boundary the circadian phase has increased sensitivity to light the results here imply that teenagers have the highest risk of being unable to synchronize to the 24 hour day. With the presence of artificial light we are now able to self-select our own light dark cycle and it is often only social constraints which keep us entrained to the 24 hour day.

There are many changes in human sleep throughout the lifespan. For the first few years from birth sleep is polyphasic and gradually transitions to a monophasic sleep pattern. These transitions can be explained using the bifurcation analysis of the two process model in Chapter 3. In adolescence there is a delay in sleep timing and a reduction in slow wave sleep which is followed by further reductions in slow wave sleep and a slow decrease to earlier sleep timing.
during healthy ageing. Although these changes in sleep structure and timing are well established the biological mechanisms which underpin these changes are still being explored. However, it is a common view that changes in the circadian pacemaker lead to the observed changes in sleep timing. The modified two process model given in Chapter 5 can be used in place of more complex neuronal models to give an insight into how changes in sleep occur from adolescence onwards, by varying parameters of the circadian pacemaker. This also allows for parameters of the two process model to be related to parameters in the neuronal models, potentially gaining some physiological meaning.

In summary, we have given an in-depth analysis of the two process model of sleep-wake regulation which can be used to understand the dynamics of more complex mathematical models of sleep. We have also given two interesting applications, using modified versions of the two process model to explain observations seen in experimental data. The use of mathematical models in sleep science has allowed for further understanding of the underlying physiology, sleep phenomena and experimental data. The work in this thesis builds on the rich history of the seminal two process model of sleep regulation [79, 78, 82, 157, 158] as a tool for understanding a variety of different sleep phenomena, successfully simulating sleep timing and sleep intensity across a diverse range of experimental protocols [159].

6.3 Future Work

In the results presented in this thesis, we focused on monotonic maps. However, we have discussed the mechanism for the development of non-monotonicity [160]. The consequences of non-monotonicity for a simplified example containing the key features of the two process model have been examined in [161]. It would be of interest to extend the work of Chapter 3 to examine non-monotonicity in the two process model since it has the potential to lead to more complex dynamics, including period-doubling and chaos. Although we expect the results to be qualitatively the same as in [161] the addition of a second oscillating threshold would lead to an even more interesting discontinuity structure in the map for parameter regions, where both tangencies between the homeostatic sleep pressure and the upper and the homeostatic sleep pressure and the lower threshold are relevant.

In Figure 3.14 we showed that there is a point in the bifurcation diagram where a border collision on the upper threshold collides with a border collision on the lower threshold, which lies in the (3, 2) Arnold tongue. Computation close to the interaction of these border collisions becomes difficult due to both border collision having infinite derivatives. Understanding this complex interaction analytically would be useful as regions where both tangencies on the upper and lower threshold will be more prominent for other parameter regimes.
The experimental data explored in Chapter 4 only contains one day of spontaneous sleep-wake cycles. It would be of interest to consider biological data for spontaneous sleep over a longer time period to check the consistency of sleep-wake onset times each day. This could help give insight into where each vole sits in the Arnold tongue description given in Section 4.7. By checking whether sleep timing shifts over multiple days or is ‘corrected’ at light onset we could better understand the rigidity of the \((p, 1)\) periodicity for each vole.

The work in Chapter 5 sets out to explore the same experimental data and reproduce the same results as in [140]. We showed that the modified two process model including an external zeitgeber can explain changes in sleep timing and duration by varying parameters in the model, much in the same way as the PCR model [99]. It would be interesting to explore this further and determine whether the PCR model can be reduced to the modified two process model similar to the reduction of the PR model to the two process model given in [97].

A deeper investigation into the effects of different light-dark cycles could help understand the effects of jet lag, shift work and artificial light/ blue light from devices in industrialized societies on sleep-wake patterns. To do this the spectral composition of the light input would need to incorporate the effects of blue light leading to changes in the phase response curve of process \(L\). Work in this area could lead to better sleep scheduling and potentially reduce the health risks associated with desynchrony and mis-timed sleep.
Appendices
The two process model, its associated map and periodic solutions

A.1. Monotonicity of $\alpha(\tau)$

In the following lemma we will show that $\alpha(\tau)$ is monotonically decreasing.

**Lemma A.1.** The function $\alpha(\tau) = \frac{1-e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}}}{1-e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}}}$ is monotonically decreasing from $\alpha(0) = 1$ to $\alpha(1) = 0$.

**Proof.** At the boundaries of $\alpha(\tau)$ we have $\alpha(0) = 1$ and $\alpha(1) = 0$. For $\alpha(\tau)$ to be monotonically decreasing we need show that $\alpha'(\tau) < 0$. Recall

$$
\alpha'(\tau) = \left(\frac{1}{\chi w} - \frac{1}{\chi s}\right) \left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}}\right) \frac{e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} - \frac{1}{\chi w} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}} \left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}}\right)}{\left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}}\right)^2}.
$$

Since $\tau \in (0, q)$ we know that $\left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}}\right)^2 > 0$, therefore we need only show that

$$
\left(\frac{1}{\chi w} - \frac{1}{\chi s}\right) \left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}}\right) \frac{e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} - \frac{1}{\chi w} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}} \left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}}\right)}{\left(1 - e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}}\right)^2} < 0,
$$

Dividing by $e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w}}$ reduces this to

$$
\left(\frac{1}{\chi w} - \frac{1}{\chi s}\right) e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi s}} - \frac{1}{\chi w} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} + \frac{1}{\chi w} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} - \frac{1}{\chi w} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} < 0,
$$

which can be rewritten as

$$
\left(\frac{1}{\chi w} - \frac{1}{\chi s}\right) e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi s}} + \frac{1}{\chi s} e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi w} - \frac{\tau}{\chi s}} - \frac{1}{\chi w} < 0.
$$
Dividing by $e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_s}}$ and rearranging gives
\[
\left( \frac{1}{\chi_w} - \frac{1}{\chi_w e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_s}}} \right) + \left( \frac{e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi_w}} - 1}{\chi_s} \right) < 0.
\]

Since $e^{\frac{-\tau}{\chi_w}}, e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_s}} \in (0, 1)$ we know
\[
\frac{1}{\chi_w} < \frac{1}{\chi_w e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_s}}},
\]
and
\[
\frac{e^{-\frac{\tau}{\chi_w}}}{\chi_s} < \frac{1}{\chi_s}.
\]

Therefore we have $\alpha'(\tau) < 0$ and we know that $\alpha(\tau)$ is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0. \qed
B.1. The edge of the tangency existence region

Lemma B.1. For all $\chi_s > 0$, when $H_0^- = -a$, the homeostatic sleep pressure on sleep is tangent to the lower threshold at $t_{\text{tan}}^l = \frac{1}{4}$.

Proof. Lemma 3.2 gives

$$\cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B) = -\frac{H_0^-}{a\gamma_s \chi_s},$$

so for $H_0^- = -a$ we have

$$\cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B) = \frac{1}{\gamma_s \chi_s}.$$

From (3.14) we know $\frac{1}{\gamma_s \chi_s} = -\sin B$ which we extend to

$$\frac{1}{\gamma_s \chi_s} = -\sin B = \sin(-B) = \cos \left(-B - \frac{\pi}{2}\right) = \cos \left(B + \frac{\pi}{2}\right).$$

Therefore we have

$$\cos(2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l + B) = \cos \left(B + \frac{\pi}{2}\right).$$

As $t_{\text{tan}}^l \in \left[\frac{1}{4}, \frac{3}{4}\right)$, this implies

$$2\pi t_{\text{tan}}^l = \frac{\pi}{2}$$

which gives us $t_{\text{tan}}^l = \frac{1}{4}$. \qed
B.1. The edge of the tangency existence region
C.1. F-Test

Throughout Chapter 4 we perform $F$-tests to check the significance of more complicated models against basic models. Since we will be nesting models by increasing the number of parameters, in an attempt to get a better fit to various data, we use the nested $F$-test given below.

For a model 1 that is nested in model 2 the test would return an $F$-value given by

$$F = \left( \frac{RSS_1 - RSS_2}{RSS_2} \right) \frac{n - p_2}{p_2 - p_1},$$

where $n$ is the number of data points, $p_1, p_2$ are the number of parameters in each model and $RSS_1, RSS_2$ are the residual sum of squares for models 1 and 2 respectively. The residuals for a model $y = f(t)$ are given by $\sum (y_i - f(t_i))^2$ where $y_i$ represents a data point and $f(t_i)$ is the predicted value given by the model. We know $RSS_2 \leq RSS_1$ since a more complicated model will necessarily give a better fit to the data.

This test is to ensure that a more complicated model (a model with more parameters) is significantly better than a simpler model. To check significance we need to translate a found $F$-value into a $p$-value where:

- If $p > 0.05$ then the more complicated model (model 2) is not significantly better than the simpler model (model 1). Therefore it is not worth using additional parameters.

- If $p < 0.05$ then the more complicated model (model 2) is significantly better than the simpler model (model 1). Thus, the more complicated model gives a closer fit to the data and should be chosen over the simpler model.

To calculate $p$-values from $F$-values a cumulative probability density function for $F$ is used,
namely

\[ p = 1 - fcdf(F, p_2 - p_1, n - p_2) \]

\[ = 1 - \int_0^F \frac{\Gamma \left( \frac{(p_2 - p_1) + (n - p_2)}{2} \right)}{\Gamma \left( \frac{p_2 - p_1}{2} \right) \Gamma \left( \frac{n - p_2}{2} \right)} \left( \frac{p_2 - p_1}{n - p_2} \right) \left( \frac{p_2 - p_1}{n - p_2} \right) \left( \frac{n - p_1}{n - p_2} \right) \left( \frac{n - p_1}{n - p_2} \right) \left( \frac{t^{p_2 - p_1}}{n - p_2} \right) \left( \frac{t^{n - p_1}}{n - p_2} \right) dt. \]

An example of this is to determine whether a model with circadian oscillation fits the data better than a model with no circadian component.
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